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ABSTRACT
This thesis describes a new strategy for carbon dioxide (CO2) separations based on amine
sorbents, which are electrochemically-mediated to facilitate the desorption and regeneration
steps of the separation cycle. The absorption of CO2 is accomplished in a similar manner to
standard thermal scrubbing techniques. The desorption of the CO2 from the loaded amines is
achieved through the oxidation of a copper metal anode, which generates cupric ions that
compete for the amine binding sites. For many amines, the complexation with cupric ions is
more favorable than the complexation with CO2. Reduction of the cupric ions from the amine
sorbent onto a separate copper metal cathode regenerates the solution’s ability to capture CO2,
completing the capture and release cycle.
The electrochemically-mediated amine regeneration (EMAR) process has several
advantages over standard thermal scrubbers. EMAR systems do not require reconfiguration of
internal turbine systems for low-pressure steam extraction; this makes EMAR more attractive for
the retrofit of existing plants. EMAR systems can also generate CO2 at elevated pressures,
reducing the need for downstream compression.
A thorough evaluation of 13 metals and 14 amines for the EMAR cycle is presented.
Based on cost, amine binding strength, and cation reduction potentials, copper was determined to
be the best metal for this process. Polyamines, due to their ability to chelate the cupric ions, were
identified as the best amines candidates. Ethylenediamine (EDA) and aminoethylethanolamine
(AEEA) were investigated experimentally for their thermodynamic and kinetic properties.
For EDA, experiments demonstrated that a system operated at open-circuit could achieve
70% efficiency with respect to a perfectly reversible process. Kinetic experiments and transport
modeling are used to extrapolate the performance to a real system operating at closed circuit
conditions. A proof-of-concept system was constructed and was capable of separated CO2 at a
rate of 800 sccm/m2 membrane area with an electrical requirement of 100 kJ/mole CO2.
Suggestions and specifications for future designs of next generation bench-scale systems
are provided. A techno-economic analysis shows the potential of several configurations of
industrial scale EMAR systems compared with thermal scrubbing technologies.
Thesis Supervisor: T. Alan Hatton
Title: Ralph Landau Professor of Chemical Engineering
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Chapter 1
1.

Introduction
Executive Summary
This thesis introduces and investigates a new strategy for carbon dioxide separations called
Electrochemically-Mediated Amine Regeneration (EMAR). This technology has the potential to address
two severe technological gaps in post-combustion carbon separation technologies: retrofits to existing
power plants and application to non-power generating facilities, such as steel, aluminum, and cement
plants.
Because EMAR systems are electrically-driven, it is unnecessary to undergo the costly
reconfiguration of internal steam turbines when retrofitting an existing power plant. This alleviates a
serious complication that makes the deployment of more traditional thermal amine scrubbers unattractive
for retrofits. For non-power generating plants where low-pressure steam is unavailable, thermal scrubbers
require the additional installation of dedicated natural gas boilers to generate the required steam. These
systems operate at low efficiency compared with power plant based systems because they do not pass the
steam through a Rankine cycle. Passing the steam through a Rankine cycle extracts most of the energy as
electricity before using the low-value heat to operate the thermal scrubber. An EMAR system operates
through an electrical connection, and therefore, does not require the natural gas boiler and can operate at a
consistent efficiency regardless of the type of plant.
The chemical cycle that defines the EMAR process is developed through modification of an
Electrochemically-Mediated Complexation Separation (EMCS) cycle. In an EMCS cycle, the target
molecule is selectively absorbed and released by a single redox active carrier species. In the second
chapter, a new separations concept, the Electrochemically-Mediated Competitive Complexation
Separation (EMCCS) cycle, is introduced. In the EMCCS cycle, the redox active species is separate from
-8-

the carrier molecule that binds the target. The redox active species, named the competitor, complexes
strongly with the carrier when electrochemically activated. The competitor/carrier complexation releases
any bound target molecules and prevents future binding by the target until the redox active competitor is
electrochemically deactivated.
The EMAR process is a specific embodiment of an EMCCS cycle, where the carrier is an amine
sorbent and the target molecule is carbon dioxide, CO2. Thirteen different metals are screened for use as
the redox active competitor. Oxidation of many metals, especially transition metals, yields cations with
sufficient Lewis acidity to compete with carbon dioxide for the amine binding groups. Based on several
criteria, including cost, complexation strength with ethylenediamine, and resistance to undesirable
oxidation by hydrogen evolution, copper is chosen as the best competitor for an EMAR system. Fourteen
different amines, including ethanolamines, amino acids, and polyamines, are screened for use with copper
in an EMAR process. After the initial round of screening, which focuses primarily on avoidance of copper
salt precipitation, four diamines are chosen as possible EMAR sorbents.
The thermodynamics of the four amines with respect to an EMAR system are investigated in the
third chapter by means of a combination of experimentation and modeling. Starting with the fundamental
thermodynamics of the process, the maximum achievable efficiencies at zero-flux conditions are
determined from combining the pertinent mass action equations with the Nernst equation. Additional
inefficiencies from incomplete loading in the absorber and losses due to physical solubility in the sorbent
are included in the models. Experiments measured the ability of cupric salts to facilitate CO2 desorption
from the loaded amine sorbents and the required potentials to generate or remove cupric ions at operating
conditions. The enthalpy and entropy of the CO2 binding reaction with EDA is obtained using opencircuit potential measurements of the copper activity at varying temperatures. This method is a cheap and
fast technique that had never previously been demonstrated.
The electrochemical kinetics of copper dissolution and deposition is investigated in the 4th chapter
using fast galvanostatic pulses. An equivalent circuit model is used to interpret the measured potential
responses to the current pulses. The results are compared with a similar investigation of copper
-9-

electrochemistry in sulfuric acid systems. The relatively similar reaction rates in the amine solutions
compared with sulfuric acid solutions is explained by a new intermediate-stabilized dissociative electron
transfer theory. This theory, which is derived from combining a consecutive two-electron transfer process
with dissociative electron transfer theory, successfully predicts the trends observed. The addition of
chlorides is shown to have a dramatic impact on the electrochemical kinetics. Without chloride ions, the
kinetics in CO2 solutions are prohibitively slow.
The performance of real systems, based on the surface electrochemical kinetics and bulk transport
phenomena, is investigated in the 5th chapter. Two configurations of the EMAR system are considered,
which include a flat plate electrode system and a porous electrode system. Analytical approaches are
taken in both cases substantially reduce the complexity of numerical simulations. Such simplification is
necessary for the future implementation of these models in system-wide optimization routines, which may
need to run hundreds of iterations to find the optimal design and operating strategy of an EMAR system.
The flat plate electrode system is simplified using the Karman-Pohlhausen integral solution
approach. The concentration profile is assumed to be a 3rd order polynomial with a consistent shape
within the boundary layer. Based on a set of known boundary conditions, the coefficients can be
calculated if the boundary layer thickness is known. To calculate the boundary layer thickness, a shell
balance can be performed to relate the current at the surface to the rate of growth of the boundary layer.
The porous electrode system is first simplified by assuming that the isopotential lines are roughly
parallel with the direction of flow. This converts the coupled partial differential equations (PDE) to
coupled ordinary differential equations (ODE). The coupling refers to the interdependence of the
concentration profiles and electrostatic potential profiles, which must be solved simultaneously. By
approximating the Butler-Volmer equation as either a single exponential function (valid for large
potentials) or as a linear function (valid for small potentials), the coupled ODE’s can be converted to a
pair of non-linear algebraic equations that are easily solved with minimal computation.
The development and experimental results of a proof-of-concept device are described in the 6th
chapter. The proof-of-concept system is the fourth electrochemical CO2 capture cell constructed, and
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lessons learned from the iterative design process are discussed. The proof-of-concept system is tested for
its stability, repeatability, Faradaic (current) efficiency, and electrical demand per mole of CO2 captured.
While the system is stable during cyclic or continuous operation for at least 7 hours, reproducibility of the
device is poor; this results from the challenges with the device assembly and electrode consistency. The
operating efficiencies and electrical demands are promising, especially when considering the system is
operated at ambient temperature and pressure, which are far from ideal. There are signs, however, that
indicate the electrodes may not be stable over long term operation.
Designs and recommendations for the next generation bench scale system are provided in the 7th
chapter. Specifications for the construction of a stacked electrochemical device are provided along with
suggestions regarding the peripheral equipment and control strategies required for long term automation.
Based on the information from this thesis, a techno-economic assessment is performed for an EMAR
systems used to retrofit an existing supercritical coal-fired power plant. The assessment determines the
electrical and thermal demands of the EMAR system. The cost of electricity for power plants with EMAR
capture systems is compared to those with thermal scrubbers. The assessment shows that an EMAR
system can significantly outperform conventional thermal scrubbing systems for retrofit applications.
The next section of the introductory chapter provides motivation for this research. Evidence of
climate change due to anthropogenic emissions is presented. Arguments for CO2 abatement at large point
source emitters and the possible technologies capable of such separations are discussed. The importance
of technologies for retrofitting existing plants and use at non-power-generating facilities is considered. A
description of conventional amine scrubbing, which is the most developed post-combustion CO2
separation technology, is provided.
The introductory chapter concludes with a technical overview covering amine chemistry, copper
electrochemistry, and electrochemical systems, which are helpful, though not necessary, for
understanding the analyses in the following chapters. The interactions of amines with CO2 and copper
have been studied separately in extensive detail. The electrochemical kinetics of copper electro-deposition
and electro-dissolution have been studied in the contexts of electroplating and corrosion. Transport
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Figure 1-1
1. Atmosphericc CO2 concentrration measured
d at the Maunaa Loa observatoory in Hawaii. Figure by Dr. Pieter
Tans (NOA
AA/ESRL) and
d Dr. Ralph Keeeling (Scripps)): http://www.eesrl.noaa.gov/ggmd/ccgg/trendds/#mlo_full.
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The EPA estimates that in 2010, 40% of the CO2 emissions in the United States originated from power
generation.7 Despite the recent reduction in natural gas prices, coal will remain as an important fuel for
electricity production and is projected to account for 38% of electricity generation in 2035, while the
share produced from natural gas will only be 28%.8,9 Leaders in climate science and governmental policy,
including the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change and former the U.S. Secretary of Energy,
Steven Chu, have identified post-combustion CO2 capture from coal-fired and gas-fired power plants as a
necessary strategy for reducing anthropogenic emissions.10,11 In addition to the environmental
motivations, the depletion of natural CO2 sources may necessitate CO2 capture for use in enhanced oil
recovery over the next few decades.12
While only about 1% of power generating capacity in the United States comes from coal-fired
power plants less than 10 years old, approximately 20% of the capacity comes from natural gas plants less
than 10 years old with an additional 10% from natural gas plants 11 to 20 years old.13 With approximately
30% of the current power generating fleet in the US not scheduled for retirement for decades, retrofit
technologies are necessary for comprehensive reduction of CO2 emissions from power plants.
The coal infrastructure in developing countries is both newer and more prevalent with China and
India generating 79% and 68% of their electricity from coal, respectively.14 Over a third of the world’s
currently installed 1600 GW of coal-fired electricity generating capacity is less than 10 years old.15 Over
the next 20 years, an additional 1,000 GW of coal infrastructure is expected to be constructed, and the
fraction that will be constructed with carbon capture capabilities is uncertain. The International Energy
Agency, IEA, predicts that to achieve stabilization of global warming, 114 GW of coal-fired capacity will
need to be retrofitted with carbon capture technologies.16 This represents 17% of the total coal-fired
capacity that needs to be retrofit.
CO2 emissions by non-power-generating plants, such as cement, steel, and aluminum are also
significant. In 2004, the cement industry was responsible for 3.4% of global CO2 emissions from fossil
fuel combustion.17 In 1999, it was reported that the steel industry was responsible for 4.6% of global CO2
emissions.18 The aluminum industry also contributes approximately 1% of the global CO2 emissions.19
- 13 -
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Figure
F
1-2. Scchematic diagraam of a simplee thermal aminee scrubbing unnit with an MEA
A sorbent.

For retrofit systems, de-ratings du
ue to installation of a thhermal aminne scrubbing capture plannt are
predicted to be 40% fo
or sub-critical plants.28,30 In
n addition to tthe reduction in efficiency, the capital ccost of
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the power plant could be increased by as much as 80%.31 The increase results from difficulties with
matching the steam temperatures at available extraction points with the steam requirements of the capture
plant. Variants of thermal amine scrubbing using chilled ammonia, rather than MEA, may be able to
reduce retrofit de-ratings to 25%, especially when ultra-supercritical (USC) steam turbines are used.31
USC turbines produce the least CO2 per MW of electricity, which reduce the requirements for CO2
capture.
Capture systems that do not require low-pressure steam are being actively investigated as
alternatives to thermal amine scrubbing. oxy-fuel combustion,32,33 membrane separations,34,35 and vacuum
swing absorption36 all require electrical energy rather than steam.37 While electricity is a higher value
form of energy, the energy requirements are smaller and the capital costs are lower due to the lesser level
of heat integration required.
Oxy-fuel systems, which feed pure oxygen into the combustion chamber, require the separation
of oxygen from air. This is performed using a cryogenic separation, which is expected to be expensive.
For retrofits, the required changes to the plants boiler and steam cycle is minimal, which makes this an
attractive technology. Application to natural gas systems is unlikely since the ratio of oxygen required to
CO2 produced is lower, which hinders the process economics.
The simplicity of membrane systems does keep capital costs low, but the low partial pressure of
CO2 in the flue gas (10-15 kPa) does make successful application of a membrane system challenging.38
Significant research into advanced membrane materials, such as room-temperature ionic liquid
membranes, is ongoing.39,40 Application of membranes for CO2 capture from natural gas plants is unlikely
due to the even lower partial pressure (~5 kPa) of CO2 in the flue gas. Both oxy-fuel and membrane
systems may require a final refrigerated flash separation of the gas to achieve the necessary CO2 purities
to avoid difficulties with compression and transport.41
Pre-combustion and chemical looping strategies are also under investigation for use in carbon
capture from power plants. Integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) plants, where CO2 can be
separated from streams with high CO2 partial pressures enable the use of physical solvents that have been
- 15 -

proven effective at large scale in natural gas separations.42 They have also been considered for use with
membranes, which can take advantage of the high CO2 partial pressures.43 Recently, however, the
estimated capital cost of these plants has been revised sharply upward, discouraging the construction of
demonstration units.
Chemical looping, in which the CO2 capture is performed by metal oxides, primarily calcium, in
the high temperature combustion chamber, is a promising technology attracting significant attention.44,45,31
The technology uses low cost sorbents and can be retrofitted onto and existing plant in a way that
increases the net plant output, though still with a reduction in efficiency. The main challenge this strategy
faces is that it is novel and will take time to develop and mature into an industrial relevant technology.
Deactivation of the metal oxide due to carbon deposition is also a concern.
Capture of CO2 from cement46 and steel47,18 plants has been considered, but with significantly less
detail than capture from power plants. In one analysis for CO2 capture from a steel blast furnace exhaust,
the entire flue gas would be compressed and then captured using a Selexol process. This has the
advantage of using only electrical inputs; since in a steel plant, low pressure steam is not widely available.
Compression of the entire flue gas stream, however, may be an unnecessarily costly strategy. Even though
steel, cement, and aluminum production account for 9% of global CO2 emissions, there is no clear
strategy for reducing their carbon emissions.

Amine Chemistry
Amines are widely used in a variety of industrial processes and as precursors for the production of many
chemicals. The nitrogen atom, which is bound to either hydrogen atoms or alkyl groups, is significant
basic due to its lone pair of electrons. The pKa’s of amines generally range from 8 to 10 with primary
amines (bound to two hydrogen atoms and one alkyl group) being the most basic. Secondary and tertiary
amines, which are bound to one and zero protons, respectively, are less basic.
The interactions of amines with CO2 have been extensively studied because of their common use
as acid gas scrubbing sorbents. Unhindered primary and secondary amines will form carbamate salts
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ntacted with CO
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Figure 1-3
3. (Left) Reactiion of two mollecules of MEA
A to form a carrbamate ion annd an ammoniuum ion. (Right))
Reaction of
o one moleculee of MDEA to form a bicarbo
onate ion and aan ammonium ion.

The mech
hanism of th
he carbamatee formation is generally thought to proceed throough a zwittterion
intermediate as shown
n in Figure 1-4.
1 Some ressearchers havve also propoosed an alternnative termoleecular
m.50
mechanism

Figure 1-4. Zwitterion meechanism of caarbamate formaation from CO2 absorption byy MEA.
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p
due to
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EMAR process
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Figurre 1-5. Molecu
ular structures of
o the four poly
yamines identiified as likely E
EMAR sorbentts in Chapter 22.

Ethylened
diamine (EDA
A) has been considered
c
forr use in therm
mal scrubbingg systems forr CO2 separattion at
both the lab
l scale and
d at the pilot scale.54–56 Seeveral kineticc studies have also been pperformed onn CO2
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gs.
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i equal to thee product of all
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The stabillity constant is
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Stability constants for a variety of amines have been calculated using polarography,76 which measures the
apparent half potentials, E1/2, as a function of concentration. Using the Nernst equation shown in Eq. 1-2
with the definition of the stability constant from Eq. 1-1, the variation of the potential can be calculated as
a function of the copper and ligand concentrations. E0 is the standard state potential; [Red] and [Ox] are
the concentrations of the reduced and oxidized species, respectively. The activity of copper metal is
assumed to be unity.
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(1-3)

In Eq. 1-3, [Cu2+]0 is the total concentration of all cupric ion species. The measured half potential, E1/2, is
assumed to be equal to the apparent standard state potential, as shown in Eq. 1-4. Note the resemblance of
Eq. 1-2 with E0 and Eq. 1-4 with E1/2.
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Reliable stability constants for monoamines,77 ethanolamines,78 polyamines,79 and amino acids80 are all
available from polarographic measurements. Spectrophotometric methods are also used for measuring the
stability constants of transition metals because the complexation alters the UV-visible absorbance
spectrum of the metal.81,82 In the case of AEEA, spectrophotometric measurements provide additional
insight into the underlying mechanism through the analysis of peak shifts.83
A pH titration curve can also be used to calculate the stability constants for different amines if the
pKa’s are known.84 Measurement of the standard state enthalpy and entropy of the complex formation can
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be accomplished by measuring the stability constant at varying temperatures and using the Van’t Hoff
equation.85
The results from literature show that cupric ions generally complex with four sites ligand sites,
rather than the six available for most first row transition metals. The cause for the discrepancy is the d9
electronic state of the cupric ion that exhibits the Jahn-Teller effect. The Jahn-Teller effect forces the
cupric ion complex into an asymmetrical configuration with two elongated bonds, which are generally
unreactive. The elongation is required to avoid a degenerate symmetrical state.
The stability constants of cupric ions with polyamines are very high (1016 – 1020), which indicates
why these molecules are excellent at stabilizing copper in the EMAR process. Monoamines and
ethanolamines show distinctly lower values. Ammonia and tertiary amines tend to favor the formation of
cuprous ions rather than cupric ions.

Electrochemical Kinetics of Copper
The electrochemical kinetics of copper systems have been studied significantly in acidic environments,
but only sparsely in basic amine environments. Studies in CO2-saturated amines have never been
previously performed. The study of the electrochemical kinetics of copper has been motivated by the
industrially relevant processes of copper deposition, copper etching, and copper corrosion.
Mattsson and Bockris used galvanostatic pulses to examine the electro-dissolution and electrodeposition of copper in sulfuric acid systems.86 Their results were analyzed by Newman, who showed that
the measured potentials correspond well with a two-step mechanism, in which the first oxidation is fast
and the second oxidation is slow.87
The importance of additives to copper plating baths in order to achieve higher efficiencies has
been thoroughly investigated.88–90 Electro-deposition from alkaline solutions that use amines to stabilize
the copper ions is an alternative strategy to deposition from sulfuric acid solutions.69,91,92
Copper etching using a MEA solutions showed that even in the absence of oxygen, copper would
still be slowly etched, presumably due to hydrogen evolution.71 Copper corrosion in both alkaline93,94 and
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acidic95 environments has also been investigated. Significant work has focused on the influence of
chloride ions in order to assess corrosion in the ocean.96,97
A variety of electrochemical measurement techniques have been used in these investigations to
characterize the electrochemical kinetics. The generation of current-potential diagrams and cyclic
voltammetry are the most common techniques. Long-duration open-circuit and constant potential
measurements have also been used.
Predictions of the effects of chemical reactions coupled with electron transfer were rigorously
derived by Saveant and co-workers.98,99 The derivation was based on the Nobel Prize winning work of
Marcus, who theoretically described the rate constants of electrochemical reactions.100,101 Marcus
described the rate of electrochemical reaction in terms of the reorganization energy, λ, which is similar to
an activation energy from transition state theory.

    G o 2 

ket 
exp  

4 kbT 
4  kb T


k0

(1-5)

Where:
ket = The electron transfer rate constant
k0 = A pre-factor based on collision frequency and electronic coupling
ΔGo = The total Gibb’s free energy change for the electron transfer at standard state conditions
kb = The Boltzmann constant
In most cases, λ >> ΔGo, which leads to the simplified equation shown in Eq. 1-6. Note all of the
parameters in front of the exponential function have been lumped into a single pre-exponential term, A.

   2G o 
ket  A exp  

4kbT 


(1-6)

Saveant showed that the impact of a coupled chemical reaction on an electron transfer process would be
an increase in the reorganization energy. The reorganization energy with the chemical reaction, λC, can be
calculated as a function of the dissociation bond energy of the reaction, DRX, and the reorganization
energy in the absence of the chemical reaction, λ0.
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In the 4th chapter, this theory will be combined with Newman’s concerted electron transfer model of
copper electrochemistry in sulfuric acid solutions to predict the copper electrochemical kinetics in amine
systems.

Transport Phenomena in Electrochemical Systems
The modeling of porous electrodes was investigated thoroughly by many researchers since the 1960’s.
The current and potential distribution in a porous electrode with uniform concentration was solved by
Euler and Nonnemacher with macroscopic volume averaging of the porous electrode reactions.102
Newman solved the analogous problem while representing the current with the Tafel approximation; he
also used regular perturbation to allow for non-uniform concentration profiles.103 Posey expanded the
models further through incorporation of ion migration in addition to diffusion.104 Consideration of
structural changes in the porous electrode due to dissolution was added by Alkire.105
Porous electrode systems with flow have also received a tremendous amount of attention for a
variety of applications including deionization,106 the removal of heavy metals,107 batteries,108 and fuel
cells. Fleishmann described a metal particle fluidized bed system for the removal of copper from dilute
solutions.109 Most reports focused primarily on the limiting currents of porous electrode systems, which
reflect more of a study on transport phenomena than the electrochemical kinetics.110–113 Many
investigators used copper deposition as the experimental chemistry to validate their models.114 Alkire
provided an excellent theoretical analysis of a packed bed electrochemical flow reactor operating below
its limiting current.115
Tubular and flat plate configurations have also been theoretically and experimentally
investigated.116,117 The majority of these reports also focus on the limiting current of the systems.118,119
Because of the very inhomogeneous nature of the electrochemical boundary condition, exact analytical
models are difficult to achieve. The Tafel approximation, which is used effectively for modeling the
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porous electrode systems, fails at the boundary if the concentration drops too low. In cases, where the
reaction rates can be defined by the Eyring equation and the electrochemical reactions are first order, the
problem can be solved analytically.120 The effects of gas evolution at a flat electrode surface has also been
theoretically considered.121
Recently, the wider availability of significant computer power has enabled researchers to perform
full numerical simulations of electrochemical systems. Simulations of redox flow batteries, which
incorporate the porous electrode reactions and transport phenomena with very few simplifying
assumptions, have been performed using multiphysics finite-element modeling in COMSOL.122–124 Flow
batteries with flat plate configurations have also been investigated through numerical simulation.125
Simulations of lead-acid and lithium-ion batteries, which both involve significant surface chemistry, have
been done from microscopic and macroscopic perspectives.126–129
In chapter 5, both theoretical and numerical methods will be applied to the copper/amine system,
where two amine molecules must react at the surface to form the cupric ion complex. The bimolecular
reaction adds significant non-linearity into the problem. An integral approach method is used to model the
flat plate geometry.

Electrochemical Separation Technologies
The first electrically induced transport process was demonstrated in 1970 by Ward, who used iron cations
to facilitate the transport of nitric oxide across a supported liquid membrane.130 Since then, several
different types of electrical separations have been developed. Capacitive deionization uses the double
layer capacitance of high surface area porous electrodes to remove ions from the bulk of a solution.131
Further research of supported membranes with electrically inducible carriers has led to the development
of both high and low temperature carbonate systems for CO2 transport.132 Electrochemically-Mediated
Complexation Separations (EMCS) were developed by Noble and coworkers for a variety of different
separations used redox-active sorbents.133–135
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Both electrochemical membranes processes and EMCS cycles have been used for CO2
separations. Winnick and coworkers developed hydrogen-consuming systems and molten carbonate
membrane systems for use in space shuttles to prevent CO2 buildup in the enclosed cabin.136,132 In the
hydrogen system, the hydrogen is oxidized to generate protons that release the CO2 from carbonates. The
use of hydrogen is undesirable since it is dangerous to work with on a space shuttle. The molten carbonate
system requires operating temperatures above 500oC, which is also undesirable.
Dubois and Scovazzo made significant progress using quinones for CO2 concentration from
atmospheric concentrations to nearly 1 bar.137,138 Unfortunately, the quinones were found to be oxygen
sensitive, which made them unattractive for separations of CO2 from air or post-combustion flue gas.
Appel developed a binuclear copper complex for use in an EMCS process instead of the quinones, but the
molecule was very large and only slightly soluble in water.139,140 EMCS process were shown to be capable
of continuous gas separations by Terry, who demonstrated carbon monoxide separation using cuprous
ions.141
Several novel electrochemical technologies have been developed recently including the use of
bipolar membranes for an electrodialysis type process.142 Because of the large driving forces that can be
applied with electrochemical systems, Eisaman was able to desorb the CO2 at pressure.143 Pennline
developed a low temperature carbonate fuel cell, which avoids the high temperature challenges of prior
molten carbonate designs.144 Both the low temperature carbonate fuel cell and the bipolar membrane
system showed separation energies of 100’s of kJ/mole CO2, which represent efficiencies below 10%.
Terry reported efficiencies below 1% for their carbon monoxide separation system. While multiple
chemistries have been developed for electrochemical separations, developing an efficient separation
system has thus far been unattainable.
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Chapter 2
2.

The Electrochemically-Mediated Amine
Regeneration (EMAR) Cycle
This chapter describes the concept of an Electrochemically-Mediated Amine Regeneration (EMAR)
system for carbon dioxide (CO2) capture. The chapter begins with a set of general chemistry requirements
of a new type of electrochemical scrubbing system based on a capture molecule and a redox active
competitive binding agent. The best current EMAR chemistry, polyamines and copper, is then justified
through an examination of 13 metals and 14 different amines with copper. Based on the best chosen
system, the chemical cycle and a process flow diagram of an EMAR scrubbing system are presented. The
chapter concludes with discussion of several advantages specific to EMAR, including the ability to desorb
at pressure, achieve lean CO2 loadings entering the absorber, and “drop-in” integration.

EMAR Chemistry Requirements
In the introduction, previously developed electrochemically-mediated complexation separation (EMCS)
strategies were described where the carrier molecule, which binds with the target molecule, is redox
active.141,137,145 By undergoing a redox reaction, the carrier transitions between active and inactive states.
A reaction cycle for a generic EMCS process can be seen in Figure 2-1.
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Figure 2-1.
2 Redox cap
pture cycle for an Electrochem
mically-Mediatted Complexattion Separationn (EMCS) proccess.

An alternative strategy
y exists, in which
w
the redo
ox active spe cies and the complexing aagent are sepparate.
This willl be referred
d to as an Electrochemically-Mediatted Competiitive Compleexation Sepaaration
(EMCCS)) process. A reaction
r
cyclee for a genericc EMCCS proocess can be sseen in Figurre 2-2.

Figure 2--2. Redox cap
pture cycle fo
or an Electro
ochemically-M ediated Comppetitive Compplexation Sepaaration
(EMCCS) process.
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The redox active species, known as the competitor in this strategy, modulates the activity of the carrier
through competition with the target molecules for the reaction site. When the competitor is in its active
redox state, it binds strongly to the carrier, preventing the target molecule from associating. In its inactive
redox state, the competitor is inert with respect to the carrier, and the target molecule is free to bind.
Compared with the cycle in Figure 2-1, the oxidation process in the EMCCS cycle does not
directly involve the CO2 absorbing carrier. Hence, this second strategy is less direct and involves an
additional species. EMCCS does, however, possess significant practical benefits for the capture of acidic
targets. Many transition metals can be easily switched between their inert metallic state and various
cationic states. These cations behave as Lewis acids with varying strengths, based on the specific metal.
Lewis acids have been exploited through EMCS to concentrate a variety of ligands, primarily ones with
some amount of basicity. These cations, however, are ineffective for capturing acidic targets because of
their own inherent acidity. Using the transition metals as a competitor in an EMCCS process, however,
allows their redox properties to be exploited for the separation of acidic targets, including acid gases like
carbon dioxide or sulfur dioxide. To achieve this, a basic carrier molecule with preference towards the
cationic transition metal over the target is required. Additionally, the carrier/cation complex must be
electrochemically reversible.
The Electrochemically-Mediated Amine Regeneration (EMAR) process is a subset of EMCCS
processes. In the EMAR cycle, the sorbent is an electrochemically-inert amine and the redox agent is a
transition metal that can switch between its inert metallic state and its acidic cation form, which competes
aggressively with CO2 for the amines; the displaced CO2 is released and flashed off as a gas. An example
of a possible EMAR system based on copper and ethylenediamine can be seen in Figure 2-3. Further
explanation of the EMAR process will be provided later in this chapter. The next section, however, will
describe how the best possible EMAR chemistries are determined.
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Figure
F
2-3. An
n EMAR cyclee based on ethyylenediamine annd copper.

Best Av
vailable EM
MAR Chemistries – Metal
M
To determ
mine the best combination of metals an
nd amines for an EMAR process, a systtematic analyysis of
most of th
he first row trransition metaals along with
h several otheer common m
metals was perrformed to iddentify
the best possible metals for elecctrochemically
y-responsive competitionn with basic ligands. For this
analysis, we
w used ethy
ylenediamine (EDA) as thee hypotheticaal basic ligandd. EDA was chosen becauuse of
its known
n ability to bind CO2 and the large kn
nowledge bas e of its compplexation cheemistry with metal
cations.
The
T first criterrion used is cost
c per mole of metal. Wiith emission rates on the oorder of 107 m
moles
per hour of
o carbon dio
oxide for a 50
00 MW power plant, the system woulld require rouughly 107 mooles of
metal if th
he material ciirculated everry hour, which
h is a reasonaable estimate. Figure 2-4 sshows approxximate
capital co
osts for a 500
0 MW power plant using
g an EMAR system basedd on the 107 mole assum
mption.
Vanadium
m, tin, nickel, and cobalt all would costt significantlyy more than 110 million dollars, which m
makes
them und
desirable cand
didates. Zinc,, manganese, and especiaally iron, are all inexpensiive, and wouuld be
excellent candidates baased on the caapital cost critterion alone.
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Figure 2-4
4. Approximatte capital cost, in dollars, off different metaals for a 500 M
MW power plant using an E
EMAR
system. Daata from http:///www.metalpriices.com.

The secon
nd criteria ussed is the cattion stability constant of ccomplexationn with EDA. Some metalss have
multiple common
c
oxid
dation states; for these meetals, multiplee stability connstants are reeported. A suuitable
system must
m
possess stronger
s
bond
ding with the target aminee, here assum
med to be EDA
A, than that aamine
possesses with CO2. Th
his requiremeent is mathem
matically repreesented in Eq.. 2-1.



lo g     nligand log K CO2



(2-1)

Where β is the stabillity constant, nligand is thee number of ligands per metal cationn, and KCO2 is the
O2 equilibrium
m constant. At room tem
mperature, thhe EDA/CO2 complex has an equilibbrium
amine/CO
constant of
o approximaately 105. Thiss means that for a metal ccation to be ssuitable for thhis process, itt must
have stab
bility constan
nt, β, of greaater than 105 for a singlee ligand compplex, 1010 foor a double lligand
complex, and 1015 for a triple ligand
d complex. Fiigure 2-5 com
mpares reportted stability coonstants for ssingle,
double, an
nd triple ligan
nd complexes of various metals
m
with E
EDA. For Fe((III), the valuues were estim
mated
based on the
t values forr Fe(II) and th
he ratios of Crr(III)/Cr(II) aand Co(III)/Coo(II).
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Figure 2-5
5. Stability con
nstants of singlle, double, and
d triple ligand ccomplexes of vvarious transitiion metal com
mplexes
with ethyleenediamine. Vaalues for Fe(IIII) are estimatess; the rest weree experimentally measured inn literature.146

Based on
n the stability
y constants fo
or ethylenediiamine compllexes, only C
Cr(III), Fe(IIII), Co(II), Coo(III),
Ni(II), and
d Cu(II) possess strong enough interacttions with ami
mines to successsfully operatte an EMAR cycle.
Of these, chromium (C
Cr), copper (C
Cu), and iron
n (Fe) also meet our requireement of keeeping the estim
mated
ost below 10 million dollaars. It should be noted thaat for cobalt (Co) and ironn, applicationn of a
capital co
reducing potential wiill first causee the formattion of +2 ooxidized speecies based oon their reduuction
potentialss. Therefore, while other metals
m
switch
h between thheir cation annd metallic sttate, those syystems
would sw
witch between different catiion states.
Itt is important to consider th
he stability of the metals tto resist oxidaation. Oxygenn will be pressent in
the flue gas,
g and metaals that are ex
xtremely unsstable could rrust via hydroogen formatiion. Hydrogenn is a
common problem in iron-based electrochemicaal systems, ssuch as iron-air batteriess.147 To assesss the
stability of
o a given catiion, we look at
a reduction potentials
p
in ssystems with aand without aamines. Figurre 2-6
shows thee reduction po
otentials of th
he various meetals (to a givven cation) inn both the preesence and abbsence
of EDA. High values indicate a lower
l
tendency for oxidaation, which is preferablee. In all cases, the
addition of
o EDA, whicch significantlly stabilizes th
he oxidized ccation states, llowers the redduction potenntial.
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Figure 2-6. Reduction
R
poten
ntials of differeent metals in thhe presence annd absence of 1 M EDA.
0
, were calculated by coombining pubblished values for reductioon, E0,
The reducction potentiaals in EDA, E EDA

potentialss with the stab
bility constantts, β, reported
d in Figure 2--5 using Eq. 22-2.
0
EEDA
 E0 

RT
ln   
nF

(2-2)

Where n is
i the numberr of electrons transferred, which
w
is equaal to the oxidaation state of the specific ccation.
The half reaction governing hydro
ogen evolution
n, which is sshown in Eq. 2-3, has a standard reduuction
o -0.83 voltss versus the SHE.
S
At the neutral
n
pH’s iin the EMAR
R anode, however, the reduuction
potential of
potential will
w be closerr to -0.4 volts.
2 H 2 O  2 e   H 2  22OH 

(2-3)

per, tin, and lead
l
possess reduction
r
poteentials more ppositive than -0.4 V in thee presence of EDA.
Only copp
The otherr metals would
d likely oxidiize even in the absence of dissolved oxyygen. In the ppresence of oxxygen
and the am
mines, copperr, tin, and lead
d, will still ox
xidize slowly..
Based
B
on the results
r
from this
t section, copper
c
is the clear choice for the redoxx active comppetitor
in an EMA
AR process. It
I is relatively
y low cost, haas a strong afffinity towardds amines, andd has the oxiddative
stability to
t resist und
desirable oxiidation throu
ugh hydrogenn evolution, making it tthe best avaailable
candidate. Copper, ho
owever, is no
ot without drrawbacks. Coopper, due too its d9 electtronic structuure (9
n-Teller effecct. As a resultt, cupric ionss only possesss four
electrons in the d-orbital), is subjecct to the Jahn
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w
possessses six strongg coordinatioon sites. Therrefore,
strong coordination sittes, as oppossed to Ni2+, which
kel ions can complex
c
with three molecu
ules of EDA, copper ions ccan only com
mplex with twoo. For
while nick
nickel, traansferring two
o electrons co
ould release th
hree moleculees of CO2 (byy complexing three molecuules of
EDA), wh
hile transferrin
ng two electrons to copperr can only releease two mollecules of CO
O2 .
Copper,
C
while not as expen
nsive as nickeel or several of the other metals, is stiill expensive at the
scale requ
uired for a larg
ge capture plaant. If an EM
MAR system coould be desiggned with ironn instead, the metal
cost could
d be reduced by over an order
o
of mag
gnitude. Unforrtunately, iroon(II) does noot complex am
mines
strongly, and iron(IIII) precipitattes easily in
n the form of hydroxiide salts. E
Experiments using
diethyleneetriamine (DE
ETA), which better stabilizzes iron(II), rreturned modeerate success at facilitatingg CO2
release. Figure
F
2-7 sh
hows the variaation of CO2 capacity as a function off metal cationn concentratioon for
Cu(II) and
d Fe(II) with DETA as welll as Cu(II) with
w EDA.

Figure 2-7
7. CO2 capacity
y of amine solutions (per fun
nctional group)) as a functionn of metal catioon concentratioon. All
solutions are
a 2 N in amin
ne function group concentration (1 M EDA,, 0.67 M DETA
A).

For low loadings of th
he metals, add
ding either co
opper or iron releases apprroximately thhe same amouunt of
CO2. Becaause the iron//amine interactions are weeak, however,, at high loadiings the addittion of more Fe(II)
does not lead
l
to signifiicantly more CO
C 2 release. This demonsttrates the supperior qualitiees of copper fo
for use
in an EMAR system in
n comparison
n with iron. Additionally,
A
experiments with iron were challenginng due
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to precipitation and slow kinetics, which are problems that also would hinder application of an iron-based
EMAR system.
Having concluded that copper is the best available metal for use in an EMAR process; the next
section will focus on selecting the best amines to work with copper.

Best Available EMAR Chemistries – Amine
Fourteen different amines were investigated to identify an optimal set for an EMAR process. Figure 2-8
shows the chemical structures and abbreviations of each of the amines, which are composed of
monoamines (which include both ethanolamines and amino acids), diamines, and polyamines. Full
chemical names and additional information can be found in Table 2-1. The comments reference their
performance in CO2 capacity measurements, which will be discussed in detail in the Chapter 3.
Table 2-1. List of investigated amines with full chemical names and comments on solution stability.

Abbrev.
MEA
DEA
MDEA
Gly
Sar
Tar
EDA
dmEDA
deEDA
tmEDA
AEEA
DACH
DETA
TETA

Full Chemical Name
Monoethanolamine
Diethanolamine
N-Methyldiethanolamine
Glycine
Sarcosine
Taurine
Ethylenediamine
N,N-Dimethylethylenediamine
N,N-Diethylethylenediamine
Tetramethylethylenediamine
Aminoethylethanolamine
Trans-Diaminocyclohexane
Diethylenetriamine
Triethylenetetramine

Comments
Precipitate observed during CO2 capacity measurement
Precipitate observed during CO2 capacity measurement
Precipitate observed during CO2 capacity measurement
Precipitate observed during CO2 capacity measurement
CO2 capacity experiments not performed
CO2 capacity experiments not performed
No precipitate observed in target concentration range
No precipitate observed in target concentration range
Precipitate observed during CO2 capacity measurement
Amine was too volatile for CO2 capacity measurement
No precipitate observed in target concentration range
Precipitates immediately when exposed to cupric ions
Copper powder formed during CO2 capacity experiments
No precipitate observed in target concentration range
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Figure 2-8. Structures and abbreviations of the 14 different amines investigated for use in an EMAR process with
copper. The amines consist of enthanolamines (green), amino acids (purple), diamines (blue), and polyamines (red).

Many of the amines precipitated during the experiments, which indicated they were unsuitable for use in
an EMAR system. Sarcosine and taurine were not tested for CO2 capacity. DACH precipitated
immediately upon the addition of cupric ions, and was not considered thereafter.
All 14 amines, with the exception of DACH, were tested in cyclic voltammetry experiments
under argon and CO2. The voltammogram experiments were run at 0.1 V/s with 2N of the amine (i.e., the
molarity of amine functional groups was 2M), 0.25M copper sulfate (CuSO4), and 1M sodium nitrate
(NaNO3). Many of the amines showed cathodic blocking, where the reduction peak was dramatically
smaller than the diffusion limitation of the dissolved cupric ions. The cathodic blocking can be explained
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by the sig
gnificant increease in pH neear the electro
ode surface thhat results froom the platingg of the cupricc ions
from the amine
a
complexes. At the high pH, cup
pric ions preccipitate out ass copper hydrroxide if the aamine
complexees are insufficiently stable. Figure 2-9 shows results from the cycllic voltammettry experimennts.

Figure 2--9. (Left) Cy
yclic voltammo
ograms of diifferent diaminnes at 0.1 V
V/s under arggon. (Right) Cyclic
voltammog
grams of EDA
A at 0.1 V/s under
u
argon an
nd CO2. All soolutions are 1M
M amine, 0.255M CuSO4, annd 1M
NaNO3.

The differrence in curreents between EDA, dmEDA, and tmED
DA is substanttial. EDA forrms the most stable
copper co
omplexes and does not exh
hibit cathodic blocking behhavior. Both dmEDA and tmEDA, how
wever,
demonstraate poor cyclling. When th
he experimen
nt is run in a CO2 saturateed environmeent with EDA
A, the
current iss decreased slightly
s
and the
t reduction
n and oxidatiion peaks aree separated ffarther apart.. This
increased separation is indicative of
o slower eleectrode kinettics, which w
will be discusssed further iin the
4 To quantitaatively assess the differencces in the volttammograms, the total chaarge passed dduring
Chapter 4.
the cathod
dic and anodiic processes were
w
calculateed, along with
th their chargee ratio, denotte A/C. The rresults
of the cycclic voltammeetry experiments are tabulaated for the 133 amines testeed in Table 22-2.
The
T A/C ratio,, which woulld be unity iff the amount of cupric ionns reduced waas exactly eqqual to
the amoun
nt of copper oxidized
o
on th
he following pass, is a goood approximaation of the pllating efficienncy of
the differrent systems. The plating
g efficiency describes
d
whhat fraction oof electrons ttransferred leead to
copper pllated on the surface, as opposed
o
to co
opper powderr formed in the bulk of the solution. High
currents and
a the presen
nce of CO2 ap
ppear to negaatively affect plating efficiiency. The raange of efficieencies
under argon found for different amin
nes ranged widely
w
from 144% for MDEA
A to 77% to ddmEDA.
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Table 2-2. Total cathodic and anodic charging passed during cyclic voltammogram experiments in mA.

MEA
DEA
MDEA
Gly
Sar
Tar
EDA
dmEDA
deEDA
tmEDA
AEEA
DETA
TETA

Cathodic
2.04
1.03
1.83
1.12
2.56
1.40
3.35
0.86
0.87
0.61
0.86
2.25
0.93

Argon
Anodic
0.96
0.45
0.26
0.85
1.35
0.54
1.98
0.66
0.59
0.39
0.58
1.09
0.68

A/C
0.47
0.43
0.14
0.76
0.53
0.38
0.59
0.77
0.68
0.63
0.67
0.48
0.73

Cathodic
3.48
3.20
2.89
1.15
2.27
2.55
2.08
1.98
2.08
0.58
1.68
2.09

CO2
Anodic
1.47
1.52
1.55
0.52
1.26
0.97
1.12
0.68
1.02
0.38
0.82
0.87
N/A

A/C
0.42
0.48
0.54
0.45
0.56
0.38
0.54
0.34
0.49
0.65
0.49
0.41

Based on the stability of the copper amine complexes, which was ascertained through the cyclic
voltammetry and CO2 capacity experiments, it was determined that monoamines were not suitable for
EMAR systems because of their tendency to precipitate. Sarcosine and taurine were not fully investigated,
but it is unlikely that amino acids would be effective candidates because they tend to only form doubleligand complexes with copper (as opposed to MEA, DEA, or MDEA, that would form quadruple-ligand
complexes). Therefore, each molecule of copper oxidized would only release one molecule of CO2, which
translates to 1 molecule of CO2 per two electrons. In contrast, the ethanolamines, diamines, and
polyamines would release 2 molecules of CO2 per two electrons. The lower CO2 yield per electron would
dramatically increase the required current densities and the associated Ohmic potential losses.
EDA, AEEA, dmEDA, DETA, and TETA all demonstrated sufficient resistance to precipitation.
However, due to high volatility, even in aqueous solutions, dmEDA was not considered for further
experiments. For the remainder of the chapter, the focus will shift to the description of the overall process
with less emphasis on the specific chemistry employed.
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The EMAR Proces
ss
Figure 2--3 shows the cyclic reaction scheme of an EMAR pprocess with EDA and coopper. The sccheme
consists of
o three chemiical or electro
ochemical tran
nsitions, whicch take place in an absorber, an anode, and a
cathode. A schematic diagram of the EMAR scrubbing
s
proocess is show
wn in Figuree 2-10, whichh also
includes a more detaileed view of th
he electrochem
mical cell stacck. In the scrrubbing proceess, the absorrber is
analogouss to an absorb
ber in a therm
mal scrubbing system. A puump is placedd after the abssorber to presssurize
the electro
ochemical ceell, which allo
ows for the CO
C 2 to be exhhausted at prressure. The C
CO2 is removved in
flash tank
ks placed afteer the anode sections.
s
Thee electrodes inn the anode aand cathode cchambers couuld be
either porrous copper fo
oam, porous conductive
c
su
upports platedd with copperr, or thin chaannels with coopperplated waalls. The meembrane coulld be either an anion exxchange mem
mbrane or a surfactant ccoated
microporo
ous polyolefin
n membrane. The electrochemical cellss would be staacked in seriees, similar to a fuel
cell stack, to decrease resistive lossses. Transport of the anolyyte and cathoolyte solutions will primarrily be
contained
d internal to th
he stack to red
duce the pipin
ng requiremennts and equippment footprinnt.

Figure 2-1
10. (Left) Scheematic diagram
m of an EMAR
R capture proceess. (Right) A cross-sectionaal view of the E
EMAR
electrochem
mical cell stack
k.

Because CO
C 2 bubbles are
a being con
nstantly formeed in the anodde, several gass/liquid separration steps m
may be
necessary
y to keep thee liquid fracttion of the anode stream above 50%.. Removing the CO2 couuld be
accomplisshed by the afforementioneed flash tanks, by inverted bucket separrators used coommonly for steam
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s
Whhile the mem
mbrane separaator may be more
traps, or through a gaas permeable membrane separator.
m
easily in
ncorporated innto a stack sttructure, whicch would avooid the
complicatted to design, it could be more
need to remove
r
the anolyte
a
solutiion from thee stack. Keepping the liquuid in the staack will allow
w for
significan
ntly smaller pllant sizes duee to the reducttion in pipingg and equipmeent.
Heat
H
exchangeer stack elem
ments, which are commonnly found in fuel cell staccks, would allso be
required to
t maintain th
he temperaturre in the electtrochemical sstack. As willl be discussedd in the Chappter 7,
the electro
ochemical staack will cool itself
i
if operated adiabaticaally.
Figure
F
2-11 sh
hows a system
m where the cathode of thhe electrocheemical cell annd the absorber are
combined
d. In this coup
pled-EMAR system, the eleectrical demaands would bee reduced beccause the aminnes in
the catho
ode would be
b better staabilized. A coupled systtem, howeveer, would noot be capabble of
pressurizaation without the extremely
y costly comp
pression of thhe flue gas. A coupled sysstem would allso be
extremely
y difficult to design
d
when considering the
t need for aample gas/liqquid contact, low pressure drop,
and low electrochemical impedancce. For this reason, onlyy the decouplled system w
will be consiidered
further.

Fiigure 2-11. Diaagram of a cou
upled EMAR sy
ystem where thhe CO2 absorpttion occurs in tthe cathode.
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Advantages of EMAR
The EMAR system has several distinct advantages over traditional thermal scrubbing designs. The
advantages range from easing installation logistics, reduction in capital costs, to improved operational
efficiency.
Desorption at Pressure
EMAR systems possess advantages that reduce the capital costs associated with CO2 capture. Due to the
significantly higher stability of the Cu2+/amine complexes compared to the CO2/amine complexes, the
electrochemical cell can be operated at high pressure, which allows for CO2 to be removed at high
pressure. Assuming the separated CO2 is intended for geological sequestration, which often requires
compression of the CO2 at the plant to 150 bars, the ability to release at high pressure can dramatically
reduce the size of the required compressor train. To quantify the compression work required for CO2, and
the subsequent benefits of high pressure release, we use the Peng-Robinson Equation of State (PR-EOS)
shown in Eq. 2-4.148

P

RT
a

V  b V (V  b)  b(V  b)

(2-4)

In Eq. 2-4, a is a function based on temperature and b is a constant. Because EMAR systems are
isothermal, we can treat both parameters as constants if we assume a temperature, in this case, 50oC:
3
 J  m 
a  0.37932 


 mol   mol 

 m3 
b  2.6664 10 

 mol 
5

(2-5)

The per mole work required for compression, WC, can be calculated by integration of the volume as a
function of pressure (i.e., the VdP work). Because the PR-EOS is pressure explicit, integration by parts is
required to analytically solve the integral as shown in Eq. 2-6.
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P
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 1  Vout  b 

 Vout  b 
a
1  Vout  b 
ln 
 ( PV ) A  RT ln 

 VA  b  2 2b 



2b
2b

1  VA  b 
1  VA  b 
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2b 

2b 

Assuming
g a final req
quired pressurre, Pout, of 150
1 bar, Figu
ure 2-12 shoows the worrk required oof the
compressiion train as a function of th
he CO2 releasse pressure, P A, from the annode EMAR system.

Figure 2-1
12. Work per mole
m of CO2 req
quired of the compression traain as a functioon of the CO2 rrelease pressuree from
the anode.

By releasiing CO2 at 10
0 bar, over 50
0% of the requ
uired compresssion work caan be avoidedd. This translaates to
a dramatiic reduction in
i the size of the compreession train, and ultimately the associiated capital costs.
Consideriing the extrem
mely expensiv
ve nature of co
ompressors, tthis is a signifficant advantaage.
Reduce
ed Absorbe
er Size
The otherr most capitallly expensive unit in the caapture plant iss the absorberr. Many factors contribute to the
size of thee absorber. Th
he flow rate of
o the flue gass, which is deefined by the design objecttive, is the prrimary
factor in determining
d
the
t diameter of
o the column
n. The height of the colum
mn, however, iis very sensittive to
the propeerties of the inlet amine absorbent. The
T concentraation and thee CO2 loadinng (moles off CO2
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absorbed divided by twice the moles of amine functional groups) affect both the reactivity of the amines
and the transport properties (viscosity and diffusivity) of the sorbent solution.
The chemical reaction rate of the amine sorbent will be proportional to the number of unreacted
amine sites. Because the reaction is coupled with diffusion in a boundary layer, the square root of the
pseudo-first-order reaction rate at the inner boundary (far from the gas phase), is roughly proportional to
the enhancement of the flux. This results from the “thick” nature of the boundary layer. The thick
boundary layer theory was developed by Smith and Meldon in the 1970’s.149 In a recent paper, Meldon
shows strong agreement between the numerical solutions of the larger more complicated systems and the
square root approximation.150 Specifically, it was shown that the enhancement factor, E, which describes
the multiplicative increase in flux due to the facilitated transport by the reactive amines, can be
approximated with Eq. 2-7.

E

k C ( )
Facilitated transport flux
  1 Am
Diffusion only flux
DAm

(2-7)

In Eq. 2-7, δ is the thickness of the boundary layer, CAm(δ) is the concentration of amine functional groups
at the far boundary layer, k1, is the pseudo-first-order reaction rate coefficient, and DAm is the diffusivity
of the amine species. In an amine scrubber, the fraction of amines still complexed by CO2, xL, is defined
in terms of the total amine concentration, CT, in Eq. 2-8.

xL 

CCO2
Moles of CO 2 in solution
Moles of CO 2 in solution


Total CO 2 capacity
 Moles of amine functional groups  / 2 CT / 2

(2-8)

Eq. 2-7 can be restated based on the definitions of Eq. 2-8 as shown in Eq. 2-9.

E 

k1  1  xL ( )  CT ( ) 


DAm 
2


(2-9)

From Eq. 2-9, we see that improved flux occurs when CT is large and xL is small. In current thermal
scrubbing technologies, incoming values of xL of 0.4 to 0.5 are common because of the inability to
operate at temperatures above 120oC in the desorber. At temperatures any higher, thermal amine
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degradation would occur rapidly. For an EMAR system, the competitive desorption strategy should be
able to achieve values for xL at or below 0.1. This will lead to 30% to 40% increase in the enhancement
factor, which will lead to an equivalent reduction in column height.
In addition to the concentration and loading of the inlet solution, the diffusivity of the amine
species will also affect the absorption rate. Based on thick film theory, the square root of diffusivity
should be proportional to the rate of absorption. The Stokes-Einstein equation predicts the diffusivity will
be inversely proportional to the viscosity of the solution, which is heavily dependent on both the type of
amine, the amine concentration, and the CO2 loading. The viscosity of a 4M EDA solution approximately
doubles upon complete loading with CO2.
Operating with lower incoming loadings will lead to lower viscosities, and hence higher
diffusivities and absorption rates, by lowering the average CO2 loading in the absorber. The use of
polyamine solutions, which were determined to be the ideal choice for EMAR systems, will also allow for
high CO2 loading at relatively low amine mass fractions of the sorbent solution. For example, a 4M EDA
solution, which is approximately 24% amine by mass, possesses the same CO2 capacity of an 8M MEA
solution, which is 48% amine by mass. Furthermore, since the desorption process in an EMAR system
recovers a higher fraction of the CO2, the molar flow rate of the amine sorbents can be reduced by an
additional 30% to 40%.
Similar to the reduction in compressor duty, the reductions in absorber size and sorbent flow rate
represent a significant savings in equipment capital for an EMAR system versus a traditional thermal
scrubber.
Polyamine Utilization
Polyamines, which have been previously considered for CO2 thermal scrubbing applications, have not
been widely adopted, with the exception of piperazine.151 The rigidity of piperazine leads to significantly
different behavior compared to the more flexible linear molecules studied earlier this chapter. EDA,
AEEA, DETA, and TETA can chelate cupric ions and, to a lesser extent, CO2. Piperazine, however,
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g structure to
o become a bidentate
b
ligaand, and hennce behaves more similarrly to
cannot diistort its ring
monoamin
nes. It has beeen observed that the enthaalpy of CO2 ssorption for E
EDA is very lloading depenndent.
One hypo
othesis is thatt EDA underrgoes a sequeential CO2 abbsorption mecchanism, wheere CO2 is innitially
chelated. Figure 2-13 shows possib
ble mechanism
ms for sequenntial absorptioon for piperazzine and EDA
A.

Figure 2-13. (Top) Tw
wo-step CO2 absorption
a
meechanism for piperazie. (Boottom) Two-sstep CO2 absoorption
m for EDA.
mechanism

For piperaazine, as welll as any otherr primary or secondary amiine that is unaable to form cchelate compplexes,
the interaactions with CO
C 2 will not vary appreciiably until thhe amount of absorbed CO
O2 exceeds thhe 1:2
ratio of CO
C 2 to amine functional groups. Belo
ow that ratioo, carbamate formation w
will dominatee, and
secondary
y interactions will be neglig
gible.
For polyaminees, however, chelated
c
comp
plexes will foorm. For exam
mple, after thhe first molecule of
bsorbed by an
a EDA sorb
bent, one molecule will cchelate the accidic carbon.. After the seecond
CO2 is ab
molecule of CO2 is ab
bsorbed, whicch correspond
ds to loadingss above 50%
%, there are noo remaining aamine
groups wiith accessiblee lone pairs to
o chelate the carbons. Thee result of thiss is an enthallpy of sorptioon that
decreases as the CO2 loading incrreases. This behavior hass been obserrved by Zhouu, who reporrted a
formula for
fo the enthalp
py of CO2 sorrption, ΔHCO2, as a functionn of CO2 loadding. The form
mula is reprodduced
in Eq. 2-1
10.54

 H    16300  77800 x 
R
CO2

L
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((2-10)

In Eq. 2-10, which is based on measurements from 40oC to 100oC, R, is the universal gas constant.
Analysis of this equation shows the enthalpy of sorption varies from 136 kJ/mole at zero loading to 71
kJ/mole when fully loaded with CO2. MEA, for comparison, displays a nearly constant enthalpy of
sorption of 82 kJ/mole at 40oC from loadings of 0 to 0.5 mole CO2 per mole MEA. Even AEEA does not
display an appreciable change in sorption enthalpy with loading, presumably because the secondary
amine group is too weak to appreciably contribute to the stability of the CO2 complex.
When considering a thermal stripping system, it is undesirable to use amines with high enthalpies
of sorption in the stripper because that translates to large reboiler duties. For most amines, the heat of
sorption increases significant with temperature. MEA, for example, increases from 82 kJ/mole at 40oC to
over 100 kJ/mole at 120oC. This has been attributed to the change in the enthalpies of acid dissociation,
which are inherently coupled with carbamate formation. EDA would be an exceptionally poor choice for
a thermal stripping process because not only does the enthalpy increase due to the increase in
temperature, but the release of CO2 in the stripper will further raise the enthalpy of sorption. Not
surprisingly, pilot plant experiments for a thermal scrubbing system using EDA found that the system
required prohibitively high heat duties.
These CO2 loading and thermal dependencies, however, are unimportant in an EMAR system,
which should be operated in nearly isothermal conditions and high CO2 partial pressures in the anode.
While the CO2 loading fraction does decrease in the anode due to the addition of cupric ions, the amine
which are not complexed with copper retain a high CO2 loading, thereby retaining the low enthalpy of
sorption. As a result, the EMAR system should be capable of utilizing EDA, which is a low cost and high
capacity sorbent with fast kinetics.
Ease of Implementation
Due to the electrically-driven, rather than steam-driven, nature of the EMAR system, it does not require
any internal reconfiguration of the existing plant. For non-power generated plants, such as cement,
aluminum, or steel plants, EMAR could be easily installed using electricity from the power-grid, whereas
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as steam-driven system would require the additional installation of a natural gas boiler to produce the
steam.
The current fleet of coal-fired power plants, natural gas combined cycle plants, and cement,
aluminum, and steel plants, all of which were not designed to incorporate carbon capture technologies,
create a large demand for capture technologies which do not require upstream plant integration. The
EMAR capture process offers a “drop-in” solution, which could be installed almost anywhere. Smallerscale applications like generation of CO2 for use in bio-fuel or bio-chemical production or removal of
CO2 from confined spaces is also possible.

Conclusions from EMAR Chemistry Development


The EMCCS cycle enables the combination of transition metals with excellent electrochemical
properties and amine sorbents with excellent CO2 absorption properties to create the EMAR
capture strategy.



Polyamines with copper is the most effective EMAR chemistry currently available.



While MEA did not prevent copper salt precipitation in 2M solutions at 50oC, it still warrants
further study because of its prevalence in traditional thermal scrubbing applications. Higher
temperatures may prevent precipitation.



EMAR possesses several logistical and operational advantages including drop-in integration and
desorption at pressure.
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Chapter 3
3.

Thermodynamics of EMAR
This chapter describes, both theoretically and experimentally, the thermodynamics limits of efficiency of
an EMAR system. The theoretical calculations are based on the cycle and process described in the
previous chapter, which contains some inherent inefficiency. The extent of the inefficiency is heavily
dependent on several fundamental reaction equilibria and solution properties, all of which are temperature
dependent. Measurements of these properties are achieved through a series of experiments; the theory and
results of these experiments are described. Use of the measured property values in the theoretical models
demonstrates that systems with 70% open-circuit efficiency should be attainable at reasonable operating
conditions.

Efficiency of Ideal Systems
The generic EMAR cycle is based on three reactions, shown in Eq. 3-1, that occur in the absorber, the
anode, and the cathode, respectively.

Am(aq)  mCO2 (g)  Am(CO2 )m (aq)
2
Am(CO2 )m (aq)  Cu(s)  CuAm2+
2/m (aq)  2CO2 (g) + 2e
m
2
CuAm2+
Am(aq)
2/m (aq) + 2e  Cu(s)+
m

(3-1)

‘Am’ represents a generic amine molecule and m is the number of CO2 molecules captured per sorbent
molecule, which is equal to the number of amine functional groups in the sorbent molecule divided by 2.
The formation of bicarbonate is neglected due to the significant preference for carbamate formation by
the primary and secondary amines. The two thermodynamic parameters that define the three reactions (of
which only two are linearly independent) are the CO2 binding constant of the first reaction, KCO2, and the
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stability constant of the amine complexation of the third reaction, β. The parameters KCO2 and β are
defined in Eqs. 3-2 and 3-3, respectively.

K CO2

 Am(CO2 )m   P0


 Am  PCO

2





m

(3-2)

CuAm 2+
 2m
2 m  C0



(3-3)

Cu 2+   Am

2m

In these definitions, unit activity coefficients have been assumed. P0 and C0 represent standard state
pressure and concentration, respectively.
Calculation of the Open-Circuit Potential
To determine the effects of amines and CO2 on copper chemistry, we start with the Nernst equation for
the Cu/Cu2+ redox couple; the formula is shown in Eq. 3-4.

E  E0 

RT  Cu 2+ 
ln 

nF  C0 

(3-4)

The open-circuit potential, E, is a function of the standard state potential, E0, and the concentration of
uncomplexed cupric ions. By combining the Nernst equation for copper oxidation with the definitions for
KCO2 and β, the open-circuit potentials of the Cu/Cu2+ system with amines and CO2 can be derived and is
shown in Eq. 3-5.



2


Cu
RT



E  E0 
ln  0   ln  1  2 m

nF
C
 C0
  0 




2 
 Am 0  (2 m) Cu 0 
m
1  K

CO2 PCO2 P0







2m







(3-5)

Cu02+ is the total concentration of cupric ions in all forms and Am0 is the total concentration of amines in
all forms. The numerator expression in the square brackets of the second natural log represents the
concentration of non-copper complexed amines. When the denominator is included, it represents the
fraction of amine complexed by neither copper nor CO2. The sum of the two natural log terms represents
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the natural log of the uncomplexed copper concentration. It is implicit in this derivation that the
copper/amine complex is significantly more favorable than the CO2/amine complex.
The open-circuit potential difference between anodic conditions with a CO2 partial pressure of PA
and cathodic conditions with no CO2 present is obtained as the difference between the two corresponding
potentials given by Eq. 3-5 with the appropriate pressures. If the solutions in the anode and cathode
chambers have the same total cupric ion and amine concentrations, the difference in open-circuit potential
can be represented by Eq. 3-6.

E  Eanode  Ecathode

m
 PA  
RT 
ln 1  K CO2   

mF 
 P0  


(3-6)

To arrive at Eq. 3-6, it has again been assumed that β >> (KCO2)2/m. Since values for the stability constant
are greater than 1018 for many polyamines, this assumption is valid. Eq. 3-6 demonstrates that the
potential difference is solely a function of the CO2 partial pressure, PA, and the binding constant, KCO2.
To convert the potential difference calculated in Eq. 3-6 to the work of separation per mole of
CO2, the charge required to separate one mole of CO2 must be calculated. Based on the reactions shown
in Eq. 3-1, one electron is required per molecule of CO2, but, at equilibrium with finite values for KCO2,
not all amine molecules entering the anode will be complexed with CO2. The inefficiencies, which exist
even at equilibrium conditions (i.e., are not kinetic), from finite absorption and physical solubility must be
included to properly calculate the total work of separation.
Calculation of Equilibrium Inefficiencies
The CO2 loading fraction of the amines not complexed with copper, xc, can be calculated through
rearrangement of Eq. 3-2 with inclusion of a mass balance. At the liquid outlet of the absorber, the
loading fraction, which is function of the flue gas partial pressure of CO2, PF, is shown in Eq. 3-7.

xc 

KCO2 PFm
P0m  KCO2 PFm
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(3-7)

An additional inefficiency is caused by the physical solubility of CO2 in the aqueous solution. Since the
partial pressure of CO2 in the anode may be considerably higher than the partial pressure in the absorber,
some CO2 will be retained in the solution even after the addition of cupric ions. The fraction of
chemically bound CO2 that is retained after desorption, xp, calculated is calculated in Eq. 3-8 in terms of
the Henry’s coefficient, HCO2 and the molar volume of the solution, vm.

xp 

PA  PF
m H CO2 vm xc Am 0

(3-8)

PA and PF refer to the anode and flue gas partial pressure of CO2, respectively. If an additional flash stage
were used to recover the CO2 at atmospheric pressure rather than at the anode pressure, then PA could be
replaced with the ambient pressure in Eq. 3-8. Adding a second flash stage, however, would necessitate
repressurizing the sorbent before sending it back to the cathode to avoid large pressure differences across
the membrane.
Calculation of the Work and Efficiency of CO 2 Separation
By allowing for the inefficiencies caused by the incomplete conversion of amines at equilibrium in the
absorber and the physical solubility of CO2 in the aqueous solution, we can calculate the open-circuit
work of separation of the EMAR system by combining Eqs. 3-6 to 3-8 and multiplying by Faraday’s
constant. The work of separation of CO2, WCO2, in an EMAR system at zero flux conditions is shown in
Eq. 3-9.

WCO2

m
 PA  
1
RT 
ln 1  KCO2   

xc 1  x p  m 
 P0  

(3-9)

For a system with negligible physical solubility and large values of KCO2, Eq. 3-9 becomes independent of
m. This is not surprising since the number of amine groups per molecule should not limit the efficiency of
the system.
The thermodynamic efficiency of the process, ε, obtained from the thermodynamically reversible
work for a perfect separation divided by the actual work, is then given by Eq. 3-10.
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P  P P  P 
ln  A   0 F ln 1  F 
  P0 
 K P
PF
PA  PF
 P0 
   m CO2

m
 P0  KCO PFm m H CO vm xc Am0 
 PA  
1 

2
2

ln 1  K CO2   
m 
 P0  

m
F

((3-10)

The
T inherent irrreversibilitiees of this proccess, which ccause the efficciency in Eq. 3-10 to alwaays be
less than unity, are the instantaneo
ous changes in
i the partial pressure of CO2 betweenn the absorbeer, the
O2 loading of the sorbent exiting
anode, and the cathodee. Inclusion off xc, which acccounts for beelow unity CO
ber, is necesssary for a welll-behaved eff
fficiency funcction. If that ffactor were not added, Eq. 3-10
the absorb
could yieeld efficienciies greater than
t
one forr small valuues of KCO2, which wouuld be physsically
unreasonaable.
Figure
F
3-1 shows efficienccy as a functiion of KCO2 ffor a diaminee (m = 1) soluution at 60oC with
different anode
a
pressurres based on Eq. 3-10 witth Am0 = 4M
M and a flue ggas CO2 partiaal pressure off 0.15
bar. The efficiencies reflect the best
b
possible efficiency acchievable at equilibrium conditions. T
These
values do not reflect th
he losses that will be assocciated with syystem dynamiics. The highhest efficiencies are
b
5 to
o 15 bars of pressure
p
in th
he anode. Preessures beyonnd 15 bars loower the efficciency
obtained between
because of
o the increaseed physical so
olubility of CO
O2 under thesse conditions..153,154

Figure 3-1
1. Maximum achievable
a
effficiencies (verssus a reversibble process) foor a diamine ssystem at 60oC as a
function off the anode preessure and the CO
C 2 binding co
onstant, KCO2.
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The ideal range for KCO2 is from 100 to 500. Above 500, Figure 3-1 shows that the best achievable
efficiency drops to 55% or less. Below 100, the loadings achieved in the absorber will be quite low
leading to large circulation rates of the sorbent. At optimal conditions, efficiencies between 60% and 70%
can be obtained. Systems with lower flue gas CO2 partial pressures, which would be found in the flue gas
of a natural gas plant, could achieve open-circuit efficiencies over 70%.
Eq. 3-10 is based on the idealized scheme shown in Eq. 3-1. The formalism is convenient for
demonstrating calculation of the maximum achievable efficiencies of the system in terms of fundamental
thermodynamic parameters and will be used to model the EDA process. This approach could be applied
to any scheme, though a closed-form solution may not be possible for more complicated reaction
sequences. A derivation of the required work for amines that do not follow Eq. 3-1 based on measureable
parameters is necessary to effectively compare different amines based on experiments.
Generalized Work and Efficiency Equations
Many amines will not follow the scheme in Eq. 3-1. Amines with a mixture of different primary,
secondary, or tertiary amine groups, such as AEEA, DETA, and TETA, would have a more complex
reaction scheme including multiple CO2 containing adducts. Some amines, like amino acids salts, possess
non-amine functional groups that can interact with the cupric ions to form different complexes. The
scheme also neglects the possibility of bicarbonate formation, which is especially important for hindered
and tertiary amines.
When deriving a more general form, both xc and ΔE are left to be experimentally measured rather
than expressed in terms of thermodynamic parameters, such as KCO2. For a generalized system, the work
of CO2 separation and corresponding efficiency can be calculated with Eqs. 3-11 and 3-12, respectively.

WCO2 



RT
F E

F E

xc 1  x p 



F E
PA  PF
xc 
m HCO2 vm xc Am0


   PA  P0  PF  PF
PA  PF
ln  1 
 xc 
  ln   
m H CO2 vm xc Am 0    P0 
PF
P0
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(3-11)





(3-12)

As will be shown later in this chapter, xc and the average potential difference,

ΔE , can be measured

experimentally to determine the maximum achievable efficiencies for any amine under a given set of
conditions. For EDA, it will be shown that Eqs. 3-10 and 3-12 are in agreement. With Eq. 3-10, however,
a wide range of operating conditions can be evaluated with only a small set of data. Values for xc and
<ΔE> can be predicted from any temperature or pressure if the enthalpy and entropy of sorption is known.
Amine Utilization
An important advantage of the EMAR system is its high amine utilization, UA, which is the fraction of
amines that are used in each cycle around the system based on a carbamate mechanism, i.e., one molecule
of CO2 per two amine functional groups. UA is defined in terms of the molar flow rate of the amine
sorbent, nCO2, and the volumetric flow rate, Q, is Eq. 3-13.

1 nCO2
m Am0 Q

UA 

(3-13)

Based on previous definitions, the molar flow rate is defined in Eq. 3-14.

nCO2  xc 1  x p  m Q Am 0

(3-14)

Combination of Eqs. 3-13 and 3-14 yields Eq. 3-15.

U A  xc 1  x p 

(3-15)

By inclusion of Eqs. 3-7 and 3-8, the amine utilization is calculated using known thermodynamic
properties and system parameters in Eq. 3-16.

UA 

KCO2 PFm
P  KCO2 P
m
0

m
F



PA  PF
m H CO2 vm xc Am0

(3-16)

The amine utilization depends on the CO2 capacity and the work of separation depends on the CO2
capacity and average potential difference. These parameters vary with the chosen amine and are strong
functions of temperature with only a slight dependence on electrolyte composition or pressure. As
described in the next section, these parameters have been measured experimentally and the maximum
achievable efficiencies at 50oC are estimated using Eq. 3-12. The efficiency of an EDA system is also
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r
of operaating conditio
ons using Eq. 3-10 with a ttemperature ddependent funnction
estimated for a wider range
b
on its sttandard state enthalpy and entropy.
for KCO2 based

Experim
mental Techniques fo
or Thermod
dynamic A
Analysis
CO 2 Cap
pacity Mea
asuremen ts
CO2 capaacity measureements were performed
p
ussing 50 mL rround bottom
m flasks. The flasks were filled
with 40 mL
m of a given
n solution. Th
he solutions were
w
2 N aminne solutions w
with varying amounts of ccopper
salt addeed. 1 M KN
NO3 was add
ded as a su
upporting eleectrolyte, thoough becausee these were not
electrocheemical experiments, its preesence was un
nimportant. T
The setup is shhown in Figure 3-2.
An
A inlet gas feeed, which could contain N2, CO2, or a bblend, and a ggas outlet weere built into tthe #4
rubber sto
opper used to close the 24//40 ground glass joint on thhe top of the round bottom
m flask. The rrubber
stopper was
w secured in
n place with parafilm.
p
The inlet gas feeel was conneccted to a tube that plungedd most
of the way
y into the flassk, such that the gas bubblled through thhe solution beefore exiting.. The outlet hhad no
such tubee to prevent liiquid from ex
xiting the flassk. A Teflon--coated roundded stir-bar w
was used during all
the experiiments to vig
gorously stir the
t solutions at 500 rpm. T
The temperatture of the flaask was conttrolled
by submerging all but the
t top of thee flask in a tem
mperature-conntrolled mineeral oil bath.

Figure 3-2. Schematic diaagram of the ex
xperimental settup for CO2 caapacity measureements.

o
then led to a water bubbler that was submergged in an icee bath to conddense out as much
The gas outlet
water and
d amine from the gas phasee as possible. From there thhe solution w
went to a backk pressure regulator
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that maintained the flask at approximately 0.1 bar above atmospheric pressure. After the regulator, the gas
traveled to a Varian CP-3800 Gas Chromatogram (GC) to measure its composition. The GC has a gas
injection port that takes a small amount of gas for analysis. Details of the GC setup are:


Method Filename: Mike_noFIDslow_slow



Temperature: 40oC



Sweep Gas: Helium



Sweep Gas Pressure: P(t=0) = 15 psi then P(t>0.01) = 27.2 psi with dP/dt = 100 psi/min



Injection at t = 0.05 minutes



Detector: TCD (70oC , Filament temp = 120oC , range=0.5 , time constant = fast)

Sequences of runs were setup using the Galaxie software, which allowed for measurements about every
80 seconds. For each measurement, the software was used to automatically calculate the peak areas of the
CO2 and N2 peaks. Those values were then exported to text files, which were later processed through a
Matlab code.
Because CO2 and N2 have different thermal conductivities, the ratio of the peak heights was not
exactly equal to the ratio of moles in the gas. To convert the CO2 area fraction determined by the
software, fA, to the actual gas mole fraction, fM, Eq. 9-1 was used.

fm 

fA
f A  RTCD (1  f A )

Where f A 

[ Area CO 2 ]
[ Area CO 2 ]  Rcut [ Area N 2 ]
(3-17)

RTCD  1.1581 , Rcut  1.0134
RTCD accounts for the discrepancy in the thermal conductivities of the two gases. Rcut accounts for the
small fraction of the nitrogen peak that gets cutoff due to the appearance of the CO2 peak. These values
were obtained through fitting and calibration using a premixed 15% CO2 gas. These values agreed well
with other mixes prepared by mixing pure CO2 and N2 streams with mass flow controllers.
To perform the capacity experiments, 15% CO2 balance N2 gas was flown through an Aalborg 0
to 50 sccm CO2 mass flow controller. The actual flow rate of the gas mixture could be calculated by
multiplying the measured value by 1.298. The target measured value was 50 sccm, which led to an actual
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m (9.7 sccm CO
C 2). Prior to
o the experim
ment, N2, was always used to purge all of the
flow rate of 64.9 sccm
ny remaining CO2. An exaample of the reesults from ann experimentt are shown inn Figure 3-3.
lines of an

Figure 3-3
3. Results for a CO2 capacity
y measuremen
nt run for 1M E
EDA with 0.125 M Cu(NO3)2 and 1M KN
NO3 at
50oC.

When callculating the net
n CO2 abso
orbed by the amines,
a
the ddead volume oof the flask, lines, and phhysical
solubility were subtraccted out. For a 1M KNO3 sy
ystem at 50oC
C, this was m
measured to bee 18.9 mL.
UV-Visiible Spect ra Measurrements
The UV--Visible abso
orbance solutions were prepared
p
witth 10 mM Cu(NO3)2 annd varying aamine
concentraations ranging
g from 30 to 120 mN. CO
O2 saturated ssolutions werre prepared bby pre-saturatting a
concentraated amine solution then diiluting it and adding the C
Cu(NO3)2. Meeasurements w
were taken w
with an
Evolution
n 220 spectrop
photometer from
fr
Thermo--Scientific in a quart cuveette with a paath length of 1 cm.
The respeective amine/eelectrolyte sollution with no
o copper was used as the bblank.
Open-C
Circuit Exp
periments
Open-circcuit potential measurementts were madee using a VerssaStat 3 potenntiostat from Princeton Appplied
Sciences. Results are with
w respect to
o a Ag/AgCl reference eleectrode in 3M
M NaCl solutioon (0.209 V vversus
SHE). Th
he working electrode
e
was a copper wire
w
(note a counter is not necessarry for open-ccircuit
measurem
ments). The seetup can be seeen in Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-4. Scchematic diagrram of experim
mental setup forr open-circuit ppotential measuurements.

The startiing solution was 5 mL of
o 10 mM Cu(NO
C
h a 2 N amiine solution and 1 M NaaNO3.
3)2 with
Measurem
ments spannin
ng the range of
o copper loadings with coonstant aminee concentratioon were perfoormed
by repeated injections of equal am
mounts of a 4N
4 amine andd 2M NaNO3 solution annd a 2M Cu(N
NO3)2
solution followed
f
by a measuremen
nt for each neew compositioon. An exam
mple of the raw
w data can bee seen
in Figure 3-5.

Figure 3-5
5. Plots showin
ng raw data taaken from opeen-circuit potenntial measurem
ments of an ED
DA solution att 50oC
under argo
on.

For measu
urements reprresenting cath
hodic conditio
ons, the system
m was kept uunder argon annd an equilibration
time of 60
0 seconds waas given betw
ween injection
ns. For measuurements reprresenting anoodic conditionns, the
system waas kept underr pure CO2 at atmospheric pressure and 240 seconds of equilibratiion time was given
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between injections. The
T solutions were gently
y stirred at all times. Temperature w
was controlleed by
submergin
ng the electro
ochemical celll in a temperaature controlleed oil bath.
The
T solution was
w contained
d in a standarrd VC-2 cell ffrom BASi A
Analytical Insstruments, whhich is
designed for measurem
ments of 5 to 10
1 mL samplees. A modifieed #4 rubber sstopper was uused as the cell top.
The work
king electrodee, reference electrode,
e
gaas inlet, and lliquid inlet w
were all connnected througgh the
rubber sttopper. Injecctions were performed using
u
a Massterflex pum
mp with a ddual-channel head
programm
med with an au
utomatic interval injection
n program.

Efficien
ncy of Real Systems
As describ
bed in the Ch
hapter 2, fourtteen differentt amines weree originally cconsidered forr use in the E
EMAR
process, including
i
mon
noamines, am
mino acids, an
nd polyaminees. The abilitty of the polyyamines to chhelate
copper ions and form stable coppeer complexes without the precipitation of salts that plagued the other
ndidates, espeecially in the presence of CO
C 2, argued ffor the selecttion of these ppolyamines ffor the
amine can
EMAR prrocess. The four
f
amines sh
hown in Figu
ure 3-6 were deemed the m
most promisinng and used ffor the
initial exp
perimental stu
udy described
d in this sectio
on.

Figure 3-6.. Structures of amines investiigated in this cchapter.

Carbon Dioxide Capacity
C
Measureme
M
ents
The CO2 capacities of
o the four amines
a
were determined at various ccopper loadinngs. Based oon the
on that the co
opper compleex formation is significanntly stronger tthan the CO2 binding, thee CO2
assumptio
loading, Θ,
Θ defined ass the total moles
m
of abso
orbed CO2, [C
CO2]total, relattive to the fuull capacity oof the
amines fo
or binding CO
O2, mAm0, is expected
e
to bee a linear funcction of the coopper loadingg, η, i.e.,
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xc
(1   )
2


1  CO2 totaal
  
m Am0


, 

2 Cu 02+ 

m Am0 

((3-18)

d
similaarly to the CO
O2 loading, exxcept that thee total capacityy of the aminnes for
The coppeer loading is defined
copper iss just half th
hat for CO2. The use off loading, raather than cooncentration, allows for easier
compariso
on of the beh
havior of diffferent polyam
mines. The CO
O2 loading frraction in the absence of ccupric
ions, xc, iss given by 2Θ
Θ as the coppeer loading app
proaches zeroo.

xc  2(  0)

((3-19)

he different amines
a
as a function
fu
of coopper loadingg was measurred at 50oC ussing a
The CO2 capacity of th
15% CO2 gas mixture;; a detailed description
d
off the experimeental method can be foundd in the Appeendix.
The resultts shown in Figure
F
3-7 aree in excellent agreement w
with Eq. 3-17 ffor EDA, TET
TA, and AEE
EA.

Figure 3-7
7. Equilibrium
m CO2 capacity
y data of aminee solutions as a function off copper loadinng at 50oC conntacted
with 15% CO
C 2 gas stream
m. Lines are lin
near fits for ED
DA, AEEA, andd TETA, and a spline for DETA.

The y-intercept valuess for DETA, TETA, and AEEA
A
below
w 0.5 indicatee that the sorbbents are nott fully
loaded with CO2 at 50oC, i.e., xc < 1.0; this in
ncomplete looading can bee attributed tto the presennce of
unreacted
d secondary am
mine groups. The intercep
pt for EDA, w
which has no secondary am
mines, is abovve 0.5
owing to the formation
n of a small quantity
q
of biicarbonate, ass is commonlly observed ffor primary am
mines
such as MEA.
M
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Of the four amines tested, EDA shows the highest CO2 capacity. The loading of EDA with CO2
as a function of copper loading was also determined at 70oC; the value of xc was observed to drop from
1.02 at 50oC to 0.92 at 70oC showing the expected significant temperature dependence of the CO2
reactions with this amine (data not shown). The loading results correspond well with previous literature
reports for EDA54 and AEEA,61 indicating that the slight differences in conditions from a thermal system,
such as the presence of nitrate salts, are inconsequential for CO2 capacities.
The significant deviation of DETA’s CO2 loading from Eq. 3-17 suggests that one or more of the
assumptions is incorrect for this triamine. Figure 3-7 shows that at low loadings, DETA follows a linear
trend with a slightly steeper slope than observed with the other amines. Previous studies have shown that
at low copper loadings, DETA complexes cupric ions with a 2:1 ratio and may interact with up to 6
sites.155,76 The presence of 2:1 complexes is supported by the breakdown of the linear trend at around η =
2/3, which corresponds to a 2:1 ratio of DETA to Cu2+ molecules. The slope of the DETA curve at low
loadings indicates that each cupric ion disrupts the CO2 absorption of approximately 4.5 amine sites.
At loadings higher than 0.67, the complexes begin converting from the 2:1, where some CO2 affinity
remains, to 1:1 complexes where the DETA is more tightly bound and no CO2 can be absorbed. At η =
4/3, all of the DETA is complexed at the 1:1 ratio, which, as can be seen in Figure 3-7, leads to complete
CO2 desorption.
UV-Visible Spectroscopy
The ratio of copper to amine species within the complexes under different copper loadings and in the
presence and absence of CO2 was investigated by UV-Visible absorbance spectrophotometry. Details of
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the experimental procedure can be found in the Appendix. Spectra for the four amines are shown in
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under conditions of full copper loading (η = 1), and excess amine conditions (η < 1) with and

without CO2. For DETA, an additional spectrum is shown where equimolar amounts of cupric ions and
DETA are present (η = 4/3). Spectroscopic data are widely available in the literature for amine/copper
complexes in the absence of CO2, and show that cupric ions usually interact with four amine functional
groups.156,83
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Figure 3-8. UV-Visible absorption spectra for EDA, TETA, AEEA, and DETA under different copper loadings and
in the presence and absence of CO2. Numbers represent the copper loading for each curve.

For EDA and TETA, the 4:1 amine functional group to copper complex is dominant as long as the copper
loading is not greater than 1. Upon addition of CO2, no discernible shifts in the spectra occur, confirming
the assumption that the copper complexation is significantly more favorable than CO2 binding for EDA
and TETA.
For AEEA, the spectrum does vary with copper loading in the absence of CO2. Previous
investigations show that at high amine to copper ratios, the alcohol group deprotonates to form different
complexes.83 When saturated with CO2 or when copper loading equals 1, the spectra are nearly identical.
This indicates that the presence of CO2 causes the formation of the 2:1 AEEA to Cu2+ complexes and
inhibits deprotonation of the alcohol group, most likely due to the significantly reduced pH that results
from CO2 saturation.
For DETA with excess amine (η = 0.4), a significant shoulder is observed between 800 and 900
nm. The presence of CO2 causes the disappearance of the shoulder and the corresponding spectrum
instead resembles the curve for η = 1.3. This indicates a significant change in the complex being formed
and supports the capacity results, which demonstrated the disruption of 4.5 amine sites per cupric ion and
not 5 or 6, which would be expected based on the types of complexes that form in the absence of CO2.85
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Open-C
Circuit Pot ential Mea
asurementts
The CO2 capacity meaasurements deemonstrate thaat the CO2 rellease can be ccontrolled byy modulation of the
n concentratio
on in the soluttion. Measureements of thee open-circuit potential diff
fferences betw
ween a
cupric ion
copper eleectrode underr anodic and cathodic
c
cond
ditions providde an estimatee of the energgy requiremennts for
cupric ion
n generation and removall under low flux conditioons. We can estimate thee efficiency oof the
separation
n using Eq. 3-12
3
with the value of xc determined
d
inn the capacityy experiments and the pottential
differencee, <ΔE>, obttained from the
t open-circuit experimennts. Overpootentials due to electrocheemical
kinetics att the electrod
des and concen
ntration polarrization in thee solution willl be includedd in Chapters 4 and
5, respectively. A detaiiled descriptio
on of the open
n-circuit expeeriments can bbe found in thhe Appendix..
The
T open-circu
uit potentialss of a copperr electrode inn 2N amine ssolutions undder argon soluutions
with 1M NaNO
N
c
ion loaading are show
wn in Figuree 3-9. Cupricc ion concenttration
3 as a function of cupric
was contrrolled through
h the addition of cupric nitrrate, Cu(NO3) 2.
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Figure 3-9
9. Open-circuitt potentials off copper in 2N
N amine solutioons with varyiing copper loaadings. The sollid red
lines are deefined in Eq. 3-19. The blue line
l is defined by Eq. 3-20.

The solid red lines in Figure
F
3-9 rep
presents are defined
d
by Eqq. 3-19 with β as the lone fi
fitted parametter.
2+
RT   Cu 02+ 
2  Am 0   2 m  Cu 0  
EE 
l 
ln

  ln(  )  lnn 
m 
nF   C0 
C0
 
0

((3-20)

This model equation can be derived
d readily by combining
c
Eqqs. 3-3 and 3--4, and invokiing the assum
mption
that

>> 1. The stand
dard state is defined
d
as a one
o molar sollution of cuprric ions with nno amines prresent.

The correesponding vallue for E0 wiith respect to the 3M NaC
Cl Ag/AgCl rreference elecctrode (0.2099 volts
versus SH
HE) is -0.131 volts. Using this model, we
w determineed the value oof the stabilityy constant off EDA
1
at 50oC to
o be 1.8 x 1018
, which agreees well with
h literature vaalue of 3.0 x 11018 at 49oC eestimated froom the
85
results of Cotton and Harris.
H

While
W
Eq. 3-19
9 is effective at modeling the open-circcuit potential dependence on copper loaading,
the equatiion fails for both AEEA an
nd DETA duee to their morre complex reaction mechaanisms. For A
AEEA,
where thee pH affectss its ability to chelate co
opper with iits hydroxyl group, theree is an addiitional
dependence on the amount of free amine
a
in the solution that is not captureed in Eq. 3-19. Eq. 3-20 aallows
f
of tthe model to aaccount for suuch phenomeena.
for a second fitted paraameter, ω, to increase the flexibility

RT
EE 
nF
0

  Cu 02+
ln 
  C0

 Am 0   2 m  Cu 02+

  ln(  )   lnn 
C0
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((3-21)

The blue line in the AEEA plot of Figure 3-9 is derived from Eq. 3-20 with ω = 2.6. If ω = 2, Eq. 3-20
would be equivalent to Eq. 3-19. Table 3-1 shows fitting results for open-circuit experiments performed
at 50oC with 1M NaNO3 for each of the four amines both under argon and CO2.
Table 3-1. Fitting results from open-circuit potential measurements.

(3-19)
1.64E+18
1.52E+16
3.47E+18
2.93E+19

EDA
AEEA
DETA*
TETA
*
**

Argon
(3-20)
1.47E+18
3.20E+16
1.65E+20
2.94E+19

ω
1.91
2.61
6.01
2.00

(3-19)
1.29E+12
3.96E+10
1.34E+11
7.93E+13

CO2
(3-20)
1.11E+12
5.05E+10
6.54E+11
7.93E+13

ω
1.87
2.20
3.65
2.26

KCO2**
1127
620
5092
608

DETA fit only from η = 0 to η = 0.67
KCO2 calculated from Eq. 3-21

For EDA, TETA, and AEEA under CO2, the values of ω are close to two, indicating that Eq. 3-19 is an
effective model. For DETA and AEEA under argon, Eq. 3-19 is not valid. These findings agree with the
previous spectroscopic and CO2 capacity results and observations from literature. The values for KCO2 in
Table 3-1 are calculated with Eq. 3-21. This can be quickly derived comparing Eq. 3-5 and Eq. 3-19 with
the assumption that KCO2 >> 1. The results are only strictly valid for systems that follow Eq. 3-19.

KCO2 

 Ar
CO

(3-22)

2

In Eq. 3-21,

Ar

and

CO2

represent the values of

under environments of argon and CO2, respectively.

AEEA and TETA demonstrate significantly lower binding affinity for CO2 because half their amine
groups are secondary. The surprisingly high KCO2 value for DETA is most likely caused by the inability of
Eq. 3-21 to appropriately handle the DETA’s different complexation mechanism.
The open-circuit copper potentials of the amine solution in the presence and absence of CO2 are
shown as a function of copper loading in Figure 3-10. These blue and red curves represent the anodic
and cathodic conditions, respectively, of an EMAR process that desorbs at 1 atmosphere. The top x-axis
shows the state of charge (SOC) of the system, in units of Coulombs, calculated from Eq. 3-22. A larger
state of charge indicates a more oxidized system.
State of Charge  SOC  2 F Cu 02+  mF Am 0 
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(3-23)

c
curv
ves based on tthe SOC x-axxis equals the work of a single
The area between the anodic and cathodic
d
electrocchemical anallogy with the well-known cycle areas inn PV and TS diagrams.
cycle, in direct

Figure 3-1
10. Open-circu
uit potential plo
ots as a functio
on of copper looading and staate of charge. A
Areas defined by the
top x-axis represent the work
w
of separattion of an EMA
AR cycle.

The averaage potential difference, used
u
in Eq. 3-12,
3
can be obtained froom Figure 3--10 as the avverage
distance between
b
the two
t
curves. Mathematicall
M
ly, the averagge potential iss defined in E
Eq. 3-23, in w
which
SOCMAX and
a SOCMIN reefer to the maaximum and minimum
m
statees of charge iin the system,, respectivelyy.
SOC

E 

CMAX
 SOC

MAX
1
  Eanode  Ecathodde  dSOC
 SOCMIN
M  SOCMIN

((3-24)

Figure 3--11 compiles the results from
f
Figure 3-10 and shoows the diffeerences in annodic and catthodic
potentialss for the four amines
a
as a fu
unction of cop
pper loading.
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Figure 3-1
11. Open-circu
uit potential diffferences for ED
DA, TETA, AE
EEA, and DET
TA as a functioon of copper loading.

The poten
ntial differencces for EDA and TETA are
a relatively constant, andd show no cleear variationss over
the coppeer loading ran
nge. AEEA, however,
h
show
ws a noticeabble decrease in the potenttial differencee with
increasing
g copper load
ding because the
t pH, and th
hus the stabiliity constant, ddecreased in tthe absence oof CO2
but not in
n its presencee. In the preseence of CO2, the pH channges are neglligible becausse of the bufffering
ability off the carbam
mates. This can
c be seen in the decreease of valuues for ω froom argon too CO2
environments for AEE
EA in Table 3-1.
3
By contrast, pH chaanges do not affect the staability constaants of
EDA and TETA since they do not have
h
alcohol groups
g
that caan deprotonatte.
DETA
D
shows a dramatic drop in potenttial differencee at loadings greater than 0.67 owing to the
previously
y discussed transition
t
from a 2:1 DET
TA to Cu2+ bbinding regim
me, where CO
O2 has a draamatic
effect on the
t copper co
omplex, to thee 1:1 binding regime, wherre the presencce of CO2 is leess impactfull.
Effects of Chlorid
de Salts
The signiificant interacctions betweeen cupric an
nd, especiallyy, cupreous ioons with chlloride ions iss well
documentted. Open-circuit potentiall measuremen
nts were takeen with 1M N
NaCl in lieu of the 1M N
NaNO3
electrolytee. The resultts, shown in Figure 3-12
2, demonstratte that chloriide salts mayy have somee mild
effects, but do not sig
gnificantly allter the therm
modynamics of an EDA system. Furtther measurem
ments
would be required to determine if th
he slight 10 to
o 20 mV shiftts in the curvees are statisticcally significaant.
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Figure 3-1
12. Comparison of open-circcuit measuremeents in an EDA
A system withh different elecctrolytes: 1M N
NaNO3
(closed circles) and 1M NaCl
N
(open-cirrcles).

Experim
mentally-D
Derived Effficiency off CO 2 Sepa
aration
The efficiiency of an op
pen-circuit EMAR process is tabulatedd in Table 3-22 for each off the four aminnes at
50oC, and
d for EDA at 70oC. The tabulated
t
effiiciencies werre calculated from Eq. 3-112 with param
meters
estimated experimentaally through Eqs. 3-18 an
nd 3-23, andd under the aassumption oof desorptionn at 1
atmospherre of pressuree and absorpttion from a 15% CO2 fluee gas. The effficiency is baased on removval of
100% of the
t CO2 from the flue gas.
Tab
ble 3-2. Predicted open-circu
uit performancee of an EMAR system using
C 2 desorptionn and 15% CO
O2 flue gas.
different amines with 1 atm CO

Amine

x ca

xp

EDA
E
(70oC)
EDA
E
(50oC)
AEEA
A
(50oC))
TETA
T
(50oC))
DETA
D
(50oC)e

0.93 ± 0.0
03
1.02 ± 0.0
01
0.98 ± 0.0
01
0.92 ± 0.0
02
1.08 ± 0.0
09

0.003
0.004
0.004
0.005
0.004

E

b

0.142
0.194
0.180
0.183
0.238

WCCO2 c

εrev d

144.7
188.4
177.9
199.2
211.4

0.54
0.41
0.42
0.39
0.35

a

Caalculated from Eq
q. 17.b In units of
o volts. c Calculaated from Eq. 111 in units of
kJ/m
mole. d Calculated from Eq. 12. e For η equals 0 tto 0.67.

Table 3-2
2 shows that at 70oC, an EMAR system using ED
DA as the am
mine sorbent should be abble to
achieve 54% efficiency
y under open
n-circuit cond
ditions. This rrepresents a w
work of separration, WCO2, of 15
kJ/mole as
a calculated by Eq. 3-11. At lower tem
mperatures, thhe efficiency drops to 41%
% and is relaatively
similar fo
or EDA, AEE
EA, and TETA
A, ranging from 39% to 442%. The effiiciency loss ddue to the phhysical
solubility of the CO2 is negligiblee in every caase because of the low ddesorption prressure. Whille the
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absorption capacity for CO2 does drop by about 10% at the higher temperature for EDA, the open-circuit
potential required drops by 20%, making the higher temperature more efficient. The importance of
operating temperature is highlighted clearly by Table 3-2. To obtain estimates of efficiency for a wider
range of conditions, we will combine Eq. 3-10 with the temperature dependence of KCO2 for EDA.
Analysis of EDA Thermodynamics
With the aid of Eq. 3-4, it is possible to relate the open-circuit potential difference to the CO2 binding
constant, KCO2, which is sufficient to predict the system-wide efficiency under different absorption and
desorption partial pressures. This approach, however, can only be applied rigorously to EDA, which
follows the simple reaction mechanism shown in Eq. 3-1 at flue gas conditions. The equilibrium constant
can also be used to calculate the free energy of the CO2 absorption reaction via Eq. 3-6, which can be
rearranged into Eq. 3-24 to solve for KCO2 as a function the standard state free energy of sorption, ΔGCO20
where it is recognized that for EDA, m = 1.

KCO2

0
 GCO
2
 exp 
 RT


 P 
 F E  
  0 exp 
  1
 RT  
 PCO2 

(3-25)

To predict the performance of an EDA system over a range of temperatures, the standard state enthalpies
and entropies of reaction must be known. These quantities can be extracted from measurements of the
open-circuit potential difference over a range of temperatures. Figure 3-13 shows the potential difference
values for an EDA system from 50oC to 80oC.
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Figure 3-1
13. Average open-circuit
o
po
otential difference between aanodic (PCO2 = 1 atm) and cathodic (PCO2 = 0)
conditions as a function of
o temperature for an EDA sy
ystem with 1M
M EDA, 1M NaaNO3.

If it is asssumed that KCO2
> 1, then manipulation of E
Eq. 3-24 and expression off the free enerrgy in
C PCO2/P0 >>
terms of the
t enthalpy, ΔH0, and entrropy, ΔS0, yieelds a linear rrelationship, sshown in Eq.. 3-25, betweeen the
potential difference
d
and
d the temperaature at constaant pressure.1 48,87
0
RT  PCO2  GCO
RT  PCO2  H 0
S 0
C 2

E 
ln 

ln


R



F
F
F
F
F
 P0 
 P0 

((3-26)

m, the potentiaal difference should not be a function of copper loaading,
Note that for an ideal EDA system
ΔE> are anaalogous. Assu
uming the sttandard state enthalpy annd entropy arre not
and hence ΔE and <Δ
mperature to yiield Eq. 3-26..
functions of temperature, we can diffferentiate alll terms with reespect to tem

d E S 0 R  PCO2 

 ln 

dT
F
F  P0 

((3-27)

r
nt at constant pressure, Eq. 3-27 shows that the entroopy of the CO
O2 sorption reaaction
Through rearrangemen
can be dettermined from
m the derivatiive of the diffference in pottentials with rrespect to tem
mperature.

S 0  F

 PCO 
d E
 R ln  2 
dT
 P0 

((3-28)

vative can bee obtained thrrough linear regression off the data in Figure 3-133. The
The valuee of the deriv
enthalpy can then be calculated ussing Eq. 3-28
8 in terms off this derivatiive and the ppotential diffeerence
itself. Thiis result can also
a be obtaineed easily thro
ough the Gibbbs-Helmholtz equation.
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H 0  FT
F

d E
F
FE
dT

((3-29)

In using Eq. 3-28 to obtain a tem
mperature ind
dependent ennthalpy, valuues for ΔH0 w
would have to be
calculated
d at each tem
mperature and
d then averag
ged. Using thhe data in Fiigure 3-13, E
Eq. 3-28 yiellds an
enthalpy of
o sorption off 86.4

1.1 kJ/mole
k
CO2, which agreess with data repported by Zhoou.54

Using
U
these ex
xperimentally determined thermodynam
t
mic parameterss, we can calcculate the exppected
value of KCO2 over the relevant operrational rangee of temperatuures, which iss shown in Fiigure 3-14. Thhe tan
area repreesents the 95
5% confidencce interval based
b
on usinng a Studentt t-distributioon to calculatte the
uncertaintty of ΔE as a function of teemperature ussing standard linear regression techniquues.

Figure 3-1
14. Expected value of the CO
O2 equilibrium binding
b
constaant for EDA ass a function of ttemperature. T
The tan
area repressents the 95% confidence
c
inteerval based on a Student t-disstribution.

At 50oC, the expected value for KCO2 is 947, wh
hich is in reassonable agreeement with thhe estimate off 1127
in Table 3-1. The expected values of KCO2 can also
a be used w
with Eq. 3-100 to predict eefficiencies att 50oC
and 70oC,
C the temperratures at wh
hich experim
mental data aare reported in Table 3--2. The calcuulated
efficienciees are 0.41 att 50oC and 0.5
54 at 70oC aree in excellentt agreement w
with the measured values. T
These
results deemonstrate th
hat this modeel can effectiively predict performancee over the reelevant operaational
range for EDA. The model
m
does not
n rely on th
he absorptionn capacity meeasurements ppreviously ussed to
d uses the predicted valuees of KCO2 to calculate xc through Eq. 3-7. The abillity to
calculate xc but instead
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predict KCO2 allows the calculation of efficiency under any set of flue gas conditions, electrochemical cell
temperature, and desorption pressure based on simple and inexpensive electrochemical experiments.
This represents the first time copper activity measurements have been used for calculation of
amine/CO2 sorption equilibria and the corresponding thermodynamic parameters. These copper activity
measurements, which are significantly cheaper and easier to run than are alternative methods, provide
slightly different information than obtained from traditional barium salt titrations. Titrations measure the
total dissolved CO2, whereas the copper activity indicates the fraction of uncomplexed amines. In many
cases this information will be analogous; however, there may be some cases where a combination of the
two methods can lead to an improved understanding of the CO2 complexed species.
Optimal EMAR Operating Conditions
With the model developed in Eq. 3-10 and the experimentally determined thermodynamic parameters for
KCO2, the EDA system efficiency can be calculated for a wide range of temperatures, desorption pressures,
and flue gas compositions.
Figure 3-15 shows the efficiency from 50oC to 80oC and from 1 to 18 bar of desorption pressure
for a 15% CO2 flue gas, which is representative of a coal-fired power plant. Figure 3-16 shows the same
efficiency calculations for a plant with a 5% CO2 flue gas, which is representative of a natural gas
combined cycle (NGCC) plant. The efficiencies for the NGCC case are uniformly higher, but the amine
utilization (shown by the black contour lines) is lower. Lower operating temperatures will also be
preferable in a natural gas plant.
While the efficiency will be lowered by kinetic losses and auxiliary equipment power demands,
initial efficiencies for the coal plant, with an amine utilization of 0.9, of 69% at 8 bars and 76oC and 63%
at atmospheric pressure and 80oC, are encouraging. A comparable MEA process would have a theoretical
efficiency of 62% assuming absorption at 60oC and regeneration at 120oC.
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Figure 3-1
15. Open-circu
uit efficiency of the EMAR
R system with a 15% CO2 flue gas basedd on experimeentally
derived KCO2
values and Eq.
E 3-10. Black
k lines are con
ntours of aminee utilization, UA, from Eq. 3-116.
C

Figure 3-1
16. Open-circu
uit efficiency off the EMAR sy
ystem with a 55% CO2 flue gaas based on expperimentally dderived
KCO2 valuees and Eq. 3-10
0. Black lines are
a contours of amine utilizatiion, UA, from E
Eq. 3-16.
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Conclusions of EMAR Thermodynamics


The performance of a decoupled EMAR system is heavily dependent on the strength of CO2
binding, and not dependent on the stability constant for copper complexation.



o

A system that follows the scheme in Eq. 3-1 has an efficiency defined by Eq. 3-10.

o

A general definition of efficiency, applicable to almost any system is found in Eq. 3-12.

Based on Eq. 3-10, systems with efficiencies around 70% with respect to a fully-reversible
process are achievable.



Experimental results show that EDA, AEEA, and TETA, all show a linear dependence between
CO2 capacity and copper loading, as expected.



Experimental results show that the difference in potential from anodic to cathodic conditions is
relatively constant for EDA, AEEA, and TETA, as expected.



At 50oC and ambient pressure, EDA, AEEA, and TETA, can operate at 40% efficiency at opencircuit. At 70oC and ambient pressure, EDA can operate above 50% efficiency.



Based on the calculated thermodynamic parameters for EDA, the open-circuit efficiency at any
set of conditions can be calculated. Efficiencies near 70% are achievable at realistic operating
conditions.



The standard state enthalpy and entropy of CO2 sorption for EDA was obtained using copper
activity experiments, demonstrating a measurement technique never previously attempted for any
amine.

A significant fraction of the figures and analysis in this chapter is adapted with the permission of the
Royal Society of Chemistry.152
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Chapter 4
4.

Electrochemical Kinetics of EMAR
This chapter describes the characterization of the required electrode overpotentials as a function of current
density for different sorbent compositions and operating conditions. This does not account for
concentration overpotentials due to transport limitations or overpotentials due to the Ohmic resistance of
the solution or membrane. As was discussed in the introduction, only limited work has been done to
characterize the kinetics of copper in amine solutions, and the effects of CO2 saturation has never been
previously considered.71,69
The chapter begins with a discussion on different analytical strategies for measuring kinetics.
Following previous studies in literature on copper kinetics in acidic systems, fast galvanostatic pulses
were chosen. A detailed description of how the dynamics of the pulses are analyzed is then provided.
Before showing the experimental results, a thorough theoretical analysis of copper
electrochemistry in amine systems is presented to provide context for the results. The analysis is based
heavily on Butler-Volmer kinetics and dissociative electron transfer theory. The analysis argues that
despite the significantly increased activation energy due to strong ligand complexation, the dramatically
stabilized transition state should lead to relatively similar kinetics in acid and amine based systems.
The results begin with a comparison of kinetics of copper dissolution and deposition in amine
solutions and in previously studied sulfuric acid solutions. The kinetics in CO2 saturated solutions are
shown to be significantly slower in solutions with non-complexing salts. In solutions with chloride salts,
however, CO2 saturation does not make a large difference to the kinetics. The presence of chlorides also
improves the kinetics in AEEA and TETA solutions, but is unimportant in EDA systems. Under argon,
EDA shows the lowest overpotentials. In the CO2-saturated solutions, AEEA outperforms EDA.
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Measurement Strategies
There exist many methods for measuring the kinetics of electrochemical processes including dynamic and
static potential techniques. Cyclic voltammetry, and more generally linear-sweep voltammetry, are
commonly used dynamic potential methods for the measurement the kinetics of electrochemical systems.
Cyclic voltammograms were used in the 2nd Chapter during the assessment of amines for EMAR systems.
While qualitative arguments can be easily obtained, quantitative results are often difficult to obtain from
these methods due to the complexity of the dynamic boundary condition on the electrode surface. Some
exact solution strategies do exist for simple reaction schemes.157–159 Numerical modeling of these systems,
while possible, is challenging and simulation results are often not unique representations of the data. For
example, Nicholson showed the similarity in curves of processes with slow kinetics and with
uncompensated resistances; decoupling these effects is difficult.160
Another powerful dynamic potential method is Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy
(EIS).161 EIS measures the complex impedance of a system at different frequencies and potentials. Many
system parameters, which are especially important in complete electrochemical systems including fuel
cells and batteries, can be quickly measured using EIS.162 These include solution resistance, double-layer
capacitances, and electron transfer resistances.163 This technique, however, is more suited for the analysis
of prototype systems rather than analytical kinetic measurements. EIS results are shown for the benchscale system in Chapter 6.
Various forms of static potential measurements, where the voltage is kept constant for the
duration of the experiments, are used for kinetic measurements. Convective methods, such as rotating
disk electrodes164 and channel electrodes,165 use systems with well-defined geometries such that the fluid
dynamics problem can be solved precisely. This allows for the Sherwood number to be calculated for any
combination of flow conditions and surface currents. For example, in a rotating disk setup, for any given
rotational velocity and current, the concentration profile can be precisely calculated. Most importantly,
the concentration of the electrochemically active species at the surface is known.
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Use of the rotating disk electrode for measuring the electrochemical kinetics of copper in amine
solutions was unsuccessful because it required the plating of copper onto the glassy carbon surface before
each measurement. The copper, however, often fell off the electrode due to shear stress or simply
dissolved during the course of the experiment. Getting uniform plating on the surface was also
challenging. In the future, these experiments may be more successful with a solid copper rotating disk
electrode, which would alleviate the need for plating.
Pulse experiments, which can last anywhere from milliseconds to seconds, have the advantage of
being fast, but are unable to measure slow-dynamic processes.166 For example, if an electrode surface
changes over the course of seconds or minutes of operation, pulse experiments would be an ineffective
strategy for investigating that phenomenon since experiments last only a few seconds at most. The
advantage of this approach, however, is that the electrode surface remains unchanged during a set of
experiments because so little charge is passed due to the short pulse lengths.
Previous investigations into the electrochemical kinetics of copper in sulfuric acid systems used
galvanostatic pulse voltammetry, where constant current pulses are applied.86 The method was simple and
effective. Therefore, it was chosen to investigate the electrochemical kinetics of copper in amine solutions
with and without CO2 saturation.

Methodology for Galvanostatic Pulse Experiments
The electrochemical experiments were performed using a three electrode setup controlled by a
potentiostat. A Princeton Applied Science VersaStat 3 potentiostat was used for all pulse experiments and
a VersaStat 4 potentiostat was used for impedance spectroscopy experiments. The working electrode was
a 3.1 mm diameter rod of copper alloy 101 (99.99% copper). The length of the copper rod was sheathed
by heat-shrink FEP insulation, which was then wrapped with a copper mesh that acted as the reference
electrode. Another layer of insulation was placed around the reference electrode, which was covered by
another layer of copper mesh that acted as the counter electrode. This construction was chosen to
minimize uncompensated resistances between the reference and the working electrode by minimizing the
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b
all th
he electrodes. The three eleectrodes weree held in placce by setting tthem in a modified
distance between
number 4 rubber stopper. Sketches and
a pictures of
o the setup c an be seen inn Figure 4-1.

Figure 4-1
1. (Left) A sch
hematic diagram of the experrimental setupp for kinetics eexperiments. (C
Center) A scheematic
drawing off the electrodess. (Right) A picture of the eleectrodes.

The electrrochemical kiinetics of cop
pper depositio
on and dissoluution were invvestigated with constant-cuurrent
pulses fro
om 1250 A/m
m2 to 0.25 A/m
A 2. Cathodiic pulses werre always peerformed befo
fore anodic ppulses.
Figure 4--2 shows resu
ults from a 55
5oC run of a 0.5M
0
H2SO4 w
with 0.25M C
CuSO4 experiiment under aargon.
Note that one to ten secconds of delaay was given in
i between eaach pulse, butt is not shownn in the figurees.
ulses were peerformed in order starting with
w the highhest current deensities. The length of the pulse
Pu
was relateed to the currrent density. Experiments with current densities at and above 1225 A/m2 had pulse
lengths of 0.01 second
ds. For pulsees at or below
w 100 A/m2, the total appplied chargee density wass kept
a 1.25 C/m2. Therefore, lower
l
currentt densities haad progressiveely longer puulse lengths w
with a
constant at
maximum
m length of 5 seconds
s
for th
he 0.25 A/m2 pulses.
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Figure 4-2
2. (Top) Plot of
o an entire kiinetic pulse ex
xperiment incluuding 3 cathoddic and 3 anoddic sets of 20 pulses
each. (Mid
ddle) Plot of th
he first 14 catho
odic pulses (Leeft) and first 144 anodic pulsess (Right). (Botttom) Plot of thhe first
6 cathodic pulses (Left) and
a first 6 anod
dic pulses (Rig
ght). Numbers rrepresent curreent densities off the pulses in A
A/m2.

Before
B
a set off pulses were performed, th
he electrode w
was removedd from the sollution and pollished
using 20 μm polishing paper. Thee electrode was
w the electrroplated in thhe solution aat 15 A/m2 ffor 10
minutes. For
F experiments under inert atmospheree, argon was bbubbled into the cell durinng both the puulsing
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and the electroplating steps. For experiments under CO2, the solutions were saturated for 15 minutes prior
to plating and the CO2 was bubbled in for the duration of the plating and pulse experiments. All
experiments used 10 mL of solution and were gently stirred. Temperature was controlled through
submerging the electrochemical cell in a temperature regulated oil bath. For each pulse, 1000 data points
were taken.
Due to the large number of different parameters varied, it was not possible to take enough
measurements of each set of conditions to obtain individual confidence intervals. One condition, 1M EDA
with 0.25M Cu(NO3)2 with 1M NaNO3 under argon at 55oC, was repeated eight times. The standard
deviation of a single experiment was approximately 20% of the average. Since most experiments were
performed two or three times at least, this leads to a standard deviation of the reported averages of about
15% of the average. This level of error can be considered consistent through all of the reported data.
It was challenging to keep results from drifting from week to week while running the kinetics
experiments. It appeared that the results were extremely sensitive to the polishing process and if a new
piece of polishing paper was used. Other methods of polishing, such as using abrasive slurries instead of
polishing paper, may yield more consistent results. It was also observed that repeated experiments with
acid solutions would lower the measured exchange current density of the electrode by around 25 percent.
Once several experiments were again performed in amine solutions, the measured exchange current
density would increase again.
Dynamic Analysis of Pulse Experiment Data
An example of the data obtained for a single constant current cathodic pulse is shown in Figure 4-3.
During the first millisecond of the experiment, the change in potential is significant due to the solution
resistance and double-layer capacitance.
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Figure 4-3
3. Current and potential as a function of tim
me for a single galvanostatic pulse in a 0.5M
M H2SO4 and 00.25M
CuSO4 solu
ution under arg
gon at 55oC wiith a 3.1 mm Cu electrode.

The dynam
mics of the galvanostatic
g
pulses
p
were assumed
a
to foollow the reprresentative R
RC circuit shoown in
the top cirrcuit of Figurre 4-4. In thiss circuit, Ru iss the uncomppensated resisstance of the ssolution and CDL is
the double layer capaccitance. R1, R2, and C2 rep
present the noon-constant rresistance of ccharge transffer for
the electrro-deposition or electro-diissolution reaactions. This circuit was chosen becaause it models the
commonly
y observed uncompensate
u
d resistance and double laayer capacitaance, while alllowing the ccharge
transfer reesistance to be described by a sigmoidall function.

Fiigure 4-4. Equ
uivalent RC circcuits used to model
m
the dynam
mic behavior oof the galvanosstatic pulses.
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Intuitively, C2 can be thought of as the consumption or creation of either an intermediate species or an
oxidized surface layer, which then leads to a change in the resistance (from R1 to R1 + R2) with a time
constant of τ2 = R2C2.
If we assume that R1CDL << R2C2, then we can safely decouple the two parallel RC elements
resulting in the bottom circuit of Figure 4-4. The voltage response for a constant current pulse of this
circuit is shown in Eq. 4-1.




t
V (t )  i  Ru  R1  1  exp  

 R1C DL





t
   R2  1  exp  

 R2 C2


 
  
  

(4-1)

Based on previous work and confirmed in this study, the double layer capacitances are typically around
10-4 F/cm2 with resistances on the order of 10 Ω. With an electrode of 0.08 cm2, the middle term in Eq. 41 has an RC time constant of approximately 0.1 milliseconds. Therefore, at short times (below 0.05
millisecond), the uncompensated resistance and capacitive effects are dominant and the first and middle
terms can be linearized to yield a linear dependence of voltage on time.


t 
V  t  50 s   i  Ru 

CDL 


(4-2)

Using Eq. 4-2, the uncompensated resistance and capacitance values for each set of pulses are estimated
from the short time data for the pulses with current densities over 250 A/m2. Figure 4-5 shows the short
time linear resistances for a typical set of high current density pulses for a 1N H2SO4 solution with 0.25 M
CuSO4 at 55oC. Uncompensated resistance values obtained through this method were confirmed using
impedance spectroscopy.
The linear fits in Figure 4-5 show excellent precision in measuring the uncompensated resistance
(the y-intercept) for both anodic and cathodic pulses. The precision of the capacitance measurements is
less robust, but still sufficient. The accuracy of the capacitance measurements is also less important, since
the effects of the double layer charging are only relevant during the first millisecond of operation.
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Figure 4-5
5. Dynamic reesistances of anodic
a
(left) an
nd cathodic (rright) galvanosstatic pulses aat short times. Lines
represent fit
f using Eq. 4-2
2.

For each pulse,
p
the vallues of R1, R2, and C2 werre then fit usinng Eq. 4-1, uusing the resuults obtained ffor Ru
and CDL. Figure
F
4-6 sh
hows the timee dependent resistances
r
foor a typical seet of high currrent density ppulses
for a 1N H2SO4 solution with 0.25
5 M CuSO4 at 55oC withh the uncomppensated resisstance, Ru, allready
subtracted
d out.
Both
B
anodic an
nd cathodic pulses
p
show sufficient appproach towarrds steady staate during thee 0.01
second pu
ulses. The capacitive
c
efffects make a dramatic im
mpact only during the iinitial one orr two
millisecon
nds. Limitatio
ons due to difffusional transsport are not oobserved evenn at 1250 A/m
m2.

Figure 4-6
6. Dynamic ressistances of an
nodic (left) and
d cathodic (righht) galvanostat
atic pulses withh the uncompeensated
resistance already removed. Only 2% of data points sh
hown. Lines reepresent fit usinng Eq. 4-1.

The pseud
do steady-staate overpotenttials for each
h pulse, whichh will be useed for all of tthe I/V resultts, are
calculated
d by extrapolaation of Eq. 4-1 at infinite time after subbtraction of thhe uncompensated resistannce,
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V (t   )  i  R1  R2 

(4-3)

where R1 and R2 are obtained through the curve fitting procedure described above.
To ensure operation within a non-transport limited regime, the limiting current density as a
function of time can be calculated based on the well-known similarity solution for semi-infinite
diffusion.167 Eq. 4-4 shows the limiting current, iLimit, which equals the limiting Cu2+ flux multiplied by
2F.
1/ 2

iLimit

D
 2 F   C0
 t 

(4-4)

Integration of Eq. 4-4 over time, yields the total transported charge, QLimit, of a diffusion limited system as
a function of the pulse length as shown in Eq. 4-5.
1/2

 Dt 
QLimit  4 F 
 C0
 

(4-5)

The copper ion complex diffusivity can be estimated by literature reports of copper sulfate diffusivity is
water.168 Based on an estimated cupric ion complex diffusivity of 10-9 m2/s and a copper concentration of
0.25M, the maximum ratio of charge transferred during a pulse to diffusion limited charge is 0.07 for the
1250 A/m2 pulse. Experiments at low temperatures, which could have slower diffusivities, and
experiments with different copper concentrations could have higher ratios; in general, it was assumed that
transport limitations were not significant under these conditions.
Before the results of the galvanostatic pulse experiments are discussed, an examination of
electrochemical kinetic theory for systems with intermediate reactions and sequential electron transfers
will be presented.
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Kinetic Theory Ap
pplied to Copper/Amine System
ms
Standarrd Butler-V
Volmer Ap
pproach
The simpllest way to in
nterpret the cu
urrent/potentiial results from
m the pulse eexperiments iss with the staandard
Butler-Vo
olmer equation shown in Eq.
E 4-6.87


  nF  
 (1   )nF 
 
i  i0 exp 
   expp 
T
 RT

 RT



(4-6)

An examp
ple the resultss from the pullse experimen
nts fit with Eqq. 4-6 can be seen in Figurre 4-7.

Figure 4-7
7. Current denssity as a functiion of overpoteential for a 0.225M CuSO4 annd 0.5M H2SO4 solution at 555oC fit
with Eq. 4--6.

In Eq. 4-6
6, i0 is the exchange curren
nt density, α is electron trransfer coefficcient and η iss the overpoteential.
The exchaange current density,
d
i0, is defined as a function
f
of thhe electron traansfer coefficient in Eq. 4--7.
i0  nF  0 [Red] [Oxx ]1

(4-7)

where [Reed] and [Ox] are the surfa
face concentraations of the reduced andd oxidized speecies, respecttively,
and κ0 is a constant based
b
on the rate constan
nts of the diffferent forwaard and reverrse processess. The
exchange current densiities can be deerived from th
he reaction raate equations for both systeems:
1

i0ACIDD  2 F 0ACID Cu 2 
EDA
0

i

 2 F

EDA
0

2
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2

Cu((EDA) 
E
[EDA]
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(4-8)

For low overpotentials, a linear approximation of the exponentials in Eq. 4-6 leads to a simple linear
current potential relationship.



i   RT

2F

i

0

2F

RT

(4-9)

Dissociative Electron Transfer Theory
The effects of the amine complexation of the copper ions on the electrochemical kinetics can be
accounted for through use of Dissociative Electron Transfer (DET) theory.98 DET theory, developed by
Saveant and coworkers is based heavily on the Marcus-Hush electron transfer theory. For an
electrochemical reaction coupled with a complex formation, DET theory predicts an increase in the
reorganization energy λ, of one fourth of the bond dissociation energy, DRX. We will assume that the bond
dissociation energy is equal to the negative of the reaction enthalpy, ΔH0.

1
4

DET  0  DRX

(4-10)

Here, λDET represents the reorganization energy for a dissociative electron transfer and λ0 is the
reorganization energy in the absence of the complexation. The reorganization energy can be assumed
analogous to a standard kinetic activation energy for the exchange current density, i0.

 
i0  exp  DET
 RT

 0 

  DRX 
  exp 

 exp 

 4 RT 
 RT 

(4-11)

Eq. 4-11 shows that systems with strong complexation should display significantly hindered kinetics.
Based on the approximately 100 kJ/mole reaction enthalpy of the copper/EDA complex,146 the kinetics
would be expected to diminish by 4 orders of magnitude compared to the acid system. This significantly
overestimates the difference based on the data shown later. The discrepancy results from the implicit
assumption that the electron transfers are simultaneous.
Sequential Electron Transfers
The Butler-Volmer equation in Eq. 4-6, when applied to a two-electron transfer process, does not account
for intermediates between the electron transfers, but rather assumes a simultaneous process. Newman has
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showed, through referencing data taken by Mattsson and Bockris, that copper electrochemistry in sulfuric
acid systems can be interpreted as sequential transfers with a cuprous ion intermediate.87,86 Furthermore,
Newman assumes the reaction between copper metal and the cuprous intermediate is fast, and therefore,
at equilibrium. For the acid system, Newman defined the rate equations as:

i2ACID  ka 2 e

(1 2 ) F
V
RT

i3ACID  ka 3 Cu +  e

 2 F
V
RT

 kc 2 Cu +  e

(1 3 ) F
V
RT

 kc 3 Cu 2+  e

(4-12)

 3 F
V
RT

(4-13)

The analogous equations for an EDA system are quite similar. If we assume a cuprous ion intermediate of
the form, Cu(EDA)+, the rate equations are:
EDA
2

i

 ka 2 [EDA]e

(1 2 ) F
V
RT

i3EDA  ka 3  Cu(EDA) +  [EDA]e

 kc 2 Cu(EDA) +  e
(1 3 ) F
V
RT

 2 F
V
RT

(4-14)

 kc 3 Cu(EDA) 22  e

 3 F
V
RT

(4-15)

For the acid system, Newman derived the solution for the current as a function of the overpotential,

i

ACID

F
F
3
  23  RT

RT
 i0  e
e




3 / 2

k k 
where i0  2 Fkc3  a 3 a 2 
 k c 3 kc 2 

2+
Cu 

(2 3 )/2

(4-16)

Eqs. 4-6 and 4-16 are analogous if α = α3/2. If the electrochemical reaction described in Eq. 4-13 is
elementary (α3 = 0.5), then it would be expected that the using the simple Butler-Volmer model in Eq. 4-6
would yield an overall electron transfer coefficients, α, near 0.25. This has been shown previously to be
accurate for the acid systems and agrees with our results for amine systems. The experimental observation
of faster anodic kinetics, compared to the cathodic process, results from the intermediate mechanism of
the sequential electron transfers.
The analogous solution for the EDA case follows closely the solution for the acid system:

i

EDA

F
F
 3
  23  RT

 i0  e
 e RT 



3 /2

k k 
where i0  2 Fkc 3  a 3 a 2 
 kc 3 k c 2 
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[EDA]3 Cu(EDA)22 

(2 3 )/2

(4-17)

It is important to note that the rate constants, kij, are not the same for the acid and EDA systems. It is,
however, possible to compare the ratios of ka2/kc2 if we follow Newman’s assumption that the kinetics of
the first electrochemical reaction is fast enough to be in equilibrium. For the acid system the equilibrium
assumption yields,

 ka 2 
 Cu +  e  FV / RT


 kc 2  ACID

(4-18)

For the EDA case, we find a similar solution.

 Cu(EDA) +   FV / RT
 ka 2 
e



 EDA 
 kc 2  EDA

(4-19)

The ratio of the results from Eqs. 4-18 and 4-19 define the mass action equation for the complexation of
the intermediate cuprous ion by EDA with a free energy of ΔG10.

 ka 2 


 kc 2  EDA

 ka 2 


 kc 2  ACID

 Cu(EDA) + 
  G10 
  H10 
 S10 

 exp 
  exp 
 exp 

 EDA  Cu + 
 RT 
 RT 
 R 

(4-20)

We can also take the ratio of the remaining rate constants and relate those using DET theory using the
enthalpy of reaction for the second EDA molecule to the singly complexed cupric ion, ΔH20.

 kc3 13 /2  ka 3 3 /2 
  / RT H 0 /4 RT
 H 20 

 EDA  e 0 e 2
exp



e 0 / RT
 kc3 13 /2  ka 3 3 /2 
 4 RT 

 ACID

(4-21)

The ratio of the exchange current densities for the EDA and acid systems can be approximated through
use of Eqs. 4-16, 4-17, 4-20, and 4-21.
3
2
i0EDA [EDA] Cu(EDA) 2 

(2 3 )/2
i0ACID
Cu 2 

(2  3 )/2

 1  H 20

  3 S10 
0
exp 
exp


H


3
1 



2 R 
 2 RT  2

(4-22)

The exponential term in Eq. 4-22 shows that the relative reaction rates of the EDA system compared with
the acid system are based heavily on the relative values of ΔH10 and ΔH20. If ΔH10 ≈ ΔH20, then the
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exchange current densities would be approximately equal for the EDA and acid systems since the value of
the electron transfer coefficient, α3, should be approximately equal to one half. Based on the results of
Cotton and Harris, the difference in enthalpies, ΔH20 – ΔH10 = 3 kJ/mole. Therefore, the exponent of the
first exponential function will be positive. As temperature increases, Eq. 4-22 predicts the ratio of EDA to
acid exchange current densities will decrease.
It should be noted that this derivation makes several significant simplifying assumptions. It
assumes that the change in reorganization energy due to solvation is equivalent in both systems. It also
assumes that the complexation of the cuprous ion is fast enough to maintain the equilibrium assumption
of the first redox couple; our results suggest this assumption may not be valid at high current densities in
some cases.
The important concept developed in this model is that the electrochemical kinetics for a twoelectron dissociative electron transfer process with a stabilized intermediate are influenced by the added
reorganization energy of the bond formation and the increased stability of the intermediate species.
Consideration of both phenomena, which are competitive by nature, is necessary to reasonably estimate
kinetics of copper in aqueous amine solutions.
Based on this theoretical framework, it is possible to explain the behavior of EDA, AEEA, and
TETA systems with different copper loadings and temperatures as well as the effects of carbon dioxide
saturation and chloride addition.

Galvanostatic Pulse Results
Comparison of Kinetics in H 2 SO 4 and EDA Solutions
Figure 4-8 shows the current as a function of overpotential at 25oC for 0.25 M Cu2+ in a 1 N sulfuric acid
solution and a 1 M EDA solution with 1 M NaNO3 as the inert electrolyte. The Butler-Volmer (BV)
equation, Eq. 4-6, and its linearized form, Eq. 4-9, are used to model both systems.
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Figure 4-8
8. Current denssity as a functiion of overpoteential for 0.25M
M copper salt in aqueous ED
DA and sulfuriic acid
solutions at
a 25oC under argon.
a
Lines aree fits to the Bu
utler-Volmer eqquation in Eq. 4-6 (Left) and Eq. 4-9 (Rightt).

For both acid
a and EDA
A solutions, th
he anodic reacction is moree facile. The eexchange currrent density, i0, can
be calculaated from eith
her non-lineaar least squarees fitting of tthe full-rangee of data withh the BV equuation
from Eq. 4-6,
4 or the low
w potential daata, shown in
n the right plott of Figure 4-8, using Eq. 4-9. Using thhe BV
equation, which is sim
milar to using the Tafel slo
opes, providess informationn over a moree relevant rannge of
p
morre consistent results. Tablle 4-1 compaares the resultts for the aciid and
current deensities and provides
EDA systtems at 25oC under
u
argon.
Tablee 4-1. Exchang
ge current denssities and electrron transfer coeefficients of accid and EDA syystems at 25oC
C.

*

*

i0 (4-6
6)
α (4-6
6)
i0 (4-9
9)**

Trial 1
13.2
0.26
19.2

H2SO4
Trial 2 Average
13.5
13.4
0.26
0.26
18.2
18.7

Trial 1
5.7
0.25
10.3

E
EDA
Triial 2
88.2
0..25
100.3

Average
6.99
0.225
10.3

Calculated
d with Eq. 4-6. In
n units of A/m2.
Calculateed with Eq. 4-9. In units of A/m2.

**

The full-rrange exchang
ge current deensity is sligh
htly higher foor the acid syystem than the EDA system
m. At
low curreent densities, however, the exchange current
c
densiities are closeer. Both systtems demonsstrated
electron trransfer coeffiicients near 0.25,
0
in agreement with thhe theory of a fast cuprouss intermediatee. The
relatively small dispaarity between
n the exchang
ge current ddensities of th
the H2SO4 annd EDA soluutions
suggests that the com
mpeting effectts of cuprouss ion stabilizzation and inncreased reorgganization ennergy,
shown in Eq. 4-22, are nearly balancced, as prediccted.
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The
T acid systeem yielded fu
ull-range exch
hange currennt densities arround 13 A/m
m2 and an eleectron
transfer co
oefficient of 0.26,
0
which is in good agrreement with previous resuults by Mattssson and Bockkris of
7 A/m2 an
nd 0.28, respeectively, for 0.15M
0
CuSO4 in 1N H2SO4 .86 The low-ppotential currrent density reesults,
however, were significcantly higher than those reeported previiously. This ddifference is most likely ddue to
the quantiity of data in
n the chosen low
l
potential range. The sslopes in Figu
ure 4-8 weree determined by 13
data pointts from -5 to 5 mV, while Mattsson and Bockris shoowed 5 data ppoints from --15 to 15 mV
V in an
example from
f
their stu
udy.
The Efffect of Tem
mperature
The temperature of operation signifficantly affects the electroochemical kinnetics of both the acid and EDA
systems. Figure
F
4-9 sh
hows current versus
v
potenttial data for thhe EDA system at 25oC, 455oC, and 65oC
C.

Figure 4-9
9. Current den
nsity as a funcction of overpo
otential for 0.225M Cu(NO3)2 in 1M EDA
A solutions with 1M
NaNO3 und
der argon at 25
5oC, 45oC, and 65oC. Lines fiit using the BV
V equation from
m Eq. 4-6.

As the temperature increases,
i
thee exchange current denssities increasse rapidly, leeading to sm
maller
overpoten
ntials. The shape of the cu
urves and thee tendency foor lower anoddic overpotenntials than catthodic
overpoten
ntials remains constant thro
ough increasin
ng temperaturres.
The
T kinetics of both EDA and H2SO4 sy
ystems were measured froom 25oC to 775oC; the exchhange
current deensities and electron transffer coefficientts, as functionns of temperaature, are shoown in Figuree 4-10
and tabulaated in Table 4-2.
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Figure 4-1
10. (Left) Exch
hange current density
d
as a fun
nction of tempperature for ED
DA and acid soolutions under argon.
(Right) Raatio of exchang
ge current denssities as a functtion of temperaature (EDA/H2SO4).

The ratio of exchange current densities increasees as predicte d by Eq. 4-222 until 55oC. The plateauiing of
EDA exch
hange current densities at high temperatures has beeen repeated oobserved, andd may indicaate the
transition in the rate liimiting step of
o the mechan
nism. The low
w temperaturre dependencee of the kinettics at
high temp
peratures suggests the new
w rate limitin
ng process haas a low activvation energyy. A transportt (i.e.,
diffusion)) limitation is plausible.
Table 4-2. Measu
ured exchange current densitiies and electronn transfer coeffficients of EDA
A and H2SO4
systems witth 0.25M coppeer salts as a funnction of tempeerature.

Temp
p (oC)
*

H2SO4

ED
DA
*

i0 (4
4-6)
α (4
4-6)
i0 (4-9)**
4-6)*
i0 (4
α (4
4-6)
i0 (4-9)**

25
2
13
3.4
0.26
18.7
6.9
6
0.25
10
0.3

35
5
23.8
0.2
26
28.9
22.5
0.2
21
15.6

45
35.44
0.299
33.99
51.55
0.200
26.99

55
64.3
0.29
47.1
110.33
0.24
31.5

65
92.2
0.28
55.1
112.3
0.28
39.9

75
246.3
0.33
78.1
128.7
0.30
47.5

Calcculated with Eq. 4-6. In units of A/m2. ** Calculaated with Eq. 4-99. In units of A/m
m2.

Through measurement
m
of the exchan
nge current density
d
as a fuunction of tem
mperature, thee activation ennergy,
Ea, of the electrochemiical reaction can
c be obtaineed with Eq. 44-23.

Ea   R

d ln  i0 
d 1 T 

((4-23)

For a simple dissociatiive electron trransfer process, the additioon of a conceerted chemicaal reaction wiith the
electron trransfer would
d increase the activation en
nergy as show
wn in Eq. 4-100. Figure 4-110, however, sshows
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a
eneergies of the acid and ED
DA systems aare quite sim
milar at 47.2 and 50.7 kJ//mole,
that the activation
respectiveely. For the dissociativee electron trransfer mechhanism with sequential eelectron trannsfers,
differentiaation of the lo
ogarithm of th
he exchange current
c
densitty ratio from E
Eq. 4-22 withh respect to innverse
temperatu
ure explains th
he similarity in
i the activatiion energies.

EaEDA  EaACID

  i EDA

d ln  0 ACID  
i0  

1  H 20

 R 
 
  3H10 
2 2
d (1/ T )


((4-24)

Δ 10, of the intermediate complexatioon is nearly eequal to that oof the
Since the standard statte enthalpy, ΔH
o the second complexation
n of the cupriic ion, ΔH20, tthe differencee in activationn energies is ssmall.
enthalpy of
Kinetics
s in CO 2 Saturated
S
Solutions
S
Figure 4--11 shows ressults for the EDA
E
system under
u
argon, 50% saturateed with CO2, and fully satuurated
with CO2. The 50% solution
s
was achieved by
y mixing equual volumes of CO2-free solution andd CO2
saturated solution. Thee cathodic pro
ocess has been
n significantlly hindered inn both the 50%
% and fully looaded
solutions. The exchang
ge current den
nsities, based on fitting thee Butler-Volm
mer equation, have been redduced
by nearly two orders off magnitude. The results arre tabulated inn
Table 4-3
3.

Figure 4-11. Current deensity as a funcction of overpo
otential for a 1M
M EDA solutioon with 0.25M
M Cu(NO3)2 andd 1M
% (orange), and 100% (green). Lines are bassed on fits to Eqq. 4-6.
NaNO3 at 55oC with CO2 loadings of 0% (blue), 50%
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Table 4-3. Exchange current densities and electron transfer coefficients of a 1M EDA system with
0.25M Cu(NO3)2 and 1M NaNO3 at 55oC with different CO2 loadings.

CO2 Loading
*

i0 (4-6)
α (4-6)
i0 (4-9)**
*

0%
104.5
0.35
50.3

50%
0.56
0.28
4.02

100%
0.15
0.31
1.66

100%/0%
0.0014
0.88
0.033

Calculated with Eq. 4-6. In units of A/m2.
Calculated with Eq. 4-9. In units of A/m2.

**

To apply the derivation resulting in Eq. 4-22, adjustments must be made to account for the presence of
CO2. Because the vast majority of EDA molecules are complexed with CO2, we must include the relevant
mass action equation describing CO2 absorption:
0
 GCO
[EDA-CO2 ] P0
2
 exp 
 RT
[EDA] PCO2






(4-25)

where ΔG0CO2 is the free energy of CO2 absorption, PCO2 is the partial pressure of carbon dioxide, and P0
is the standard state pressure. Through inclusion of Eq. 4-25 in Eq. 4-22, the effects of CO2 saturation can
be observed.


3
3
2
i0EDACO2  P0  [EDA]0 Cu(EDA)2 

(23 )/2
 PCO 
i0ACID
Cu 2 
2







(23 )/2

 1  H 0

0
2
 3G10  23GCO

  (4-26)
2 
 2RT  2
 


exp 



where [EDA]0 is the concentration of all non-copper complexed EDA species. Comparing the exchange
current density of an EDA system with and without CO2, we find:

i0EDACO2  P0

 PCO
i0EDA
 2

3

0

  3 GCO

2
exp



 RT 


(4-27)

Based on our previous work that calculated the standard state enthalpy and entropy of CO2 absorption by
EDA to be -86.4 kJ/mole and -210 J/mole/K, respectively, the free energy of CO2 absorption can be
calculated at any temperature. At 55oC, the free energy would be -17.3 kJ/mole; this leads to a ratio of
exchange current densities for unsaturated systems over CO2-saturated systems of 0.04 (assuming α3 =
0.5).
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Comparison of the exchange current densities, through fitting the BV equation, Eq. 4-6, over the
entire range of current densities, yields a value thirty times lower than expected. However, comparison of
the exchange current densities as measured by the slope at low overpotentials as described by Eq. 4-9,
gives a ratio of 0.03, which is in good agreement with the theory. This suggests that the kinetics of
EDA/CO2 complex formation or breaking may become limiting at high reaction rates. If the kinetics of
the CO2 complexation with EDA is not fast, then the equilibrium expression in Eq. 4-25 does not
accurately represent the concentration of free EDA species during the pulses with high current densities.
The significantly hindered kinetics at 50% loading is not surprising; at 50% loading, each EDA
molecule is still complexed with either a proton or a carbamate group, which would need to be released
before the molecule could complex the cupric ion.
It was observed that the copper working electrode showed signs of oxide formation after running
pulse experiments in CO2 saturated solutions. The formation of passivating films may also explain the
slower than expected kinetics at high current densities. With CO2 equilibrium binding constants of 106 at
room temperature and an EDA/Copper stability constant of 1019, the effective stability constant, given by
Eq. 3-21, would be 107. This would lead to an uncomplexed copper activity of about 10-7. The formation
of cupric hydroxide, Cu(OH)2, shown in Eq. 4-26, has a solubility product, KSP, of 5.6 x 10-20.169
2
2
Cu 02+
OH  
K SP  Cu 2  OH   
2 
1   [EDA]0

(4-28)

For CO2-saturated solution, which will have a pH of around 7, the reaction quotient for the precipitation
of copper hydroxide will be just under the solubility product. This suggests that during fast anodic pulses,
where the copper concentration may increase rapidly at the surface, precipitation may occur. Cupric
hydroxide, once formed, will eventually convert to the more stable cupric oxide, CuO.
The Effect of Chloride Salts
Chloride salts are known to complex with copper salts, specifically cuprous ions. Since the intermediate
complex is hypothesized to be a cuprous species, adding chlorides is expected to have a significant effect
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netics. It wass shown in Chapter
C
3, however, that cchloride saltss do not signiificantly affect the
on the kin
thermodynamics of ED
DA/Copper sy
ystems.
Figure
F
4-12 shows
s
the currrent/potentiaal curves for EDA system
ms with NaNO
O3 and NaCll salts
under arg
gon and in CO
C 2-saturated
d systems. While
W
the chlooride salts ddo not signifi
ficantly impacct the
kinetics in
n systems und
der argon, thee effect is dram
matic in the ppresence of CO
O2 .

Figure 4-1
12. Current den
nsity as a functtion of overpotential for 1M EDA solutionns with 0.25M Cu(NO3)2 andd either
1M NaNO3 (blue and greeen) or 1M NaC
Cl (red and greey) under eitheer argon (blue aand red) or CO
O2 (green and grey) at
55oC. Linees represent leaast squares fitss to Eq. 4-6.

Table 4-4
4 shows that the addition
n of chloride ions to a CO
O2-saturated system increeases the exchhange
current deensity from 0.1% to 37% of
o its unsaturaated value. Thhe dramatic increase in thee exchange cuurrent
densities of CO2-saturaated systems with NaCl so
olutions indiccates a differeent reaction m
mechanism thhan in
CO2-saturrated NaNO3 solutions.
Tablee 4-4. Exchang
ge current densiities and electrron transfer coeefficients for 1M EDA solutions with 0.25M
M
Cu(NO3)2 and either 1M
M NaNO3 (blu
ue and green) or
o 1M NaCl (reed and grey) unnder either argoon or CO2 at 555oC.

*

i0 (4-6))
α (4-6))
i0 (4-9)**
*

Arrgon
NaNO3
NaCl
104.5
105.5
0.35
0.37
50.3
32.5

CO2
NaNO3
0.15
0.31
1.66

N
NaCl
39.1
0.35
36.4

CO2/Ar
N
NaNO3
NaaCl
00.0014
0.37
0.89
0.95
0.033
1.12

Calculateed with Eq. 4-6. In units of A/m2. ** Calculated w
with Eq. 4-9. In units of A/m2.

The rate limiting
l
step in NaCl soluttions does no
ot appear to bbe highly corrrelated to the saturation sttate of
the EDA molecules. One hypotheetical scheme, shown in Eq. 4-29, w
would be a disproportionnation
mechanism
m, limited by
y the initial geeneration of a cuprous chlooride species.
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Cu  x Cl
C -  CuCl1-x
x e
2CuCl1-x-x  2EDA  Cu(EDA)) 2+
2  2 x Cl  Cu

((4-29)

In this mechanism,
m
the amine com
mplexation is only indirecttly involved with the elecctron transferr, and
hence, CO
O2-saturation would be leess influential towards thee kinetics. A drawback oof this mechaanism,
however, is that it allo
ows for coppeer generation in the bulk oof the solutioon during anoodic reactionss. The
n of copper powder, predominately from
f
anode, has been obbserved durinng the benchh-scale
generation
experimen
nts. Operatio
on of the ben
nch-scale sysstem with NaaCl electrolyytes did appeear to increasse the
generation
n of copper powder
p
in th
he anode, sup
pporting the scheme in E
Eq. 4-29. Furrther details oof the
bench-scaale results are provided in Chapter
C
6.
The
T stoichiom
metric parametter, x, is Eq. 4-29 can be ascertained by measurem
ments with vaarying
NaCl con
ncentrations in
i a CO2-satu
urated system
m. The resultts, shown in Figure 4-133, indicate a linear
dependence of the exchange
e
current density
y on the cooncentration of NaCl. T
This suggestts the
stoichiom
metric parametter, x, is equaal to 1; thereffore, cuprous chloride, CuuCl, appears tto be the dom
minate
intermediate in CO2-saaturated system
ms with NaCl electrolyte.

Figure 4-1
13. Exchange current
c
density, i0, as a functiion of NaCl cooncentration in a CO2-saturateed 1M EDA soolution
with 0.25M
M copper salt (either Cu(NO3)2 or CuCl2). Solutions
S
with less than 1M N
NaCl also conttained 1M NaN
NO3 to
maintain high
h
ionic stren
ngth. Exchange current densitties were fit usiing Eq. 4-6.

It was ob
bserved that after experim
ments with NaCl
N
containiing solutionss, the copperr electrode suurface
appeared brighter, witth no signs of copper ox
xides. This ccould be an alternative eexplanation tto the
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h incorporatio
on of NaCl. However, it would not efffectively expplain the impproved
improved kinetics with
o 2.5M NaC
Cl solutions over 1M NaaCl solutionss, since theyy both appeaared to effecctively
kinetics of
eliminate copper oxidee formation.
Kinetics
s in Differrent Polya mines
The

eleectrochemicall

kinetics

of

aqueou
us

solutionns

with

ttwo

additioonal

polyam
mines,

aminoethy
ylethanolamin
ne (AEEA) an
nd triethyleneetetramine (T ETA), were aalso investigaated.

Figure 4-14
4. Chemical strructures of poly
yamines investtigated for elecctrochemical kkinetics.

Half of th
he amine gro
oups in both AEEA and TETA
T
are leess reactive secondary am
mines; this leaads to
weaker co
omplexation of
o the cuprous intermediatee, cupric ionss, and CO2. T
The competingg effects of a lower
activation
n energy with
h a less stab
ble intermediiate makes iit unclear whhether these amines wouuld be
expected to
t display fasster or slower kinetics.

Figure 4-1
15. Current den
nsity as a functtion of overpottential for aminne solutions wiith 0.25M Cu(N
NO3)2 and eithher 1M
NaNO3 (left) or 1M NaCl (right) under argon at 55oC.

Figure 4--15 shows thaat the kineticss of the three amines follow
w the order oof EDA > AEE
EA > TETA under
argon witth 1M NaNO3. All three amines
a
follow
w a similar cuurrent potential curve definned by an eleectron
transfer co
oefficient below 0.5, which
h implies low
wer anodic oveerpotentials thhan cathodic overpotentialls.
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With NaCl as the electrolyte, however, the order of the exchange current density switches to
AEEA > EDA > TETA. While EDA shows no significant increase in its exchange current density with
NaCl rather than NaNO3, AEEA and TETA show approximately a four-fold increase with the chloride
based electrolyte. Furthermore, the shape of the current/potential curves changes drastically with NaCl.
As shown in Table 4-5, the electron transfer coefficients, α, increase from 0.37 and 0.35 to 0.56 and 0.53
for AEEA and TETA, respectively. This indicates that, unlike EDA, the chloride mechanism shown in
Eq. 4-29 may be dominant in AEEA and TETA solutions even when under argon.
Table 4-5. Exchange current densities and electron transfer coefficients for different amines with 0.25M Cu(NO3)2
and either 1M NaNO3 or 1M NaCl under argon at 55oC.

Amine
Anion
*

*

EDA
NO3
ClNO3-/ Cl104.5 105.5
0.99
0.35 0.37
0.96
50.3 32.5
1.55
-

i0 (4-6)
α (4-6)
i0 (4-9)**

-

NO3
34.6
0.37
35.8

AEEA
ClNO3-/ Cl132.5
0.26
0.56
0.66
47.4
0.76

-

NO3
9.6
0.35
16.7

TETA
ClNO3-/ Cl49.6
0.19
0.53
0.66
15.3
1.09

Calculated with Eq. 4-6. In units of A/m2.
Calculated with Eq. 4-9. In units of A/m2.

**

AEEA respond similarly to EDA when saturated with CO2. In the absence of NaCl, its exchange current
density drops dramatically. In the presence of NaCl, the exchange current density returns to its nonsaturated value. Figure 4-16 shows the CO2 saturated performance of EDA and AEEA with NaNO3 and
EDA, AEEA, and TETA with NaCl. The kinetics of CO2-saturated TETA was not measured with NaNO3.
In the presence of CO2, AEEA displays the fastest electrochemical kinetics. The improvement of
AEEA, with respect to EDA, under CO2 is not surprising, and is predicted by Eq. 4-27. Since AEEA, has
a lower free energy of CO2 sorption, its kinetics will be hindered less than EDA.
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Figure 4-1
16. Current deensity as a fun
nction of overp
potential for ddifferent aminees saturated wiith CO2 with 00.25M
Cu(NO3)2 either
e
1M NaN
NO3 (left) or 1M
M NaCl (right) at 55oC.

It is difficcult to interp
pret the relativ
ve change fo
or TETA, witth respect to the two diam
mines, becausse the
mechanism
m would go through a different
d
interrmediate cuprrous species. In chloride environmentts, the
significan
nt shift of thee electron traansfer coefficcient of bothh AEEA and TETA undeer argon and CO2,
indicates that
t they are both switchin
ng to a chlorid
de-based mecchanism. Thee mechanism ddoes appear tto still
be depend
dent on the am
mine since thee exchange cu
urrent densitiees vary widelly between thee two amines.
Table 4-6
6. Exchange cu
urrent densities and electron transfer
t
coefficcients for differrent amines wiith 0.25M Cu(N
NO3)2
o
and either 1M NaNO3 or 1M NaCl un
under CO2 at 555 C.

Amine
Anion

-

*

*

i0 (4-6)
α (4-6)
i0 (4-9)***

NO3
0.15
0.31
1.66

EDA
Cl
CNO3-/ Cl
C39.1
0.004
4
0.35
0.89
9
36.4
0.05
5

-

NO3
0.44
0.36
5.03

AEEA
ClN
NO3-/ Cl121.4
0.004
0.59
0.61
51.9
0.10

T
TETA
Cl8.89
0.57
11.4

Calculated with
w Eq. 4-6. In units
u
of A/m2.
Calculated with
w Eq. 4-9. In units of A/m2.

**

The Efffect of Cop
pper and Amine
A
Con
ncentration
ns
Eq. 4-17 shows that the exchang
ge current deensity shouldd be a functtion of the ccopper and aamine
concentraation. Based on
o an electro
on transfer co
oefficient, α3 , of 0.5 (equuivalently, α = 0.25), Eq.. 4-30
shows how
w the exchange current den
nsity varies as
a a function oof the copper loading, xCu.

i0  2 1  xCu   xCu 

3/4

xCu  2
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Tootal Cu 2 conncentration
Tottal EDA Conncentration

((4-30)

A concentratioon can
The coppeer loading thaat maximizes the exchangee current den sity for a given total EDA
be calculaated by taking
g the derivativ
ve of Eq. 4-30
0 with respectt to xCu.

d i0

d xCu

3  5 xCu

4

xCu 2 1  xCu 

xCu 3/5


0

((4-31)

Through examination
e
of
o the numeraator of Eq. 4-3
31, the root oof 3/5 can be ddetermined. H
However, as sshown
in Figuree 4-17, the excchange curren
nt density doees not follow this behaviorr exactly. Thee exchange cuurrent
density values obtaineed through Eqs.
E
4-6 and 4-9 loosely ffollow the exxpected patteern of a maximum
around medium
m
loadin
ngs and low values
v
at low or high loadiings. The excchange currennt densities fitt with
Eq. 4-6, only
o
encompaass data taken from -100 to 100 A/m2 to avoid the prooblems of trannsport limitattion.
The
T lines in Figure
F
4-17 are obtained
d through leaast-squares ffitting of the exchange cuurrent
densities to
t Eq. 4-17 with
w two free parameters: a coefficient aand α3. For bboth curves, thhe optimized value
for α3 was found to bee 0.95 (α = 0.47). Based on
o all the kin etic results reeported for E
EDA at 55oC in the
previous sections,
s
the value
v
for α3 was
w expected to
t be closer too 0.7 (α = 0.335).

Figure 4-1
17. Exchange current density
y as a functio
on of copper looading for 1M
M EDA solutioons with 1M N
NaNO3
under argo
on at 55oC. Values obtained frrom fits to Eqss. 4-6 and 4-9. L
Lines are leastt-squared fits too Eq. 4-17.

One expllanation that can accountt for the diffference in m
measured α3 values is thhe effect of EDA
concentraation on the copper surfaace. If high concentrationns of EDA lleads to morre reactive suurface
(presumab
bly because oxides
o
are lesss likely to forrm), then an eexaggerated value for α3 woould be expeccted.
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To
T test this hypothesis,
h
two
t
sets of experiments were perforrmed: one aat constant ccopper
concentraation with varrying excess amine concen
ntration, [ED
DA], and one at constant aamine excess, with
varying co
opper concen
ntration, [Cu]. The results of
o the two expperiments cann be seen in F
Figure 4-18.

Figure 4-1
18. (Left) Log of the exchan
nge current den
nsity as a funcction of Cu(NO
O3)2 concentrattion in a 0.5M
M EDA
solution with 1M NaNO3 under argon at 55oC. (Righ
ht) Log of the exchange currrent density as a function of excess
EDA in a 0.1M
0
Cu(NO3)2 solution with
h 1M NaNO3 under
u
argon at 555oC. Lines reppresent standarrd linear regresssions.

The resultts are plotted in log-log plo
ots because Eq.
E 4-17 prediicts a linear reelationships bbetween log(i0) and
log([Cu]) and log(i0) and log([EDA]). Eq. 4-32 shows the logarithmic form of thee exchange cuurrent
density frrom Eq. 4-17
7 with the front
f
terms combined
c
intoo an arbitrarry constant, A
A. Through linear
regression
ns, values of α3 can be obtaained.

log  i0   log(
l A)   3 lo
og [EDA] 

2  3
log   Cu 
2

((4-32)

The resultts from Figurre 4-18 yield consistent vaalues of α3 of about 1 for both plots, in aagreement wiith the
results ob
btained from
m Figure 4--17, but diff
fferent than the values obtained thrrough fits oof the
current/po
otential curves using Eq. 4-6.
These
T
conflictiing results hig
ghlight the co
omplexity of the system, w
where the conncentration off EDA
and Cu2+ may not on
nly affect thee kinetics thrrough their rrole as reactaants but alsoo due their roole in
controllin
ng the surface composition.
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Pulse Dynamics
D
Because the
t data wass analyzed th
hrough fitting
g of to the eqquivalent circuit shown iin Figure 4-44, the
dynamics can be inveestigated in addition to the steady-statee values. In previous inveestigations off acid
systems, it
i was reported that the pulse
p
lengths needed to bee long enouggh to deposit or remove seeveral
ms, pulse lenngths needed to be
monolayeers on the surrface. In our analysis of both
b
acid andd amine system
long enou
ugh to depossit or removee from 1 to 5 coulombs//m2 in orderr to reach a steady state.. This
representss a few angsttroms of dep
position. Conssidering the 1.4 Å Van dder Waals raddii for copperr, this
agrees with the previious reports. Pulses with
h large cathoodic currentss required thhe most charrge to
equilibrate.

Figure 4-1
19. Anodic pu
ulses of acid an
nd amine systeems at 55oC uunder argon. O
Only 2% of datta points are sshown.
Lines repreesent least-square fits to the equivalent
e
RC circuit model iin Eq. 4-1.

Uncompeensated resisttances ranged
d from 5 to
o 10 ohms bbased on thhe temperaturre and electtrolyte
concentraation. Acid sy
ystems, system
ms with nitraate salts, and systems undder argon tennded to have lower
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uncompensated resistances. Capacitance values typically ranged from 50 to 100 μF/cm2 for most systems.
Acid systems, systems with chloride salts, and CO2 saturated systems tended to have lower capacitances.
Because of the lower capacitance in acidic systems, the shape of the pulses differs significantly
from the shape in amine systems. Figure 4-19 shows pulses from acid, EDA, AEEA, and TETA systems.
AEEA shows distinctly less capacitance (a steeper initial slope) than the other amines systems.
Interactions between the surface and the hydroxyl groups in AEEA could be reducing the ability of ions
to populate the double-layer.

Conclusions from Copper/EDA/CO2 Kinetics


While there exist many possible strategies for measuring the electrochemical kinetics of amine
systems, galvanostatic pulse experiments were chosen for this study due to its prior success
investigating copper kinetics in sulfuric acid systems.



An equivalent circuit model was developed for analyzing the dynamic pulse experiments.



Through application of Dissociative Electron Transfer (DET) theory to a sequential electron
transfer mechanism with a stabilized intermediate, the similar kinetics between acid and amine
systems was successful explained.



The effects of temperature, electrolyte, CO2 saturation, and reaction concentrations were
investigated for three different amines. AEEA showed the best performance in CO2-saturated
systems, while EDA performed the best in systems under argon.



Further investigation is required to determine if the addition of chloride salts, which significantly
improves kinetics in CO2-saturated systems, leads to unacceptable copper power formation in the
solution. Without chlorides, the kinetics of CO2-saturated systems are prohibitively slow and
would require unacceptable overpotentials.
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Chapter 5
5.

Transport Modeling of EMAR
This chapter describes the development of analytical and numerical models for EMAR systems that
specifically focus on mass transport phenomena. Flat plate electrode systems and systems with porous
electrodes are both considered. In the flat plate electrode system, boundary layer development causes a
significant decrease in transport if the solution is not remixed sufficiently. In the porous electrode system,
careful consideration of the variation of the electrostatic potential through the electrode is required to
accurately assess the current distribution. The models show that the porous electrode system is superior in
terms of requiring lower overpotentials. Based on the most recent kinetic data, flat plate electrode systems
will most likely operate at electrode overpotentials of near 100 mV per electrode, whereas porous systems
could operate at near 50 mV per electrode for membrane current densities of 500 A/m2.
The benchmark chemistry for these analyses will be based on the results for ethylenediamine with
sodium chloride electrolyte from the previous two chapters. Table 5-1 shows the pertinent data for the
temperature dependent kinetics and thermodynamics. The same kinetics will be assumed for unsaturated
and CO2-saturated solutions. Thermodynamic and kinetic parameter values are given at 55oC but can be
converted to different temperatures using the Arrhenius equation and the given reaction enthalpy or
activation energy, respectively. A representative diffusion coefficient is also given, which is assumed
valid for the cupric ions and amine molecules. A total amine concentration of 2M EDA was chosen
because it would require a similar sorbent flow rate as a 7M MEA thermal scrubber.
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Table 5-1. Thermodynamic, kinetic, and system parameters used in transport analysis based on results from
Chapters 3 and 4. Values given at 55oC.

Name

Symbol

CO2 Sorption Equilibrium Coefficient
Enthalpy of CO2 Sorption
Exchange Current Density
Electron Transfer Coefficient
Activation Energy
Diffusion Coefficient
Total Amine Concentration

KCO2
ΔH
i0
α
Ea
D
Am0

Value
600
-85
100
0.35
50
10-9
2

Unit
kJ/mole
A/m2
kJ/mole
m2/s
mol/dm3

Analytical Modeling of a Flat Plate System
Flat Plate Electrodes
Preliminary investigation into the overall performance of an EMAR system with flat plate electrodes has
been done using an integral solution method to solve the partial differential equation resulting from the
diffusion equation. In the solution, the fluid flow is assumed to be a fully-developed parabolic flow
between two infinitely wide flat plates. The mass transport boundary layer is assumed to develop from the
initial point (x = 0) over the course of the entire length of the plates (x = L). The length, L, can be
imagined as the length before a turn in a serpentine channel design. The thickness of the channel, H, and
the width of the channel, W, can be related to the length by: L >> W >> H. Figure 5-1 shows schematic
diagrams of a serpentine design of an EMAR flow channel.
The boundary condition at the electrode surface describes the Cu(EDA)22+ complexes being
generated or consumed (and EDA is either being consumed or generated). The surface flux is calculated
using the previously introduced Butler-Volmer equation. The reaction at the surface causes the formation
of a diffusion boundary layer, δ(x). To solve this problem, the Karman-Pohlhausen integral approach is
used.167,170 This method assumes the shape of the concentration profile within the boundary layer remains
consistent through the whole boundary layer. The advantages of the integral approach are that the nonlinear boundary conditions and profiles can be included without simplification. Most other analytical
techniques require the application of the Leveque approximation, which linearizes the velocity profile and
limits applicability to very small boundary layers.167
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Figure 5-1
1. (Left) Diagrram of a hypo
othetical flow designs
d
for ann EMAR system
m with flat pllate electrodes.. (Top
Right) H-W
W cross-section of the channel. (Bottom Riight) H-L crosss-sectional vieew of the flow channel showiing the
parabolic flow
f
profile and
d the boundary
y layer develop
pment.

The generral diffusion equation
e
defin
ning the problem, for eachh species j, is:

ux ( y)

C j
x

 Dj

 2C j
y

lk
, C j ( x  0, y )  C Bul
j

2

,

C j
y

 v j
y 0

i
nFD
Dj

,

C j
y

0

(5-1)

y 2 H

Where
y = the spatial distancee perpendiculaar from the ellectrode surfaace.
ux(y) = So
olution velocity in the x dirrection as a fu
unction of y.
Cj = Conccentration of species
s
j.
CjBulk = In
nitial and bulk
k concentratio
on of species j.
j
Dj = Diffu
usivity of species j.
vj = Stoich
hiometric coeefficient of sp
pecies j for thee reaction at tthe copper eleectrode bounddary.
i = curren
nt density at th
he electrode boundary.
b
Note that y = 0 represeents the electtrode surface and y = 2H rrepresents thee membrane w
wall. This prooblem
can be sim
mplified throu
ugh the use off non-dimensiional parametters,

 j

 2   
2



 2 j
 2

,  j (  0, )   Bulk
j
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,

 j


 v j  ,
 0

 j



 0 (5-2)
 2

Where

j 

Cj
C

0

, 

y
H

, 

x
Pe H

, 0 

i0 H
nFDC 0

,   0

i
i0

, Pe 

3 UH
2 D

(5-3)

To simplify the problem we will assume that the diffusivities are all approximately equal. With equal
diffusivities, C0 can be defined such that the concentration of all states of EDA is 3C0 everywhere.
Therefore,
0

[ EDA]  2  Cu(EDA) 2+
2   3C

For all x ,y

(5-4)

We can then define the precise form of the Butler-Volmer equation as a function of Θ. Eq. 5-5 is derived
by starting with Eq. 4-6, and then accounting for the difference in the actual surface concentrations from
the standard state concentrations. Finally, the equation is made non-dimensional by application of the
definitions in Eq. 5-3.

 CEDA 2
2F
2F

 C 


i  i0  0  exp  (1   )
E  E 0    2  Cu0  exp  
E  E 0  


RT
RT

 C 

 
 C 
 C 0  C  2

2F
2F
 CCu 


0 
0 
Cu
)
E
E
E
E
 i0  2






exp
(1

2
exp












0
C0 
RT
RT

 C 

 

2
 i0  4 1    exp  (1   )   2 exp    





(5-5)

2F
E  E0 

RT

2
   0  4 1    exp  (1   )   2 exp    



Where
CCu = Concentration the Cu(EDA)22+ complex.
CEDA = Concentration EDA.
Θ = Dimensionless concentration of the Cu(EDA)22+ complex.
ϕ = The dimensionless potential.
E0 = The standard state potential, where E 0 

RT
ln C bulk  2 ln  3C 0  2C bulk  

2F 

Now with the problem sufficiently defined, we can apply the integral approach to solve for the required
potential based on the input parameters. We will use a fourth-order polynomial expression to describe the
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t
th
he boundary layer. We willl use the bouundary condittions from Eqq. 5-2
concentraation profile throughout
along witth an additio
onal constrain
nt that the seecond derivaative is zero at the electrrode surface.. This
additionall boundary condition is necessary
n
(tho
ough not uniique) to satissfy all of thee unknowns oof the
polynomial function.
 ( s )  a0  a1 s  a 2 s 2
b
(1)  bulk

,

(5-6)

d
d 2

d
   ,
0 ,
0 , s
2
ds s 0
ds s 0

ds s 1

ndary layer th
hickness, whiich is a functiion of x, andd s is the fracctional
Where δ is the dimenssionless boun
mplicitly assuumed that a ddefinitive bouundary
vertical position in thee boundary laayer. Note thaat we have im
oncentration is
i constant. A
An exact closeed-form solution for Θ(s) ccan be
layer exists, outside off which, the co
obtained.

a0  b 


2

, a1  

12  8b  e  2e


4



, a2 


2

(5-7)

 4e 2   02 2 e   e   244    0 e   4e   48  32b 
4 0 2

From thiss solution, th
he profile and
d flux can bee determined only if the bboundary layyer thickness,, δ, is
known. For boundary layer thickneess of 2% (blu
ue), 5% (greeen), and 10%
% (red) of the channel thickkness,
the surfacce concentrations, Θ(s = 0), and fluxes, Ψ,
Ψ can be dettermined, as sshown in Figu
ure 5-2.
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Figure 5-2. Dimensionless surface concentration (left) and dimensionless surface flux (right) as calculated through
the integral solution strategy as a function of applied dimensionless potential for different boundary layer
thicknesses.

Calculation of δ as a function of the axial position, ξ, can be achieved through consideration of a
relationship between boundary layer growth, horizontal convective flux, and surface flux (current).
We start by vertically integrating the convective flux, Π, (the velocity multiplied by the concentration)
over the entire boundary layer in Eq. 5-8.
2

1

2

  2    d     2s   s  ds    2    
2

0

2

2

2

bulk

d  

(5-8)



0

We can then take the derivative of the total convective flux with respect to the boundary layer thickness:
1

d  2
Change in convective flux
2
    2s   s  ds  
d  0
 Change in boundary layer thickness

(5-9)

A simple shell balance on the growth of the boundary layer yields:

d

d

(5-10)

By multiplying both sides of Eq. 5-10 with dξ/dδ, we find:

d d  d 
d


d d
d
d

(5-11)

Rearrangement yields:

 d 
d
 

d
 d 

1

(5-12)

The term on the right hand side of Eq. 5-12 can be solved for analytically.
120  2e    1e  (1 )   0 12  8b  e     2
d

d  2 0 120  10e   80b  36  3 e   24  b    2 2  5 2  4 1  10 1  20e  8 e  e  (1 )
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where  1  4e 2   02  2 e 2 1  24e   4 0 e e 2 12  8b  e  
(5-13)

where  2 

4 0 e e 2 12  8b  e    2 02  e 2 1  24e 

1

Calculation of the propagation of the boundary layer through integration is simple once the expression in
Eq. 5-13 is obtained. It is, however, easier to solve for ξ(δ) based on the form of Eq. 5-13.


 ( )  
0

d
( ') d  '
d '

(5-14)

The integral in Eq. 5-15 is computed numerically because no closed-form analytical solution could be
found. The integration is fast in comparison to a full finite element or finite difference solution to the
problem posed in Eq. 5-2. When the profile for the boundary layer is solved, and hence the function δ(ξ),
or its inverse, is known, the flux at every lateral position can be solved using Eq. 5-7. The averaged
surface flux over the total remix length, L, is given by,

 ave 

 max

1

 max



 ( )d 

0

 max 

L
Pe H

(5-15)

To determine the energy consumption of the system, we will use the following values:

H  1 mm , C 0  1 M , C bulk  0.75 M , D  109 m 2 /s , i0  100 A/m 2

,   0.35

U  0.1 m/s , Pe  1.5 105 ,  0  0.26 , L  0.1 m ,  max  6.7 104

, bulk  0.75

Based on these values, the propagation of the boundary layer and the flux can be calculated. Assuming a
desired current density of 500 A/m2, the desired value of Ψ can be calculated knowing Ψ0 and i0.

  0

i
500 A/m2
 (0.26)
 2.6
i0
50 A/m2

(5-16)

To determine the required potential, ϕ, to obtain the desired flux, the results can be calculated for a range
of potential values. The left plot of Figure 5-3 shows the propagation of the boundary layer in the anode
for a range of dimensionless potentials. While higher potentials, which produce higher fluxes at the
surface, do generate slightly thicker boundary layers, the differences in the boundary layer propagation
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are smalll. This suggeests that a siingle represeentative curvee can be useed effectivelyy to represennt the
boundary layer thickneess as a functtion of dimen
nsionless posiition, δ(ξ). T
This would alllow calculatiion of
a a function of
o position without
w
the neeed to perform
m any integralls. In our resuults, the errorr from
the flux as
using a reepresentative curve,
c
δ(ξ) = 2.7ξ 1/3, is und
der 2%.

Figure 5-3
3. (Left) Dimen
nsionless boun
ndary layer thicckness, δ, as a function of dim
mensionless axxial position. (R
Right)
Average diimensionless flux
fl as a functio
on of axial position.

Figure 5--3 shows the averaged dim
mensionless current
c
as a ffunction of pposition for a range of diffferent
anodic an
nd cathodic po
otentials. Beccause of the small
s
electronn transfer coeefficient, α, aanodic currennts are
higher fo
or a given magnitude
m
of potential. For dimensionnless anodic overpotentiaals greater thhan 2
dimension
nless cathodic potentials more
m
negativ
ve than -4, trransport limittations signifficantly hindeer the
system peerformance. Maintaining values of th
he maximum dimensionleess position lless than 0.0005 is
essential for
f avoiding diffusion
d
limiitations.
The
T anodic results in Figu
ure 5-3 are compared withh the similarrity solution bby Leveque1667 and
numericall simulation in Figure 5-4
4. The Levequ
ue solution asssumes that oonly transport is limiting; hhence,
it should be equivalen
nt to the otherr approaches at high poteentials. The nnumerical soluution is perfoormed
t method of
o lines wheere the verticcal coordinatte is approxximated with finite differrences
through the
discretizattion and the lateral coord
dinate is solv
ved through thhe coupled ssolution of thhe finite diffeerence
points witth an implicit ODE solver.
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Figure 5-4
4. Comparison
n of the integraal approach wiith numerical ssimulations annd the Levequee similarity solution.
Labels reprresent dimensiionless potentiaals.

The conclusions that can be drawn from this derivation arre that signifi
ficant progresss can be maade in
determinin
ng the transp
port limitatio
ons of this sy
ystem with cclosed-form ssolutions bassed on an inntegral
approach. Instead need
ding to solve a partial diffeerential equatiion, which caan be computaationally intennsive,
the integrral method requires only th
he solution of
o a single OD
DE (Eq. 5-122) and some aalgebra, whicch has
been donee computatio
onally. Based on these preeliminary res ults, current densities, upp to 500 A/m
m2, are
possible with
w combined electrode ov
verpotentials below 200 m
mV the dimennsionless remiixing length is kept
low. The minimum possible overpo
otential for a system
s
with nno transport llimitations would be 50 m
mV for
the anodicc side and 92 mV for the cathodic side.

Analytic
cal Modelin
ng of a Porrous Electrode Syste
em
If electrod
de potentials below
b
100 mV
V per electrode are requireed, porous eleectrodes can bbe used to inccrease
the effecttive electrodee surface areea. To modell this system
m, a volume averaged appproach is ussed to
incorporate the reactio
ons at the po
orous electrod
de as a volum
me generatioon term. Ohm
mic potential drops
ncluded in thiis model in oorder to accuurately predicct how the cuurrent
within thee electrodes’ pores are in
density iss distributed across the th
hickness of th
he porous eleectrode. The system is assumed to be wellmixed in the lateral dirrection (y dirrection). This assumption ccan be validaated, as will bbe shown. Beecause
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us media, and the bulk reeaction as oppposed to a suurface reaction, the
of the inccreased disperrsion in porou
well-mixeed assumption
n is reasonablle. A diagram
m of the modell can be seen in the Figuree 5-5.
Analogous
A
derrivations havee been perforrmed for simiilar systems w
with differennt chemistries.102,103
Applicatio
on of the solu
ution to model the perform
mance of a fulll EMAR systeem has not, hhowever, beenn done
before. In
nclusion of laateral concen
ntration gradiients has beeen done in litterature throuugh a perturbbation
approach by Newman. The impact of changing electrode
e
morrphology hass been investiigated by Alkkire.105
At high cu
urrent densitiies, the addition of a diffussion resistancce from the buulk to the elecctrode surfacee may
also be required.108

Figure 5-5
5. (Left) Diagraam of the poro
ous electrode flow system inc luding both thee anode and caathode sides. (T
Top
Right) H-W
W cross-section
n of the channeel. (Bottom Riight) H-L crosss-sectional vieew showing thee flow profile aand
current den
nsity distributio
on.

Figure 5--4 shows the assumption of
o plug flow through
t
the pporous media.. It also highllights the exppected
trend thatt the current density is hig
ghest near the membrane and drops offf towards too wall. This ooccurs
because current
c
near th
he wall requirres an equivaalent ionic cuurrent to transsfer ions throuugh the solution to
the memb
brane to mainttain electro-n
neutrality. Thiis incurs a higgher Ohmic ppotential loss near the walll since
the distan
nce the ions must
m migrate iss farther.
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In the previous derivation for flat plates, calculation of the concentration gradients was the
primary challenge; in the porous electrode systems we will initially assume the concentration gradients
are negligible and focus on the gradient of the electrostatic potential laterally through the electrode.
Where in the flat plate electrode problem we defined the voltage and calculated the current, for the porous
electrode system, we will define the current density and calculate the required potential.
We start by considering only one side of the total electrochemical cell, either the anode or the
cathode. At the membrane at some length down the device, x, there will be some predefined ionic current,
jM. We will define ionic currents with j and electronic currents with i. If we assume that the iso-potential
lines are nearly parallel with the direction of fluid flow, then it follows that the ionic flux through the
membrane will equal the integral of electronic fluxes in the perpendicular cross-section.
H

jM ( x )  S  i ( x, y ) dy

(5-17)

0

Where S is the specific surface area of the porous electrode in units of inverse length. More generally, the
ionic flux at any lateral position, y, can be calculated as,
y

j ( x, y )  S  i( x, y ')dy '

(5-18)

0

The variation in the electrostatic potential, Φ, can be obtained through the differential form of Ohm’s law.

 j

y 

(5-19)

Where κ represents the solution conductivity and is assumed constant through the system. Eqs. 5-18 and
5-19 can then be further related by describing the current, i, as a function of the electrostatic potential.


2F
2F




i  i0 exp  (1   )
  E 0    exp  
  E 0  


RT
RT






(5-20)

In Eq. 5-20, both i0 and E0 will be functions of the reactant concentration. Combining Eqs. 5-18 to 5-20,
we obtain a second order differential equation describing the system.
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d 2 2 F i0 S H 2

exp  (1   )   exp    
d 2
RT  

Where  

2F
y
  E0  ,  

RT
H

(5-21)

Where it has been implicitly assumed that the variation in φ in the x direction happens only due to the
different concentrations. In the y direction we have assumed constant concentration. The boundary
conditions for this problem are the ionic fluxes at the current collector wall (η = 0) and at the membrane
(η = 1).

j (  0) 

 RT d
0 ,
2 FH d  0

j (  1) 

 RT d
 jM
2 FH d  1

(5-22)

To numerically solve this second order non-linear ODE, boundary value solving techniques like the
shooting method or finite difference would be required due to the dual Neumann boundary conditions.
Analytically, we can continue through definition of a new function, Γ = dφ/dη.



d 2 FH
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d  RT



,

d  d 2

d d 2

(5-23)

Application of these definitions to Eq. 5-21 and the definition of φ(η = 0) = φ0 yields,
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If we extend this out over the entire range, defining Γ(η = 1) = ΓM, we obtain:
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We can combine this with the definition from Eq. 5-23 and the result in Eq. 5-24,
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With Eqs. 5-25 and 5-26, we have two equations and two unknowns, φM and φ0. Solving the coupled
ODE’s allows for calculation of the flux and potential at every lateral location. Unfortunately, due to the
complexity of the problem, a numerical approach is required.
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The Tafel Solution (High Overpotentials)
If we assume large potentials (the Tafel approximation), such that only one of the exponential terms in
Eq. 5-20 is significant, the analytical derivation can proceed further. Rewriting Eq. 5-26 based on this
assumption with limits from 0 to η, we obtain:
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(5-27)

Note that we have assumed φM > φ0 > 1, which is true for the anode. This integral equation can be solved
through differentiation of both sides with respect to η.
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Solving for φ(η), we obtain,
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(5-29)

Due to the sensitivity of the tangent function, it is clear that the term in the square brackets cannot equal
more than π/2, or else the solution will fail. This would indicate that the result is only valid if
4Fi0SH2(1-α) < π2RTκ. To obtain a second equation, we use the same Tafel assumption on Eq. 5-25, and
solve for φ(η),
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  2 ( ) RT  1  
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(5-30)

Taking both Eqs. 5-29 and 5-30 to their limits of η = 1 yields two non-linear algebraic equations with two
unknowns. Rearranging both equations and solving for φ0 yields a single self-consistent equation.
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(5-31)

o the requireed potentials ccan be readilyy obtained w
without
Using Eqss. 5-30 and 5-31, an accurrate estimate of
significan
nt numerical difficulty.
d
Instead of needing to simulatte two coupleed ODE’s, thee entire system
m can
be modeled easily witth the calculaation of one self-consisteent non-linearr algebraic eqquation. If llateral
concentraation gradientss can be ignorred, this soluttion acts as a lower bound for the requirred potential.
Figure
F
5-6 sho
ows the distribution of oveerpotential, cuurrent densityy, and ionic fllux as a functiion of
lateral possition. It can be seen that the
t distributio
on of current is more unifoorm on the caathodic side, w
which
indicates that after many
m
cycles, the distribu
ution of coppper in the porous electtrode might shift.
y from the meembrane.
Specificallly, the coppeer will tend to migrate away

Figure 5-6
6. Overpotential, current, an
nd ionic flux as
a a function oof lateral posittion for a systeem operating at 500
A/m2. Valu
ues calculated using
u
the Tafell model. Otherr parameter vallues used can bbe found in the next section.

The Lin
near Solutiion (Low Overpoten
O
tials)
If howeveer, we desire an upper bo
ound to the reequired potenntial. We cann solve the prroblem assum
ming a
small requ
uired potentiaal. To do this,, the small-po
otential linearr form of the Butler-Volmeer equation (E
Eq. 49) is used
d to represent the current. This approxim
mation, howeever, is only vvalid at low ooverpotentialss. The
linear form
m is a very po
oor approxim
mation of the trrue exponenttial function iff the magnituude of the expponent
is greater than unity.

i  i0 

Only valid ffor:   1

((5-32)

n, Eq. 5-21 siimplifies to,
Based on this definition

d 2 2Fi0 S H 2


d 2
RT 

d
0
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d
2 FH
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d  1  RT

((5-33)

This solution to this can be found easily as the sum of hyperbolic functions. Application of the boundary
conditions yields,
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The most important parameter to determine is the potential at the membrane, since that is equal to the
applied potential in the cell. This is because the potential at the membrane surface experiences no Ohmic
potential loss due to ion transport in the solution.

M 

2 F jM H
coth( )
 RT 

(5-35)

It is important to note that the system is linear with respect to the membrane current density, jM. This
means that doubling the desired flux doubles the required potential. The required potential can be
calculated based on a set of realistic operating parameters.

H  2 mm , i0  100 A/m 2

  20

,   0.35 , S  1000 m 1

1
, T  323.15 K ,   1.20
m

Based on these above values we find that the membrane potential equals,

M  0.0072 jM

(5-36)

Considering the limits stated in Eq. 5-32, the linear solution is only valid for jM < 140 A/m2 under these
conditions. More generally, the limit of jM for a valid solution can be defined as:

jM 

 RT 
2 FH

tanh( )

(5-37)

We can compare the results of the Tafel solution (Eqs. 5-30 and 5-31) with the results of the linear
approximation shown in Eq. 5-35 using the parameter values stated above. Figure 5-7 shows a
comparison of total predicted overpotentials (the sum of anodic and cathodic) as function of the
membrane current density.
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Figure 5-7
7. (Left) Requiired total overp
potential as a function
f
of currrent density fo
for the linear annd Tafel modeels and
the numeriical solution. (R
Right) Cathodiic and anodic contributions
c
too the total overrpotential for thhe Tafel modeel.

The linearr solution sho
ows the linearr profile as ex
xpected. The Tafel solutioon shows nonn-physical behhavior
below 100 A/m2 due to
t the poor validity
v
of thee Tafel assum
mption in thaat region. Aboove 400 A/m
m2, the
Tafel mod
del is an accu
urate approxim
mation to the real solution,, and represennts the lower bound to the exact
solution of
o the overpottential. The lin
near model, similarly,
s
provvides an effecctive upper boound.
Assuming
A
no concentration
c
n gradients, th
he linear soluttion and the T
Tafel solutionns represent precise
upper and
d lower boun
nds to the sysstem overpotentials. Basedd on the resuults, a porouss electrode syystem
could ach
hieve current densities up to 1000 A/m
m2 with overppotentials welll below 100 mV per elecctrode.
Even at 2000
2
A/m2, th
he total overp
potential is only 200 mV.. This represeents at least a four-fold cuurrent
increase over
o
the flat-p
plate electrod
de system. Th
he breakdownn of the anodiic and cathoddic contributioons to
the total overpotential
o
for the Tafeel solutions iss also shownn in Figure 55-7. For the llinear solutionn, the
contributiions of the tw
wo sides are eq
qual.
Lateral Concentr ation Grad
dients
All of theese results hav
ve been with the assumptiion of no lateeral concentraation gradientts. To considder the
prevalencce of lateral co
oncentration gradients,
g
we start with a sshell balance on a differenntial lateral eleement
with thick
kness, Δy. Th
he thickness of
o the verticaal element is Δx and theree is a plug fllow velocity in the
vertical diirection of Ux. Assuming steady-state,
s
we
w obtain,
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By taking the limit of infinitesimal elements, we find,
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In the previous derivations for the porous electrodes, we have assumed the diffusive term is negligible. To
assess the importance of the terms, we switch to the non-dimensional form.
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To examine the formation of the concentration gradient, we must consider the gradient in the current
density across the system. To do this, we differentiate both sides of the equation by η. For simplicity we
will use the linear approximation of the current term from Eq. 5-32.
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Through substitution of the derivative of the potential with the value at the membrane described by Eq. 533, we obtain,
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(5-42)

The coefficient of the generation term, Λ, is thus:

2i0 S FH 2 H jM
2 FH
j 
  0
 RT m
 RT 2 FDC 0
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(5-43)

A value of Λ > 1 indicates that the current density gradient is forming a concentration gradient faster than
diffusion can dissipate that gradient. In a porous electrode system, we must consider that the effective
dispersion in the porous medium will be about an order of magnitude higher than the molecular
diffusivity. Thus, using a value of D=10-8, we find Λ=0.001 jM. Therefore, for membrane current densities
below 1000 A/m2, we find the concentration gradients should be mild, validating the above derivations.
This result, however, is very sensitive to the electrode thickness, H. For channels thicker than a few
millimeters, significant concentration gradients will form.

Full-System Modeling
To extend the results for the flat plate or porous electrode systems, the solutions must be applied to an
entire system accounting for the change in concentrations and loadings along the x-direction. The primary
effect of the varying concentration is change in i0, but some secondary parameters, such as the diffusivity
and conductivity, can also be affected. In full-system modeling, additional inefficiencies such as those
mentioned in the thermodynamics chapter can be included. Ohmic potential drops due to membrane
resistance should also be included. Finally, electrical power requirements of auxiliary pumps and
compressors can also be added for a truly detailed analysis as will be shown in Chapter 7.
Full-system modeling is necessary to determine the range of copper loading desired in the system.
As was shown in the kinetics chapter, high copper loadings lead to poor kinetics (i.e., small exchange
current densities). Under these conditions the required potentials will rapidly increase, lowering overall
efficiency. Eq. 5-44 shows the dependences of the exchange current density, i0, on the free amine
concentration, [EDA], and the cupric ion concentration, [Cu], reported in the kinetics chapter.
1/ 2
i0  C EDA C Cu
 (1  xCu )( xCu )1/ 2

(5-44)

We can plot the required potential according to the porous electrode model as a function of copper
loading, xCu. From 0 to 5% loading and from 90 to 100% loading, the required potentials rise quickly.
Figure 5-8 shows the required dimensionless potential to maintain a constant 500 A/m2 membrane
current density for both the flat plate and porous electrode geometries.
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Figure 5-8
8. (Left) Requ
uired potential as a function of copper loadding for a poroous electrode system based on the
Linear and
d Tafel models. (Right) Cath
hodic overpoten
ntial, anodic ovverpotential, annd the exchangge current dennsity as
a function of copper load
dings based on the Tafel modeel and Eq. 5-444.

Conclus
sions from
m Transporrt Modeling
g


Flat plate electtrode systemss should be capable
c
of opperating at ovverpotentials bbelow 100 m
mV per
ellectrode. Thiss is 40% greaater than the value
v
require d for a system
m with no traansport limitaations.
Fu
urther gains can be achieeved through
h increasing eexchange currrent densitiees or lowerinng the
deesired currentt density.



Porous electro
ode systems should be caapable of opeerating at ovverpotentials bbelow 50 mV
V per
hile they are clearly supeerior to flat pplates, porouus electrodes due pose ggreater
ellectrode. Wh
op
perational chaallenges, mosst notably, thee entrapment of bubbles w
within their porres.



Both
B
systems may
m have issu
ues with non--uniform depoosition and ddissolution, leading to instaability
off the electrod
des over time.. Flat plate sy
ystems will hhave currents that vary oveer the length of the
ellectrode, whille porous elecctrodes will also have variaations laterallly.



Both
B
flat plate and porous electrode
e
systtems are senssitive to the eexchange currrent density, w
which
in
n turn is sensitive to the copper loading
g. Full system
m models aree necessary too identify thee ideal
raange of coppeer loadings. At
A the extremees of copper looading, requiired potentialss rise quicklyy.



Analytical
A
mod
dels, which highlight
h
impo
ortant dimenssionless groupps of parameeters, are extreemely
usseful for the initial
i
analysis and design of EMAR sysstems.
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Chapter 6
6.

Bench-Scale Demonstration of EMAR
Based on the thermodynamic, kinetic, and transport analyses of the previous three chapters, the EMAR
system should be capable of CO2 separation, and under the right conditions, efficient separation. In this
chapter, the results from a proof-of-concept device will be presented and discussed. The small prototype
system was designed to capture up to 10 mL/min of CO2, but does possess several shortcomings. The
system only operates at ambient pressure and temperature, which are rather far from the ideal operating
conditions of approximately 70oC and at least 5 bar. Even with the non-optimized design, the system did
successful demonstrate the ability of an EMAR device to capture CO2.
The primary performance metrics were Faradaic efficiency and the work of separation. Faradaic
efficiencies reached an impressive 80% in some experiments, and could increase further with an
optimized system. The work of separation ranged from 20 kJ/mole at low fluxes to about 100 kJ/mole at
fluxes relevant for real-world application.
Important design issues, including the use of porous electrodes and chloride salts, were
investigated with the bench-scale system. The performance of porous electrode systems started quite high,
but decayed over time due to bubble entrapment in the electrodes. Chloride-based salts did reduce the
required operating potentials, but also lowered the Faradaic efficiency, caused noticeable copper powder
generation in the anode, and corroded the aluminum chassis. The below unity Faradaic efficiency
indicates undesirable crossover of certain species across the membrane with either salt.
The lessons learned in the device construction were invaluable for the development of future
systems. In the next chapter, the development next-generation experimental setups and industrial-scale
system will be considered. The geometry, materials, and peripherals of future experimental and industrial
EMAR designs are based on heavily on the successes and failures of the proof-of-concept system.
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Electroc
chemical Cells
C
Desig
gn
Progres
ssion of Electrochem
E
mical Cellls
The prooff-of-concept system,
s
which
h will be the primary focuus of this chaapter, was thee fourth-generation
electrocheemical cell deesigned for electrochemicaal CO2 captur
ure. The primaary material oof constructioon for
the four systems pro
ogressed from
m PVC, to polypropyleene, to poly carbonate, too aluminum.. The
onate system slowly sweelled due to the aqueouus amine sollutions, and was not a stable
polycarbo
constructiion material. The
T PVC system was testeed with a diffe
ferent chemisttry, and, thereefore, its longg-term
stability with
w aqueous amine solutiions is unkno
own. Both thee polypropylene and alum
minum system
ms are
indefinitely stable in aqueous
a
amine solutions. In
I the presencce of chloridees, however, the aluminum
m will
undergo galvanic
g
corro
osion if contaccting copper.
The
T second geeneration systtem, while weell-constructeed, chemicallyy-resistant, annd water-tighht, has
a poor geo
ometry for eleectrochemicaal flow reactio
ons. Pictures oof the disasseembled cell w
with and withoout the
porous glaassy carbon electrode
e
can be seen in Fig
gure 6-1. A ppicture of the assembled ceell and a scheematic
diagram of
o the device can be seen in
i Figure 6-2.. The flow chhannel is 1/2" deep, which is far too deeep for
effective use
u of the eleectrode. As was
w shown in
n the previouss chapter’s diiscussion of ttransport in pporous
electrode systems, Oh
hmic potential drops acrross a porouus electrode are significaant. While thhe 2nd
n system might boast an im
mpressive totaal electrode suurface area, oonly 25% of itt is useful.
generation

Figure 6-1. Pictures of
o the second generation
g
electtrochemical floow cell with annd without the porous electroode.
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Figure
F
6-2. (Leeft) Side-view picture
p
of the assembled
a
cell . (Right) Scheematic diagram
m of the cell.

EMAR 3
The third generation system
s
was designed and constructed eeffectively. U
Unfortunately,, due to the uuse of
onate, which was
w chosen for
fo its transparency, the syystem lacked sstability overr long experim
ments.
polycarbo
Figure 6--3 shows a scchematic diag
gram used forr the fabricatiion of the thirrd generationn device. Eachh side
of the pollycarbonate chassis
c
had 14
4 bolt holes (designed for size 6-32 bolts) around thhe outside to allow
for tight assembly
a
of th
he system. In
nside those bo
olt holes was a thin channnel cut 0.08255” deep for a 3/32”
silicone O-ring
O
(#169). Inside the O-ring
O
channeel, a large areea was milledd to create thhe flow channnel for
the system
m. In the 1/4" deep section
n, a 1/8" thick
k copper platee would be plaaced. Once thhe plate was iin, the
entire flow
w area would be 1/8" inch deep.
This
T system was
w originally designed forr use with 1/88” porous coppper electrodees that wouldd sit in
the 1/8” in
nch flow chan
nnel. Not sho
own in the diaagram are the holes drilledd at the ends oof the flow chhannel
for inlet and
a outlet flo
ows. Those holes were tap
pped with sizze 10 screw tthreading forr the attachmeent of
female Lu
uer Lock fitttings. Anotheer hole was also
a
drilled inn the center of the chasssis to allow ffor an
electrical connection to
o the copper plate
p
through the back of thhe system.
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Figure 6-3
3. (Top) Schem
matic diagram of
o the 3rd generration EMAR fflow system. (L
Left) Picture oof the system w
with
the porous copper electro
ode. (Right) Piicture of both sides
s
of the devvice with just thhe copper platees.

While its useful life was
w short, thee system did not leak andd was effectivve. The third generation ddevice
initially demonstrated
d
the ability to inflate a ballloon with capptured CO2 ussing an EMA
AR system. Picctures
of those initial experiments can be seen in Figure 6-4. Annother shortccoming of thhis system waas the
difficulty of electricallly connecting
g the electrod
de to an extern
rnal power suupply. A holee was drilled in the
center of the chassis to
t connect to the 1/8” cop
pper plate; thhis however, was difficultt to do accom
mplish
without leeaks.
r
One
O importantt difference beetween the 3rd
and 4th geneeration system
ms was that N
Nafion was ussed as

the memb
brane with thee 3rd generatiion system. A picture of thhe membranee after operattion can be seeen in
Figure 6--5. Note the significant discoloration
d
due to impreegnation withh the copper//amine compplexes.
Despite th
he coloring, th
he membranee did appear to
o be stable annd was effectiive.
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Figure 6-4
4. Pictures durring the operatiion of the 3rd generation
g
EM
MAR system att the start of thhe experimentss (left)
and after an hour of operaating the system
m (right). The balloon has beeen inflated witth the capturedd CO2.

gure 6-5. Pictu
ure of the Nafio
on membrane used
u
in the 3rd ggeneration EM
MAR system aftter operation.
Fig

EMAR 4
The fourth
h generation electrochemiical cell, EMA
AR 4, will bee the focus foor the remainnder of the chhapter.
The desig
gn emphasizeed ease of con
nstruction, veersatility of tthe flow geom
metry, and sttability. The initial
design also included the ability measure
m
electtrode overpootentials withh open-circuitt copper wirres. A
detailed schematic of the
t EMAR 4 aluminum
a
chassis used forr fabrication ccan be found in Figure 6-66. The
m chassis pieces are constru
ucted from 1/2
2" thick alum
minum plates.
aluminum
The
T holes drilled around th
he outside off the aluminum
um plates are bolt holes. T
The two alum
minum
plates are pressed togeether through bolt and nut assembly. In the previous generation plastic systems, one
d threaded bolt holes, whicch led to quiccker and easieer assembly oof the device. This
side of the chassis had
w not used because
b
of feaars that this would
w
lead to a short circuiit of the two ssides of the chhassis
strategy was
via an eleectrical conn
nection throug
gh the bolt. By using boolt and nut asssembly, elecctrically insuulating
washers could
c
be placeed to insulate the nut and bolt
b from the aaluminum chaassis plates.
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Figure 6-6
6. (Top) Schem
matic diagram of the alumin
num chassis pieeces for the EMAR 4 electrochemical flow
w cell.
(Bottom) Chassis
C
piece diagram with the copper plaate and flow arrea highlightedd. The flow arrea is created ffrom a
gasket (nott shown) placed on top of thee copper plate with
w a cutout inn the shape of tthe flow area.

Holes werre drilled in the
t side of eaach plate to allow
a
for the electrical connnections via banana clipss. One
advantagee of the alumiinum chassis is that it can also be used as a current collector. Insstead of conneecting
the powerr supply to th
he copper elecctrodes, the co
onnection cann be made to the aluminum
m instead, whhich is
more acccessible and less fragile. As will be discussed laater, howeverr, connectingg two metalss with
significan
ntly different oxidation
o
potentials does create
c
an enviironment preddisposed to gaalvanic corrossion.
The
T two holes at the ends of
o the flow ch
hannels are thhe inlet and ooutlet of the w
working fluidd. The
holes in the
t aluminum
m were tappeed to create 1/8”
1
NPT thrreads. Polyprropylene or K
Kynar fittinggs that
convert 1/8” NPT to male
m Luer Lo
ock were inseerted into the plates througgh the threadded inlet and outlet
holes. Th
his allowed for
f easy connection of EMAR
E
4 to the liquid ddistribution syystem, whichh was
constructeed from PVC Tygon tubing
g with barbed
d fittings.
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The
T hole in thee center of th
he aluminum chassis
c
was taapped to creaate a 1/16” NPT threadingg. This
allowed for
fo a small 1/1
16” NPT to 1/16”
1
barbed fitting to be cconnected froom the outsidde of the chassis. A
copper wiire was passed through thee fitting to resst just inside tthe device. T
This wire was insulated froom the
main copper electrodees by a smalll piece of Teeflon tubing to allow for the measureement of elecctrode
overpoten
ntials. The overpotential would
w
be equaal to the differrence in potenntials of the m
main electrodde and
the copper wire.
The
T main copp
per electrodess are 1/16” thiick plates of ccopper alloy 1101 (99.99% copper) with holes
punched in
i the same positions
p
as the
t chassis holes.
h
The boolt holes on tthe sides of tthe chassis arre not
duplicated
d on the copp
per plate, how
wever, becausse the aluminnum and coppper do not ovverlap on the sides.
The lack of overlap on
n the sides is because the copper
c
is onlyy 2.5” wide, w
while the aluuminum is 4” wide.
b holes thaat are centered
d at the top and
a bottom off the device aare punched tthrough the ccopper
The two bolt
plate.

Figure 6-7. Cross-sectio
onal view of EMAR 4 sho
owing the aluuminum, foam
m, copper, gassket, and mem
mbrane
on. The open-circuit referencee wire is omitteed from the diaagram.
constructio

One challlenge in this construction
c
was
w the spacee between thee aluminum aand copper plaate. It was diffficult
to preven
nt liquid from
m settling in the small gap
ps between tthe two piecees of metal. This problem
m was
addressed
d by putting a highly comp
pressible sheet of closed-ceell silicone fooam in betweeen the copperr plate
and the ch
hassis. This, however, elim
minated the electrical
e
connnection betw
ween the chasssis and the ccopper
plate, whiich was one advantage
a
of using a metal for the chasssis. This problem was sollved by cuttinng out
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two squarre sections off foam and placing solderr between thee copper and aluminum inn those sectioons. A
schematicc diagram of the
t chassis, fo
oam, and copp
per constructiion is shown in Figure 6-77.
Flow Ch
hannel and
d Membra ne Design
n
To create the flow chaannels for the aqueous worrking fluid, siilicone or Tefflon gaskets w
were placed oon top
of the cop
pper plate electrodes. Wheen operating with
w porous ccopper electroodes, 1/8” siliicone gasketss were
used. Wh
hen operating with flat plaate electrodes,, a 1/32” gas ket was use tto promote hhigh flow ratees and
reduce maass transfer liimitations. Th
he shape of th
he flow channnel was controolled by the sshape of the ccutout
of the gassket. A picturee of a 1/32” silicone
s
gaskeets can be seeen in Figure 66-8. The 2” x 8” shape created a
membranee surface areea of approxim
mately 103 cm
c 2. Comparred with the O-ring constrruction of thhe two
previous generation
g
systems, the gasket design was
w far more pprone to leakiing.

Figure 6-8
8. (Top) A siliccone gasket sittting on top of a Celgard mem
mbrane. (Bottom) The EMAR
R chassis and ccopper
plate with cheesecloth on
n top. The purp
ple color is from
m contact withh the amine andd copper compllexes.

The memb
brane was plaaced in betweeen the gaskets from each side of the deevice to preveent convectioon and
diffusion between thee anode and
d cathode ch
hambers. Thhe membranees used weree Celgard® 3501
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us polypropylene membraanes. These m
membranes doo allow migrattion of ions, w
which
surfactantt-coated porou
maintains electro-neuttrality through the device. A consistennt challenge was preventiing the mem
mbrane
from toucching the copper plate ellectrodes direectly. If the membrane w
was in directt contact witth the
electrode,, copper woulld grow throu
ugh the memb
brane during ooperation leadding to a shorrt circuit. A ppicture
of this is seen
s
in Figurre 6-9.
Many
M
strategiees were attem
mpted to prev
vent direct coontact betweeen the membrrane and elecctrode.
The most successful was
w placing faabric between
n the membraane and the eelectrode. Botth cheeseclotth and
butter mu
uslin were efffective. Puttiing a Teflon mesh betweeen the mem
mbrane and ellectrode prevvented
transport to the electro
ode, which caaused copperr salts to preccipitate on thhe electrode ssurface; thesee salts
built up until
u
they com
mpletely inactiivated the eleectrode surfacce. The hydroophobicity of the Teflon iss what
caused it to
t fail compared to the hyd
drophilic fabrrics.
While
W
the fabrrics did allow
w the system to operate w
without short ccircuits, it didd noticeably affect
the curren
nt distribution
n. When obseerving the cop
pper plates affter operationn, the depositiion and dissolution
patterns showed
s
the hiighest current densities on
n the outside edges of thee flow area. T
This is becausse the
fabric blo
ocked flow th
hrough the ceenter of the flow
f
channel.. Figure 6-9 shows that tthe addition oof felt
spacers significantly
s
affects the distribution
d
of
o current accross the suurface of thee electrode dduring
operation. The inability
y to use the entire
e
flow areea effectivelyy represents thhe greatest flaaw of the EM
MAR 4
device.

Figure 6-9. (Left) Pictture of the membrane
m
afterr operation shhowing signifi
ficant copper growth througgh the
t copper eleectrode surfacee after operattion with felt spacers designned to
membrane. (Right) Pictture showing the
prevent meembrane contacct with the elecctrode.
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Full Sys
stem Desig
gn
The electrochemical cell
c described
d in the previious section iis only one oof several pieeces of equippment
required for
f an electrocchemical scru
ubbing processs. The other m
main units are the CO2 abssorption vesseel and
the gas/liq
quid separatorr. Minor perip
pherals includ
de the pump, the power suupply, and thee measuremennt and
control un
nits. A simpliffied schematiic and a picturre of the entirre setup can bbe seen in Figgure 6-10.

Fiigure 6-10. (Top) Diagram of
o the EMAR bench
b
scale setuup. (Bottom) P
Picture of the aactual setup.
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Absorp tion Vesse
el
The purpo
ose of the CO
O2 absorption vessel is to re-saturate
r
thee sorbent soluution with CO
O2 after it hass been
partially regenerated
r
in
n the cathode of the EMAR
R cell. In the proof-of-concept system, the absorption was
done at room
r
temperaature and neaar ambient pressure.
p
Duee to downstreeam measureement devices, the
pressure may have beeen elevated over ambieent by severaal kilopascalss. Two types of vessels were
olumn and a stirred flask. Pictures of bboth vessels ccan be
investigatted for use as the absorberr: a packed co
seen in Fiigure 6-11.

Figure 6-1
11. Pictures of the EMAR 4 cell
c with the Teeflon packed coolumn (left), thhe stainless steel lock washerr
packed collumn (middle),, and the stirred
d flask absorbeer (right).

The packed column, which
w
most closely resemb
bles an indusstrial scale abbsorber, was difficult to ddesign
correctly. The column was construccted from 12 inches of a 1 /2" diameter glass tube. T
Two different types
g were attemp
pted: 1/8" seg
gments of cut Teflon tubingg and 316 staainless steel siize 6 lock waashers.
of packing
The Teflo
on tube segmeents provided
d significantly
y less surface area and werre inferior com
mpared to thee lock
washers. When packed with the lo
ock washers, however, thhe gas flow aarea was reduuced and floooding
d that the coluumn was not suitable for a proof-of-cooncept
occurred on a few occcasions. It waas determined
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system because the gas and liquid flow rates were ill-defined. The packed column lacked the versatility to
operate effectively under a wide range of conditions.
The stirred flask system was composed of a 250 mL three-neck flask with 24-40 ground glass
joints and a Teflon stir bar. The flask was placed on top of a small VWR magnetic stirrer. The stirrer was
always set high enough to generate a vortex in the flask. Typically, the flask was operated with about 200
mL of fluid. Higher liquid volumes in the flask were preferable because it leads to higher residence times,
and hence, better absorber performance. This system was superior to the packed column because it could
operate effectively for a wide range of gas and liquid flow conditions.
Gas/Liquid Separator
The gas/liquid separator used was a 250 mL three-neck flask with 24/40 glass ground joints. The flask
was not stirred during operation. The flash was simply designed to operate as a flash tank. The liquid
would exit through one outlet, and the gas through another. It was assumed that the majority of gas had
already evolved from the sorbent solution by the time the bubbly mixture entered the gas/liquid separator.
Hence the liquid level was kept low, since increasing the residence time was not expected to be helpful.
Keeping the liquid level low was desirable from a safety perspective because it lowered the possibility of
an overflow in the system. The flask typically operated with about 25 to 50 mL of solution.
One constant challenge when operating both flasks was to keep the liquid level constant.
Inconsistencies in the loading of the tubing into the peristaltic pump and differences in pressure drop
across the two sides of the EMAR 4 cell caused small imbalances in the liquid flow rates into the two
flasks. The addition of a level meter into the next generation systems will greatly increase their accuracy,
safety, and long-time operating stability.
Other Peripherals
The CO2 injection into the absorption flask was controlled by a Labview interface. The program controls
two 10-1000 sccm Aalborg mass flow controllers (MFC’s). One MFC is connected to a nitrogen gas
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cylinder, and the other is connected to a CO2 gas cylinder. The composition and flow rate of the gas
entering into the absorber can be easily manipulated using this setup.
The liquid flow was controlled by a Masterflex L/S digital drive capable of simultaneously
pumping two channels. The dual-channel pumping was achieved through the use of a two-channel pump
head for low flow rates (0-20 mL/min) and also through connecting two single-channel pump heads in
series for higher flow rates. The former setup allowed for smaller tubing, which reduced flow pulsation,
but was also more prone to imbalanced flow between the two channels. Masterflex C-Flex peristaltic
tubing was used and found to be chemically stable with respect to the aqueous amine solution.
The current, or in a few rare cases, voltage of the system was controlled by a BK Precision 9110
power supply. Either a target current or voltage could be consistently applied to the system using the
power supply. When a constant current was specified, the voltage was measured through connecting the
positive and negative terminals of the power supply to a National Instruments USB-6008 data acquisition
module. The potentials were then recorded using National Instrument’s Signal Express software.
Upgrading from a variable power supply to a potentiostat will significantly increase range of techniques
for analyzing the electrochemical cell performance.
The CO2 flow rate from the system was measured in a variety of ways over the course of the
experiments. Originally, the outlet of the gas/liquid separator was combined with a nitrogen stream,
precisely controlled by a MFC, and sent to a Gas Chromatogram (GC). Based on the composition
obtained from the GC analysis and the known nitrogen flow rate, the CO2 flow rate was calculated. The
disadvantage of this system was the relatively slow measurement rate of once per every two minutes.
A 0-10 sccm Cole-Parmer volumetric flow meter (VFM) was purchased to replace the GC
measurements. This was effective measurement strategy with fast measurement rates and 0.01 sccm
precision. The VFM operates by measuring the pressure drop of the gas through the meter. One
disadvantage of this strategy is that it necessitates a larger pressure drop across the meter compared to a
mass flow meter. The data was recorded by connecting the 0-5 Vdc output to the USB-6008 data
acquisition module. Unfortunately, after a month, the VFM failed spontaneously. A second VFM had also
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been purchased to measure the outlet CO2 rate from the absorber, it also failed after a few months. It is
unclear if the failures are related to the corrosion from aqueous amine vapors or poor design.
After the failure of the VFM’s, an Omega mass flow meter (MFM) was purchased. The MFM has
by far the fastest measurement times and the greatest accuracy. MFM’s operate by measuring the thermal
capacity of the gas flowing through the meter. The data for the MFM was recorded through the included
software. After a month of operation, the MFM was still operating effectively. Future systems, especially
those operating at elevated temperatures, should consider the inclusion of solvent traps to prevent any
corrosive amines from condensing in the gas flow meters.

Proof-of-Concept Experiments
Operating Conditions
As mentioned previously, all experiments were operated at ambient temperature and pressure conditions.
Experiments were only run with ethylenediamine (EDA). The solutions always contained 1M EDA, 1M
NaNO3 and either 0.25M Cu(NO3)2 or 0.25M CuCl2. Approximately 300 mL of solution would be
recirculated through the system during an experiment. After charging the system with a fresh solution,
CO2 was bubbled into the system overnight at 10 sccm to saturate the amine solution completely.
Solutions would be used for approximately two weeks before replacement with a fresh solution. No
deterioration in performance was ever noticed due to the age of a solution. Upon addition of CO2, a color
change would gradually occur in amine solution, regardless of whether copper was also present.
Liquid flow rates of 5 to 60 ml/min were tested. The superficial velocity of the solution, U, can be
calculated from the volumetric flow rate, Qflow, and the width and height of the channel.

U

Q flow
WH

(6-1)

For the 1/32” gasket used for the flat plate experiments, the flow rate in cm/s as a function of volumetric
flow rate (in ml/min) is given by Eq. 6-2.
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U  2.48 Q flow

(6-2)

Before the start of an experiment, both the absorber and gas/liquid separator flasks would be purged with
CO2. During operation of the system, the absorber was constantly saturated using a 100 sccm stream of
CO2. Lower concentration streams were not used because of the significant losses in output due to
physical solubility. These losses would not be expected during operation at higher temperature or in larger
devices, but are significant at the small proof-of-concept scale.
The expected loss in CO2 output from the gas/liquid separator, QP, due to physical solubility can
be calculated as a function of the liquid flow rate, the partial pressure of CO2 entering the absorber, PF,
and the partial pressure of CO2 in the anode, PA.

Qp 

 PA 
1  
RT H CO2 vm  PF 
Q flow

(6-3)

HCO2 is the Henry’s Law coefficient, assumed to be near that for pure water, and vm is the molar volume of
the solution, which can also be estimated with the pure water value. Eq. 6-3 shows that if the partial
pressures in the absorber and anode are equal, there is no loss of CO2 flow from the gas/liquid separator.
If, however, a 15% CO2 stream were used with a liquid flow rate of 20 mL/min, the expected loss
would be 12.5 sccm. That value is greater than the highest output generated with the proof-of-concept
device! Therefore, operating with low percentage CO2 inlets would entirely overshadow the performance
of the EMAR system. As was shown in Chapter 3, an EMAR system operated at higher temperature and a
much wider range of copper loadings would have extremely minimal losses from physical solubility.
Because all experiments were performed with a pure CO2 stream into the absorber (PF = 1 atm), the losses
due to physical solubility will be omitted for the rest of the chapter.
The expected rate of generation of CO2, QE, can be calculated as a function of the current, I,
assuming each electron releases one molecule of CO2 from its chemical bond with EDA.

QE 

PA I
RT F
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(6-4)

The Faradaic efficiency, εF, which defines the efficiency in which electrons release molecules of CO2, is
calculated by dividing the observed rate of CO2 generation, QCO2, by the expected value.

F 

QCO2
QE



QCO2 FRT
I
PA

(6-5)

The work of capture, WCO2, which is calculated in units of kJ/mole, is calculated by dividing electrical
power requirement of the system, IV, by the observed rate of CO2 generation.

WCO2 

IV RT
QCO2 PA

(6-6)

The RT/PA is required to convert the volumetric measurement of CO2 generation to a molar flow rate.
Note that V represents the applied voltage, not a volume. The efficiency cannot be calculated for the work
of capture since the inlet gas stream into the absorber and the outlet from the gas/liquid separator are both
pure CO2. Therefore, no actual thermodynamic work is being performed, and hence, the efficiency, with
respect to work, of the system would be zero in every experiment.
In the following sections, the performance in terms of the Faradaic efficiency and the work of
capture will be presented for a variety of different configurations of the proof-of-concept device. Both
porous electrode and flat-plate electrode systems were tested. Systems with nitrate salts and chloride
based salts were both tested with the flat-plate electrode system. Different flow rates and current densities
were also investigated. Some qualitative observations about copper powder generation and electrode
stability will also be provided.
Flat Plate Electrode – Stability and Reproducibility
The first experiment performed with the EMAR system using flat plate electrodes was electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS). The results are shown in the form of Nyquist and Bode plots in Figure
6-12. The measurements were taken with no gas or liquid flow through the system. The amplitude of the
applied sinusoidal voltage waves was 25 mV and the waves were centered on the open-circuit potential.
The frequency was varied from 10 kHz to 1 Hz. At high frequencies, the impedance approaches 0.6 Ohms
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(6 mΩ/m2), which reprresents the ressistance of ion transport thhrough the solution and meembrane. Thiis also
increased by any conttact resistancees that may exist
e
betweenn the current collectors annd the potenttiostat
ncies the slopee of the Nyqu
uist plot approoaches 0.5, w
which is expeccted for a trannsport
cables. Att low frequen
limited sy
ystem. Future EIS experim
ments should be
b performed with varyingg liquid flow rrates to invesstigate
transport effects.

Figure 6-1
12. Nyquist (leeft) Bode (righ
ht) plots of im
mpedance specttroscopy resultts for the flat-pplate EMAR ssystem
with no flo
ow. Solution was
w CO2-saturatted with 1M ED
DA, 0.25M Cuu(NO3)2, and 1M
M NaNO3. Imppedances are inn units
of Ohms.

The next set of experim
ments perform
med was desig
gned to test thhe stability annd reproducibbility of the E
EMAR
ntal setup. Lo
ong duration continuous
c
ex
xperiments annd cycling exxperiments, inn which the cuurrent
experimen
was cycleed on and off every half ho
our, both dem
monstrated efffective long-tterm stability.. The results of the
experimen
nts can be seeen in Figure 6-13. In the future,
f
increassed automatioon of the EM
MAR system w
will be
required to
t run experim
ments longer than
t
a few ho
ours.
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Figure 6-1
13. Bench-scalle cycling (lefft) and long du
uration (right)) experiments with the EMA
AR proof-of-cooncept
system. Bo
oth experimen
nts done at 0.2
25A, 20 mL/m
min liquid flow
w rate, and witth a solution oof 1M EDA, 00.25M
Cu(NO3)2, and 1M NaNO
O 3.

Figure 6--13 also highllights the diff
fficulty of rep
producing resuults with the proof-of-conncept system. After
running the
t cycling experiment,
e
the
t system had been disaassembled, clleaned, and reassembled.. This
caused a significant ch
hange in the performance.
p
. Before reasssembly the syystem was acchieving onlyy 30%
Faradaic efficiency. Afterwards,
A
th
he system waas operating aabove 60% efficiency. Thhe condition oof the
w properties change significantly overr time, makinng reproducibility of the E
EMAR
membranee and the flow
proof-of-cconcept systeem quite poo
or. Reproducibility will bee drastically improved byy the creationn of a
system with
w a better designed
d
flow
w profile and
d which no loonger needs the fabric seeparator to prrevent
membranee/electrode co
ontact.
The
T final set of experimentss performed to
t determine tthe stability oof the flat platte electrode syystem
was cycling with polarization reverrsal. In this experiment,
e
thhe polarity of the electroddes was repeaatedly
reversed. In a real EMA
AR system, polarity
p
reversal is necessaary to preventt accumulatioon of copper oon the
cathode and loss of cop
pper on the anode.
a
Resultss for experim
ments with Cuu(NO3)2 and C
CuCl2 are shoown in
nd right plotss of Figure 6-14,
6
respectively. Each diip in the CO2 output and voltage repreesents
the left an
one reverssal of the polaarity.
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Figure 6-1
14. Polarity cycling experimeents at 0.25A and
a 10 mL/minn liquid flow rrate for solutioons of 1M EDA
A, 1M
NaNO3, an
nd 0.25M Cu(N
NO3)2 (left) or 0.25M
0
CuCl2 (right).
(

Systems with
w
both niitrate and ch
hloride salts appeared to be relativelyy stable overr 5 to 10 poolarity
reversals. The nitrate systems
s
appeear to be moree stable and hhave higher F
Faradaic efficciency. The hhigher
y, however, could
c
be a reesult of the significant
s
shhifts in system
m performancce over time. One
efficiency
conclusive result that can
c be observ
ved is the dram
matically low
wer required potential for thhe chloride syystem.
xpected based on the signifficantly enhan
nced kinetics oof chloride saalt systems, as was shown in the
This is ex
Kinetics Chapter.
C
Flat Pla
ate Electro
ode – Currrent Densi ty and Flo
ow Rate Efffects
Experimeents with vary
ying flow rates and curren
nt densities w
were perform
med to determ
mine their effeect on
Faradaic efficiency
e
and
d the work off capture, deffined in Eqs. 6-5 and 6-6, respectively.. Experimentss with
nitrate saalts showed Faradaic
F
effiiciencies con
nsistently bettween 60% aand 80%. W
While the Farradaic
efficiency
y was a weak function of current density
y and flow ratte, the work oof capture waas a strong funnction
of both.
hows results from
fr
an experriment where the current w
was varied eveery 45 minutees and
Figure 6-15 sh
o
was measured
m
in tw
wo ways. Thee outlet gas ffrom the gas//liquid separaator was com
mbined
the CO2 output
with a nittrogen sweep gas and sent to a GC forr compositionn analysis. A volumetric fflow meter (V
VFM)
was also placed
p
at the exit
e of the absorber, and th
he change in C
CO2 leaving tthe absorber w
was measuredd over
time. Both
h methods yieeld similar ressults, as woulld be expectedd from a masss balance on CO2 in the syystem.
The liquid
d flow rate for this experim
ment was 20 mL/min.
m
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Figure 6-15
5. CO2 output (left)
(
and voltag
ge (right) resullts from the prooof-of-conceptt system with 11M EDA, 0.25M
M

Cu(NO3)2, and 1M NaNO
O3, with curren
nt varied from 0.2
0 to 0.6 Ampps. The CO2 ouutput was meassured using a G
GC to
he G/L separattor and a VFM measuring thee change in CO
O2 leaving the aabsorber.
analyze thee gas leaving th

Based on the VFM meeasurements, which appearred to be morre reliable, thhe Faradaic effficiency andd work
of capturee were calculaated for each current. The results
r
are shoown in Figurre 6-16.

Figure 6-16. Faradaic efficiency (lleft) and work of CO2 capturee (right) based on the data froom Figure 6-15.

The Farad
daic efficienccy declined in
n a linear fasshion with inncreasing currrent, though only from 700% at
0.2A to 60% at 0.6A. The work off capture increeased in a linnear fashion ffrom 41 kJ/m
mole at 0.2A tto 133
kJ/mole at
a 0.6A. These results sh
how that the EMAR systeem, with exttremely little optimizationn, can
capture CO
C 2 at for 100 kJ/mole at a current deensity of 50 A
A/m2, which is only an oorder of magnnitude
below thee target curren
nt density for an EMAR.
Fu
urther experiments were run
r at differen
nt flow rates and current densities for systems withh only
nitrate sallts and system
ms with some chlorides sallts in the form
m of CuCl2. T
The results of the nitrate syystems
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r
are plo
otted as a funnction of CO2 capture rate,, which is thee most
can be seeen in Figure 6-17. These results
industriallly relevant methodology.

Figure 6-1
17. Faradaic effficiency (left) and work of CO
C 2 capture (riight) as a functtion of CO2 geeneration rate ffor 1M
EDA, 0.25
5M Cu(NO3)2, 1M NaNO3 systems. The numbers in tthe plots reprresent the liquuid flow rate of the
experiment in mL/min.

Figure 6--17 shows thaat at flow ratees from 5 to 30 mL/min, the Faradaic efficiencies rremain abovee 60%
and even can reach 80
0% at very lo
ow CO2 fluxes and modeerate flow rattes. The loweer flow rates show
nally good peerformance at
a low curren
nts, but theirr performancee declines siignificantly aas the
exception
currents in
ncrease. The higher flow rates show a nearly constaant Faradaic efficiency froom 0 to 100 A/m2.
The resultts also indicatte that there is an optimum
m flow rate in the range neaar 20 mL/minn.
Experiments
E
ru
un at 20 mL/m
min showed the
t lowest reqquired work oof CO2 captuure for a givenn CO2
flux. Low
wer flow ratess appeared to show faster increases in tthe work of ccapture, presuumably becauuse of
increased transport reesistances and
d greater concentration ppolarization bbetween the two sides oof the
electrocheemical cell.
To
T further inveestigate the performance
p
of
o the proof-oof-concept EM
MAR system as a functionn flow
rate, expeeriments weree run with constant curren
nts, and the fllow rates werre varied over time. The rresults
from those experiments can be seen
n in Figure 6--18.
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Figure 6-1
18. Faradaic effficiency (left) and work of CO
C 2 capture (rright) as a funcction of the sorbent flow ratee for a
EMAR sysstem with 1M EDA, 0.25M Cu(NO
C
d 1M NaNO3. N
Numbers repreesent the applieed current duriing the
3)2, and
experiment. Lines for effficiency and wo
ork of capture are linear regreessions and 2ndd order regressiions, respectively.

The parab
bolic shape off the work of capture curvee agrees with trend from F
Figure 6-17 thhat showed thhe best
performan
nce for moderrate flow rates. In contrast to Figure 6- 17, the ideal fflow rates aree in the range of 30
to 40 mL//min, rather th
han 20 mL/m
min. This diffeerence is mosst likely a funnction of the iinherent variaability
of the pro
oof-of-concept system.
The
T higher peerformance of
o moderate flow
f
rates coompared to llow or high flow rates can be
explained
d by the comp
petition of traansport effectts and inefficiiencies due too low loadinggs. In the preevious
chapter on
n transport ph
henomena, th
he importancee of fluid veloocity can be seen by its eeffect on the P
Peclet
number. Higher veloccities improv
ve transport to the surfaace, reducingg concentratiion overpotenntials.
Increasing
g the velocity
y also decreaases the diffe
ference of coopper and am
mines concenttrations acrosss the
system, which
w
causes open-circuit
o
potential
p
diffeerences. For bboth of these reasons, as tthe liquid flow
w rate
is increasees, the requireed voltage is reduced
r
for a given currennt density.
However,
H
at veery high flow
w rates, the ch
hange in the ccopper loadinng from the innlet to the outtlet of
the anodee becomes quite small. Eventually,
E
th
he release off CO2 is so small that thhe level of ssupersaturation
n is metastablle, and hencee, bubbles do
o not spontanneously form
m. The expectted change inn CO2
concentraation, Δ[CO2],, can be calcu
ulated as a fun
nction of the vvolumetric liqquid flow ratee and the currrent.

 I 1 
I

  CO2   2  Cu 2++   2 

 2F Q  Q F
flow 
fl
flow
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(6-7)

ge in the phy
ysical CO2 saaturation, ΔγCO2
ueous solutioon is calculated by dividinng the
The chang
C , of the aqu
expected change
c
in con
ncentration by
y the CO2 phy
ysical solubiliity at the anodde pressure and temperatuure.

 CO2 

H CO2 vm
  CO
O2 
I

PA
Q flow F PA
H CO2 vm

(6-8)

At room temperature and pressuree, the changee in CO2 satturation, whiich is equivaalent to the ssupern, drops below
w 10% at liq
quid flow rattes of 50 mL
L/min when rrunning at 0.25A. At suchh low
saturation
super-satu
urations, it is not surprisin
ng that the CO
O2 release froom the solutiion becomes inefficient. F
Figure
6-19 show
ws all of the efficiencies from that datta in Figure 6-17 and Fiigure 6-18 ass a function oof the
expected system superr-saturation. While
W
more data
d
below 100% super-satturation would make the rresults
more con
nclusive, the trend of deecreasing Faaradaic efficiiency for suuper-saturationns below 155% is
statisticallly significant.

Figure 6-1
19. Faradaic effficiency as a fu
unction of supeer-saturation foor all the resultts shown in Figgures 6-17 andd 6-18.
In the righ
ht plot, the ressults for every
y 5% bin of su
uper-saturationn have been coombined. Error bars represennt one
standard deeviation.

The resullts indicate th
hat 800 sccm
m/m2 of CO2 can
c be capturred for 100 kkJ/mole of ellectricity usinng the
EMAR sy
ystem at the optimal flow
w conditions. This is despiite operating well below tthe ideal operating
temperatu
ure and with little optimizaation to the sy
ystem geometrry.
Similar experiiments were attempted ussing systems with CuCl2 in place of Cu(NO3)2, buut the
experimen
nts gave inco
onsistent resu
ults. The EMAR system sshowed significant signs oof corrosion when
chloride salts
s
were useed for extendeed periods off times, whichh may be the cause for thee poor resultss. The
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own in Figurre 6-20, weree in agreemennt with the reesults from F
Figure
measured Faradaic effficiencies, sho
d voltages, and
a hence thee work of C
CO2 capture, were significcantly higherr than
6-14, but the required
expected.
The
T increased
d voltages caan be explain
ned by the fformation off thick alumiinum oxide llayers
between the
t aluminum
m and copper plates, which
h would add a significant contact resisstance. Precippitated
aluminum
m salts clogged the inlets and
a outlets of the system oon multiple occcasions and were easily vvisible
all over th
he device. Diffficulties with
h the electricaal connectionns to the coppper through thhe aluminum pplates
were experienced duriing these exp
periments, bu
ut were neveer encountereed during expperiments wiith all
nitrate sallt systems. Future
F
system
ms should nott be designedd with alumiinum to avoid the problem
ms of
galvanic corrosion.
c

Figure 6-2
20. Faradaic effficiency (left) and work of CO
C 2 capture (riight) as a functtion of CO2 geeneration rate ffor 1M
EDA, 0.25
5M CuCl2, 1M NaNO3 system
ms. The numbeers in the plotss represent the liquid flow raate of the experriment
in sccm.

Porous Electrode
es
Prior to the
t experimeents with the flat plate ellectrode systeem with 1/322” flow channnels, 1/8” pporous
electrodess were used in 1/8” flow
w channels fo
or the EMAR
R experimentts. The porouus electrodes were
obtained from
f
the aero
ospace compaany, ERG. Th
he 1/8” thick foams were tthe thinnest aavailable and had a
pore denssity of 20 po
ores per inch
h. The porossity of the fo
foams is overr 90% with a surface arrea of
approximately 1000 m2/m3. Vitreou
us carbon foam
m (glassy carbbon) electroddes were also ppurchased wiith the
intent to plate them with
w copper and
a use them
m in the prooff-of-concept system. The electrodes ccan be
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d with higher surface areass and very high porositiess. Due to the pproblems witth the copper foam
purchased
electrodess, however, th
he vitreous caarbon electrod
des were neveer tested.
The
T porous eleectrodes weree first tested using electroochemical im
mpedance specctroscopy (EIIS) as
shown in Figure 6-21
1. The solutio
ons for these experiments had EDA annd Cu(NO3)2 concentratioons 10
times lesss than the flatt plate experiiments. The NaNO
N
entration was half of the concentrationss used
3 conce
in the flatt plate experim
ments. Despitte the significcantly lower iionic strengthh, the solutionn resistance, w
which
is equal to
o the x-interccept in the Ny
yquist diagram
m, is significcantly less thaan the solutioon resistance in the
flat plate system.
s
This demonstratess the superior properties (i..e., lower resiistances) of thhe porous elecctrode
system. At
A lower frequ
uencies, the EIS experimen
nts with dilutee solutions in porous electrrodes still maaintain
lower resiistances becau
use the higherr surface areaa reduced trannsport limitatiions.

Figure 6-2
21. Nyquist (leeft) and Bode (right)
(
diagram
ms from EIS m
measurements oon 0.1M EDA
A, 0.025M Cu(N
NO3)2,
0.5M NaN
NO3 solutions un
nder air and CO
O2-saturated co
onditions.

Because
B
the porous
p
electrrode experim
ments were thhe preliminarry tests donee with the E
EMAR
system, th
he voltage measurement
m
scheme
s
had not
n yet been setup. Therefore, only appproximate vooltage
values baased on direcct readings of the power supply are aavailable. Thhe concentratiion of the soorbent
solution was also stiill being opttimized; the solutions uused with thee porous eleectrode weree less
concentraated than the solutions
s
used in the flat plate
p
experim
ments. Finallyy, the flow rattes of CO2 innto the
system weere at 25 sccm
m, rather than
n the 100 sccm
m for the majoority of the flaat plate experriments.
The
T reason porrous electrodes were not more
m
thorougghly investigaated is because of concernss with
bubble en
ntrapment in the pores an
nd the instab
bility of the pporous netwoork after maany depositionn and
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on cycles. Thee latter was diifficult to meaasure in the ssmall proof-off-concept devvice that lackeed the
dissolutio
for long periiods of time,, but the form
automatio
on capability to operate continuously
c
mer was obsserved
through on/off
o
cycling experiments. Figure 6-22
2 shows resullts from two rrepresentativee experimentss with
porous eleectrodes in th
he EMAR systtem.
The
T results sho
ow impressiv
vely high currrent efficienc ies that even approach unnity. Unfortunnately,
as can be seen in the riight plot of Fiigure 6-22, over
o
time the pperformance of the porouss electrode syystems
significan
ntly decline. It
I was observ
ved that the electrochemicaal cell was fiilling with gaas bubbles beecause
the liquid
d levels elsewh
here in the sy
ystem were alll increasing over the duraation of the exxperiment. Seeveral
strategies were tested to
t try and red
duce bubble entrapment
e
inncluding faster flow rates aand pulsating flow.
Unfortunaately, neither strategy appeeared to preveent bubble enttrapment.

Figure 6-2
22. CO2 outpu
ut and Faradaic efficiency during
d
on/off ccycle experimeents with poroous electrodes in the
EMAR sysstem. The com
mposition of th
he solutions weere 0.5M EDA
A, 0.125M Cu((NO3)2, and 1M
M NaNO3 (lefft) and
0.1M EDA
A, 0.025M Cu(N
NO3)2, and 0.5M NaNO3 (rig
ght).

EMAR electrochemic
e
al cells with
h porous eleectrodes do warrant furtther study. IIt is possiblee that
manipulattion of some of the operaating conditio
ons, such as tthe temperatuure, may alleeviate the prooblem.
Operation
n at pressure over 50 barr may also allow
a
operatiion under coonditions witth minimal bbubble
formation
n. Finally, diffferent types of
o high surfacce area copperr structures ccould be invesstigated. The effort
to use a porous
p
copperr electrode iss worthwhile considering tthe significanntly reduced overpotentialls that
were pred
dicted in the previous
p
chaptter.
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Electro de Stabili ty
In a one case,
c
the EMA
AR system was
w operated in
ntermittently for weeks w
without changiing of the sollution,
changing the polarity of
o the electrodes, or disasssembling of th
the device. Affter the approoximately 30 hours
of operation, the deviice was disassembled, an
nd pictures oof the differeent componennts were takeen. A
selection of
o these photo
ographs can be
b seen in Fig
gure 6-23 andd Figure 6-244.
In
n the cathodee, where the copper
c
is con
nstantly beingg deposited, significant quuantities of ccopper
buildup were
w
observed
d. Much of th
he copper wass only looselyy bound to thhe copper plaate, and was w
wiped
off easily
y. The cheeseecloth, which
h was placed to prevent ccontact of thee membrane with the elecctrode
surface, was
w embedded
d into the platte and extrem
mely difficult tto remove.

Figure 6-2
23. A picture of
o the flat platee copper cathode on top of thhe aluminum cchassis with thhe cheesecloth spacer
after appro
oximately 30 ho
ours of operation. The copperr has grown siggnificantly aroound the cheeseecloth.
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Figure 6-2
24. (Top Left) A picture of the
t flow inlet of
o the on the ccopper cathodee. Significant ccopper metal buildup
surrounds the entrance. (Top Right) Picture
P
of the cheesecloth oonce separated from the coppper anode. (B
Bottom
c
anode after
a
removal of the cheeseccloth. (Bottom
m Right) A piccture of the C
Celgard
Left) A piicture of the copper
membrane showing signiificant copper growth.
g
All picctures taken aft
fter approximattely 30 hours oof operation.

In the ano
ode, where co
opper was beeing removed,, some loose copper discoovered on thee electrode suurface,
but signifficantly less th
han was on the
t cathode. The
T cheeseclooth in the anoode was not embedded innto the
electrode and could bee easily remov
ved. Both surrfaces showedd the presencee of some coppper oxide sppecies.
The mem
mbrane was sttained with copper
c
powdeer, but did nnot show the distinctive shhiny copper metal
growth th
hat was seen in Figure 6-9
9. This indicaates that the cheesecloth did successfuully reduce ccopper
growth th
hrough the meembrane.

Conclus
sions from
m the Prooff-of-Concept System


A proof-of-con
ncept EMAR system was designed
d
and constructed bbased on seveeral prior iteraations
off electrochem
mical cells dessigned for CO
O2 capture proocesses.
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The system was operated with porous electrodes, but stable cycling could not be achieved due to
bubble entrapment. Faradaic efficiencies near unity were achieved before performance the
deteriorated.



The system was operated with flat plate electrodes and a 1/32” flow channel. Stable on/off and
polarity cycling was achieved. Experiments with durations of 7 hours were also successful.



Experiments showed that if CO2 super-saturations above 15% were generated in the anode,
Faradaic efficiencies in flat plate systems could reach 80%.



Under ideal operating conditions, 800 sccm per m2 of membrane area could be separated for 100
kJ/mole CO2 of electricity.



Chloride systems were tested, but showed poor results. The high required voltages, however,
were most likely a function of aluminum oxidation problems, not a failure of the chloride
chemistry. Further study with a more corrosion resistant system is warranted.



After 30 hours of intermittent operation with constant-polarity, significant copper buildup was
observed throughout the system, but especially in the cathode.
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Chapter 7
7.

Design of Future EMAR Systems
Based heavily on experience gained from the proof-of-concept system and the theory regarding
thermodynamics, kinetics, and transport developed in Chapters 3-5, designs for the next generation
system and future industrial systems are proposed. A successful design will require consideration of
operational requirements, such as sufficient membrane surface area, and engineering requirements, such
as the correct choice of materials. The systems will need to be able to operate under elevated pressure and
temperature conditions, but also need to be modular to allow for the cleaning and replacement of
electrodes and membranes. Implementation of significant automation and control strategies will be
necessary to allow for long continuous runs without the need for user intervention.
This chapter will start with a focus on designing the next bench-scale system. A specific design
for the electrochemical stack and suggestions for peripherals is provided. A series of addition concerns
are addressed, which range from material selection to different operating strategies. At the end of the
chapter, a techno-economic assessment of three different industrial EMAR designs is performed to
demonstrate the expected performance of the EMAR systems with different configurations. The flat plate
electrode design appears the most promising due to its reasonable efficiencies and simple design.

Electrochemical Stack Design
The design of future electrochemical stacks should closely resemble a cross between a fuel cell and a
redox flow battery. Many similarities with electrodialysis systems will also exist. In the electrochemical
stack design of all these systems, the majority of the fluid flow is internal to the stack. This is necessary
for reducing the requirements for piping and supporting structures. The stacks will be composed of three
main elements: electrodes, flow channels, and membranes. The order of the construction will be:
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Electrode || Flow Channel || Membrane || Flow Channel || Electrode
Each electrode will be bipolar; acting as an anode on one side and a cathode on the other. Hence, the
electrode will be simultaneously being dissolved on one side and extended, through deposition, on the
other. The electrodes will be composed of thin sheets of copper, most probably alloy 101 with >99.99%
copper. Sheets of 1 to 3 mm should be sufficient depending on operating times between reversals. The
required thickness of the copper, δCu, as a function of the operating parameters can be calculated by Eq. 71.

 Cu  FS

imax M W
tswitch
2F 

(7-1)

Where:
FS = Safety factor
imax = Maximum current density
MW = Molecular weight of copper ( 63.55 g/mol )
ρ = Density of copper ( 8960 kg/m3 )
tswitch = Time between anode/cathode switches
If each cycle causes the loss of some fraction of the electrode, Eq. 7-1 could be multiplied by a plating
efficiency, εP, to the nth power, where n is the number of cycles the copper plate is expected to last. The
enhanced equation is shown in Eq. 7-2.

 Cu  FS

imax M W tswitch
n
 P 
2F


(7-2)

Careful design will be required to ensure that erosion of the copper structure over time does not occur. As
was mentioned in the transport modeling section, the deposition and dissolution rates will not be uniform,
and may not perfectly match between the cathode and the anode sides. This will lead to the slow copper
dissolution in some places and buildup in others. Using copper sheets that are quite thick (>5 mm)
provides more material for erosion and buildup, and may lead to more difficulties with blockages of the
flow channel.
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Using a composite electrode structure, where two thin sheets of copper sandwich a conductive but
inert barrier, could be a way to minimize copper erosion problems. A thin sheet of stainless steel foil or
graphite placed between the two pieces of copper would prevent the solution from leaking into the
chamber on the opposite side even if all the copper on one side dissolves. When the polarity is eventually
reversed, copper could re-deposit on the inert material, reversing much of the erosion.
The membranes, which are required to allow ion migration while inhibiting diffusion, could be
either a porous polyolefin or an ion-selective ionomer. The former has the advantage of robust physical
properties and very low cost. Through surfactant coating of the polyolefin, good wetting can be achieved.
Celgard 3401 and 3501 membranes have both been used effectively in the bench-scale system.
Ionomers, by virtue of being non-porous, are superior diffusion barriers while maintaining
excellent ionic conductivities. Either cation-exchange or anion-exchange membranes would be useable,
but anion-exchange would be more desirable since they would prevent the migration of charged cupric
species. Membranes used in electrodialysis processes would be a cheaper alternative to the expensive
fluorinated ionomers like Nafion.
The flow channels will most likely employ some type of serpentine design in order to increase the
residence time of the fluid flowing over each plate. The required path length, Lp, for an EMAR system
can be calculated by,

Lp  U CCu H

2F
i

(7-3)

Where:
U = Average flow velocity
ΔCCu = The change in copper concentration across the entire system
H = The channel height
< i > = Average current density of the system
The flow channel material must be constructed of an electrically-insulating, chemically-inert, and rigid
gasket-type material that can handle significant compressive stress. Silicone and PTFE have both been
used successfully in the bench scale system. Other common rubbers and plastics including polyurethane
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uld also be considered for
f gaskets. Chemical staability experriments shouuld be
and polyethylene cou
d before using
g new materiaals.
performed
Figure
F
7-1 sho
ows a schem
matic diagram of the first 5 elements off possible electrochemical stack
design. Th
his includes two
t
copper electrodes,
e
tw
wo gaskets wiith cut flow cchannels, andd a membranee. The
first copp
per electrode is backed wiith a sizeablee metal (steell or aluminum
m) plate, whiich is essentiial for
providing
g the system with
w rigidity.

Figure 7-1
1. Schematic diagram
d
of the first five elem
ments of an eleectrochemical sstack for an EMAR system. Black
lines represent the paths of
o fluid travel.

It may bee preferable to
o electrically insulate the metal from tthe copper to avoid galvannic corrosion. This
could be easily
e
accomp
plished by ad
dding a thin plastic
p
or rubbber film betw
ween the metaal and copperr. The
holes in th
he metal plate will be used
d to pass boltts through to connect withh an identical metal plate oon the
opposite side
s
of the sy
ystem. Throug
gh bolt and nu
ut constructioon, significannt pressure cann be applied to the
device to prevent leak
ks. Inlets, outlets, and elecctrical connecctions can bee added on thhe back side oof the
metal platte.
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The
T black linees give indicaations of how
w the fluid wiill flow internnally within tthe stack struucture.
After passsing horizonttally through the serpentin
ne flow channnel, the fluid would travel vertically thhrough
the memb
brane, the nex
xt gasket, and
d the next co
opper plate too reach the 2nnd gasket, whhere it would again
enter a ho
orizontal serp
pentine flow channel.
c
The vertical traveel would occuur through sm
mall holes cuut near
the outsid
de of the mem
mbrane, gaskett, and copper plate.

Design of Periphe
erals
The electtrochemical stack
s
will on
nly be one piiece of the eentire EMAR
R system. Figgure 7-2 shoows a
schematicc of the wholee experimentaal setup.

Figure 7-2. Schematic diag
gram of the im
mportant elemennts of an EMA
AR experimentaal setup.
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The setup includes the electrochemical stack, a CO2 absorption vessel, a catholyte tank that also acts as a
gas/liquid separator, pumps, condensers, and gas flow and composition measurement devices. All of the
equipment shown would be controlled through a computer with access to temperature, pressure, flow, and
level measurements at specific points in the system. The computer would also control a potentiostat,
which would vary the current or potential across the electrochemical cell. The system would have the
capability of automated polarity reversals, which include switching the liquid flows and currents across
the system. This section will provide specific advice for implementation of these peripheral pieces of
equipment.
Absorption Flask (After Cathode)
During experiments with the initial bench scale system, it was apparent that the design of the absorber
significantly affected the overall performance. If the absorber is incapable of absorbing CO2 at the same
rate of desorption, than the CO2 concentration of the solution will slowly decline until the driving force of
absorption increases and the system reaches a steady state. We can model the rate of absorption, Nabs, in
the flask by use of a simple overall mass transfer coefficient (from the gas to liquid phase), kabs based on
the gas phase and liquid phase concentrations of CO2.



gas
liq
N abs  k abs C CO
 C CO
2
2



(7-4)

Under the conditions of the original bench scale system (room temperature and small changes in copper
loading), the absorption of CO2 is mostly physical. For a larger system operated at higher temperatures,
the main mechanism of absorption will switch from physical to chemical, and the mass transfer
coefficient will increase sharply. Increasing the volume, and hence residence time, of the absorption flask
is also an effective way to increase the CO2 concentration in the sorbent headed to the anode.
In a heated system, the absorption tank is an excellent location to heat the solution, since heating
the electrochemical cell would be difficult. Two strategies could be employed for keeping the absorber
supplied with CO2 while quantifying the rate of absorption. The first would be to constantly flow CO2
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into the system at a greater rate than the system can absorb it while measuring the inlet and outlet flow
rates. The rate of absorption would equal the difference in the flow rates.
The second strategy would be to constantly monitor the pressure in the absorber, and only add
CO2 to maintain the pressure in the vessel. The rate of absorption in this setup is equal to the rate of CO2
being added to the vessel. This strategy has the distinct advantage of having no outlet. At high
temperatures, significant evaporative losses could occur from the absorber, necessitating a condenser on
any outlet. By eliminating the outlet, the complexity of the system is greatly reduced. While the first
strategy would of require two mass flow controllers and a condenser setup, the second strategy only
requires one mass flow controller. If, however, it is desirable to add a mixture of nitrogen and CO2 to
simulate flue gas, the first option would be the only feasible strategy.
Including ports for pH probes, other ion-selective probes, or UV-Visible fiber optic probes in the
absorption flask will allow for constant monitoring of the solution condition. A port for removing small
samples for external analysis may also be helpful. The absorption flask is the logical choice for these
ports, since the catholyte tank will be under significant pressure, and less amenable to such attachments.
Catholyte Tank (After Anode)
The catholyte tank, or gas/liquid separator, is where the two-phase mixture of copper loaded sorbent
solution and gaseous CO2 flow to after the anode. This vessel will need to be able to hold pressure, and
hence, will most likely be a stainless steel bomb. This vessel will need to be heated in order to operate the
system at elevated temperatures. Because of the added complexity (and cost) of the pressurized vessel, the
number of ports on the catholyte tank should be kept to a minimum. A mass flow controller connected to
the gas outlet of the catholyte tank will have the dual responsibility of measuring the CO2 generation rate
and maintaining the pressure in the anode side of the stack.
An alternative to using a flash tank design to separate the CO2 from the sorbent liquid is to use
inverted bucket steam traps. This would simplify the catholyte tank by removing the need for a gas outlet.
Without the gas outlet, there is no need for a vessel. The heating of the liquid solution could be achieved
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by flowing the liquid through coiled stainless steel tubing submerged in an oil bath. The efficacy of these
steam traps for separating the gas/liquid mixture must be tested, however, before this strategy can be
employed.
Potentiostat and Control Systems
The specific potentiostat chosen to manipulate and measure the current and potential through the system
will be a critical decision. Gamry offers potentiostats with the ability to measure the potentials of multiple
electrodes simultaneously in stacked systems like the one shown in Figure 7-1. The ability to run
impedance spectroscopy will also be important for characterizing the resistances in the system as a
function of many operating parameters, such as the flow rate. Gamry potentiostats can also be controlled
through National Instruments’ LabView software, which is the logical software choice for the rest of the
control and measurement systems.
National Instruments offers modular data acquisition hardware that can take a variety of inputs
and produce many different outputs. Temperatures will likely be measured through RTD’s or
thermocouples; pressure transducers generally provide 0-5 volt outputs. Mass flow controllers will often
provide 0-5V or 0-10V outputs and accept the same input. Three way flow values, which will be
important for automated polarity reversals, can be easily controlled through solid-state relays. All of this
can be controlled from a single LabView visual interface, which will be responsible for controlling and
recording all of the process parameters during an experiment. The exception to this will be the heated
baths for the absorber vessel and catholyte tank; the temperature of these baths will most likely be
controlled by a simple temperature controller, rather than the LabView program.
Liquid and Gas Control Strategies
Maintaining the flow rates, pressures, and liquid levels throughout the system will require implementation
of several measurement and control strategies. For simplicity, two single input single output control loops
should be employed rather than a single multi-input multi-output control strategy. A diagram of the gas
and liquid control scheme can be seen in Figure 7-3.
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The
T flow ratess of the incom
ming nitrogen
n and CO2 innto the CO2 aabsorption veessel are conttrolled
simply fro
om initial sett points (SP) and not part of any largerr control loopp. The outlett of the absorrber is
only meassured, and is not controlleed. If a smalll gauge presssure were dessired in the abbsorption vesssel, a
control loop with a preessure transdu
ucer input cou
uld be installeed. The CO2 ooutlet from thhe catholyte tank is
controlled
d to maintain
n the pressuree in the anod
de of the devvice. Thereforre, if the preessure drops iin the
anode, thee CO2 outlet flow
f
rate will be slowed un
ntil the pressuure increases.
The
T liquid flow
w rate throug
gh the system
m is nominallly set by the flow rate seet point contrrolling
pump 2. The flow ratte of pump 1 is controlleed to maintaain the fluid level in the absorption vvessel.
Thereforee, if the level in
i the absorbeer drops, the flow rate exitting the absorrber will decrrease until thee level
achieves the
t target heig
ght.

Figure 7--3. Measurem
ment and conttrol schematicc of the propposed EMAR
R experimentall setup. Equiipment
unimportan
nt to the contro
ol scheme is om
mitted.
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In addition to the two closed loop control schemes, a timing routine will be setup to automatically change
the flows during polarity reversals. This can be achieved through three-way solenoid valves connected to
solid-state relays. When the polarity is to be reversed, four three-way valves will switch configurations
such that the anode inlet and outlet becomes the cathode inlet and outlet, and vice versa. It is important to
put the valves after the pumps such that the absorber level control scheme is not affected. The activation
of the three-way valves combined with switching the direction of the current applied by the potentiostat
will constitute a full polarity reversal.
With the control schemes and the timing routine, the system should be capable of operating
continuously for extended periods of time with no need for operator manipulation. Alarms could also be
added if unsafe pressures are detected.

Additional Concerns
Materials of Construction
When designing an EMAR system, the inherent corrosiveness of the amine working solution must be
considered. Chloride salts, which have been shown to enhance kinetics and appear to reduce the
formation of passivating oxide layers, significantly increase the potential for corrosion. Aluminum, which
is stable in most amine solutions, becomes susceptible to galvanic corrosion in the presence of chloride
ions. For this reason, it is advisable to limit the contact of the supporting metallic structure (which will
presumably be either steel or aluminum) with both the copper and the working solution. Different grades
of stainless steel should be tested for their resistance to corrosion for use in fittings. Marine grade
stainless steel, SAE 316, has shown good performance, type 18 has not, SAE 304 is untested.
Plastic parts can be safely constructed with polypropylene, PTFE (Teflon), or acetal (Delrin).
Parts constructed with polycarbonate will fail after a few weeks of contact and should not be considered
for pressurized systems. Tygon tubing has shown lasting resistance and Masterflex C-Flex (a mixture of
Tygon and silicone) has been effective in peristaltic pumping applications. One concern with silicone
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tubing would be the high CO2 permeability. For pressure applications, SAE 316 stainless is probably the
best option for fittings and tubing.
Thermal Considerations
Understanding the absorption and release of heat throughout the system will be important for designing
large systems, which without proper construction, could experience a significantly non-isothermal
temperature distribution. The temperature of the absorber, without intercooling, will rise do to the
exothermic absorption of CO2. For EDA, the heat of reaction is approximately -85 kJ/mole. In the
electrochemical cell, where the CO2 is being desorbed, the release of CO2 will cause an equal and
opposite cooling effect. This will be offset, to some extent, by the electrical heat being dissipated into the
electrochemical cell. The change in temperature for the absorber and electrochemical cells can be
approximated roughly by the following:

TAbsorber  2

TCell  2

 H

 H  C
CO2

Cu

cp
CO2



 F V CCu
cp

(7-5)

(7-6)

For the electrochemical cell to operate isothermally, a cell potential of nearly a volt would need to be
applied. For a system requiring 0.5 volts, the swing in cupric ion concentrations would have to be kept
below 0.5M, to keep temperatures drops below 10oC. This limits the maximum useful amine
concentrations below 2M.
Using the incoming hot flue gas to heat the electrochemical cell could offset some of the
temperature swing. As was shown in the thermodynamic chapter, the electrochemical cell requires less
energy at higher temperatures. Therefore, using any available waste heat for heating the electrochemical
cell will yield efficiency gains.
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Solution Composition
As can be seen from the thermal considerations, the concentration of the amine in the working solution
has many secondary effects, including the size of the temperature swings. Additionally, low amine
loadings lead to lower viscosities, which can improve conductivities and absorption rates significantly.
Therefore, using lower concentrations of amines may be advisable, despite the need to increase
circulation rate.
In the kinetics section, the significant impact of chloride salts was described. It is likely that some
intermediate complexing species can be added to greatly enhance the kinetics, with little downside.
Chloride salts, due to their aforementioned enhancement of corrosion, may not be the best choice.
Investigation into other halides and small organics (ammonia, acetate, citrate, ascorbate) may lead to a
better additive.
Higher concentrations of electrolytes will improve conductivity but increase viscosity. Only a
detailed model, which can account for both effects, can determine the correct balance. Reasonably high
conductivities can be achieved with 1M solutions of electrolyte without significant viscosity implications.
Copper Loadings
The operational copper loadings will significantly impact the process efficiency. High copper loadings
exiting the anode and low loading exiting the cathode will lead to increased overpotentials near the
respective exits. As was shown in the electrochemical kinetics results, overpotentials are most sensitive to
high copper loadings. For this reason, copper loadings at the exit of the anode should not exceed 0.9.
Loadings of 0.1 or below exiting the cathode should be achievable with low energy penalties provided
there is sufficient mass transport in the electrochemical cells to prevent excessive concentration
polarization.
Another operational strategy, which would avoid high copper loadings and reduce the opencircuit cell potentials, would be to target a maximum copper loading of 0.5. With this strategy, the
reaction in the cathode would switch from:
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Cu(EDA) 2+
2  2 e  Cu  2EDA

(7-7)


+
Cu(EDA) 2+
2  2  EDA-CO 2   2e  Cu  2EDAH +2EDACO 2

(7-8)

to

At loading of 0.5, only half of the CO2 is released; the remaining half participates in the cathode as shown
above. Since CO2 is present on both sides of the electrochemical cell, the activity of the amines is more
similar, which will promote a smaller open-circuit potential. The kinetics chapter, however, demonstrated
that operating the cathode with CO2 will increase overpotentials. Additionally, only desorbing half the
CO2 will decrease absorption kinetics.
Degradation of amines or copper
Instability of the sorbent or the copper electrodes requires significantly more research. Oxygen will be
present in the system, via the flue gas, and will react with both the amines (oxidative degradation) and the
metallic copper electrodes (corrosion). It is unclear if either oxidative degradation or corrosion is
preferable over the other. It has been previously reported that cupric ions can catalyze oxidative
degradation, but the effect of such high concentrations is unknown. The extent of copper ion catalysis for
such strongly chelating polyamines is also unclear since it is similar amines, such as
ethylendiaminetetracetic acid (EDTA), are added as corrosion inhibitors for ethanolamine scrubbers.
Degradation of the amine is the most likely concern since significant contact with the flue gas occurs in
the scrubber. The copper electrodes are exposed only to the oxygen that dissolves into the solution, which
will only be on the order of 10μM.
With normal operation, the system should be able to reach outlet cupric ion concentrations of
10mM. Beyond this, an additional porous electrode setup for reducing the cupric ion concentration below
0.1mM could be added. Furthermore, if 10mM of EDTA is added to the system, this may inactivate the
low concentration of cupric ions in the absorber.
Ion chromatography is an effective technique for measuring amine degradation. Most small
amines will eventually degrade to form small organic ions, such as acetate, which can be readily
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measured over time. Some form of HPLC analysis may also work. Gas chromatography would be
difficult due to the high fraction of non-volatile salts in the working sorbent.
Zero-Bubble Operation
Bubbles are one of the primary reasons that porous electrodes, which would perform much better from a
kinetics and transport perspective, are difficult to employ in a realistic system that must operate robustly
for long periods of time. If the system was operated at a high pressure, the water in the anode would
absorb the electrochemically released CO2 physically rather than allow bubbles to form. The CO2 could
then be flashed off in a subsequent tank at lower pressure. The downsides of such an operating strategy
would be the added cost of pumping and the increased open-circuit potential required due to the increased
pressure of CO2 in the anode. Operation at lower temperatures, where the thermodynamics, kinetics, and
transport are less favorable, may be necessary to increase the physical solubility.
As was shown by the derivations from the thermodynamics chapter, the difference in open-circuit
ΔVOpen(P1,P2) potential as a function of pressure can calculated by,

V Open ( P1 , P2 ) 

RT  P2 
ln  
F
 P1 

(7-9)

At 50oC, this would be approximately 44 mV, which is not excessive when compared to the expected
reductions in overpotentials. The difficulty that must be overcome for this strategy is the relatively low
physical capacity of CO2 in water. At 50oC with a pressure swing from 60 bar to 10 bar, a 0.7M CO2
swing can be achieved.153 This means that for a 2M EDA solution, two to three release stages would be
necessary to prevent any bubble formation.
Another significant drawback could be the permeance of CO2 across the membrane. Effective
membranes that prevent CO2 diffusion would be necessary. Porous polyolefin membranes would most
likely be insufficient at preventing CO2 diffusion. Nafion membranes have also been shown to have
relatively high permeability to CO2, which is not surprising since fluorinated polymers like Teflon, the
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backbone of Nafion, are relatively permeable to CO2. Ionomers not based on Teflon, may meet this
requirement.

Preliminary Techno-Economic Assessments
Three techno-economic assessments will be presented in this section: one for a flat plate system, one for a
porous electrode system with bubble formation, and one for a porous electrode system operating under
zero-bubble conditions. Based on the thermodynamic, kinetic, and transport experiments and modeling,
reasonably accurate predictions can be made for the electricity demands for the system under normal
operating conditions.
Long-term operating concerns, including electrode stability and the amine stability are difficult to
predict. Capital costs of designing an EMAR system are also poorly-defined. The working sorbent is 2M
EDA with 2M NaCl supporting electrolyte. Table 7-1 shows estimates of all the input parameters
necessary for the techno-economic assessment. While an optimization or sensitivity analysis would be an
ideal way to examine the relative importance of all the parameters, the large number of inputs and
complex models make that type assessment difficult at this point. For this analysis, the parameters were
chosen based on engineering approximations of reasonable operating conditions. Sensitivity analyses will
be necessary in the future to accurately assess the potential of an EMAR system.
Estimates for the molecular diffusivity and conductivity of the solution are obtained using the
Stokes-Einstein equation shown in Eq. 7-10,

D

kT
6   rH

(7-10)

Where k is the Boltzmann’s constant and rH is the hydrodynamic radius of the molecule.
Calculation of the diffusivity with Eq. 7-10 is challenging without accurate estimates of the
hydrodynamic radius. It is, however, easy to calculate the diffusivity, D, at a given temperature, T, with a
known viscosity, μ, if the viscosity and diffusivity are known at a reference temperature, T0.
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 T   
D  D0    0 
 T0    

(7-11)

The conductivity can be calculated in an identical fashion. Standard state diffusivities and conductivities
of copper sulfate systems are readily available in literature.171,168,172 The viscosity of aqueous EDA
solutions at a range of temperatures is also available.59,173 The viscosity, μ, of an aqueous amine solution
with copper salt is estimated by multiplying the viscosity of water, μW, by the specific viscosities (actual
viscosity over the viscosity of water) of EDA, μEDA, and copper salt systems, μCu,. Values for μW, μEDA, and
μCu can be found in literature.

  EDA  Cu 


 W  W 

  W 

(7-12)

The first four parameters of Table 7-1 are based on the plant specifications. The next 19 parameters are
specifications of the capture plant. The final 16 parameters are chemical properties of the EDA sorbent
under the operating conditions.
The plant specifications represent typical values for a 500 MWe supercritical coal-fired power
plant.28 Both new power plants designed with carbon capture systems or existing power plants worth
retrofitting would likely be supercritical. This analysis, however, will emphasize the economics of
retrofitting existing plants, which is the most attractive aspect of the EMAR technology.
To assess the total impact on the cost of electricity (COE), some estimates must be made with
regard to capital costs. Two cases will be considered:
Case 1: The capital cost of installing an EMAR system is equivalent to the cost retrofitting an
existing plant with a thermal amine carbon capture system.
Case 2: The capital cost of installing an EMAR system is equivalent to the additional cost of
including a thermal amine carbon capture system in a built for purpose plant.
Because of the simplicity of the EMAR system and low level of required integration, Case 2 may be the
more accurate representation.
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Table 7-1. Inputs of parameters for the techno-economic assessment of three different EMAR configurations. Plant
specifications based on a sub-critical coal-fired power plant.

Parameter
CO2 Mass Flow Rate
Flue Gas CO2 Partial Pressure
CO2 Capture Fraction
Incoming Flue Gas Temperature
Membrane Current Density
Absorber Pressure
Anode Pressure
Desorption Pressure
EDA Concentration
Flow Channel Thickness
Superficial Flow Rate
Flat Plate Electrode Remix Length
Porous Electrode Surface Area
Electrode Porosity
Darcy's Law Permeability
Lean Copper Loading
Heavy Copper Loading
Faradaic Efficiency
Compressor efficiency
Pump Efficiency
Effective Operating Temperature
Maximum Gas Fraction in Anode
Effective Membrane Thickness
CO2 Binding Constant
SS Anode Exchange Current Density
SS Cathode Exchange Current Density
Anode Electron Transfer Coefficient
Cathode Electron Transfer Coefficient
Henry's Law Constant
Molar Volume
Lean Solution Viscosity
CO2 Loaded Solution Viscosity
Cu2+ Loaded Solution Viscosity
Lean Solution Diffusivity
CO2 Loaded Solution Diffusivity
Cu2+ Loaded Solution Diffusivity
Lean Solution Conductivity
CO2 Loaded Solution Conductivity
Cu2+ Loaded Solution Conductivity

Abbrev.
FCO2
PF
xCO2
TF
jM
Pabs
PA
Pout
[EDA]0
H
U

LR

Flat Plates

Porous

Value

Unit

Value

Unit

Value

Unit

466
0.11
0.9
55

Mg/hr
bar

420
0.11
0.9
55

Mg/hr
bar

420
0.11
0.9
55

Mg/hr
bar

500
1
60
8
2
2
0.1

A/m2
bar
bar
bar
mol/L
mm
m/s

500
1
10
8
2
1
0.1
0.1

o

C
2

A/m
bar
bar
bar
mol/L
mm
m/s
m

S
εpore

kD
xlow
xhigh
ηF
ηC
ηP
Tsys
ymax
dmem
KCO2
i0A
i0C

αA
αC
HCO2
vm

μL
μCO2
μCu
DL
DCO2
DCu

κL
κCO2
κCu

Zero-Bubble

1.0
0.1
0.9
0.9
0.7
0.7
70
0.5
0.25

o

C

mm

145
56
A/m2
152
A/m2
0.35
0.35
3800
bar
0.02
L/mol
0.65
mPa*s
1.3
mPa*s
1.3
mPa*s
1.2 x 10-9 m2/s
0.6 x 10-9 m2/s
0.6 x 10-9 m2/s
22
S/m
11
S/m
22
S/m
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o

C
2

500
1
10
8
2
2
0.1

A/m
bar
bar
bar
mol/L
mm
m/s

1000
0.9
5 x 10-9
0.1
0.9
0.9
0.7
0.7
70
0.5
0.25

m2/m3
m2

o

C

mm

145
56
A/m2
152
A/m2
0.35
0.35
3800
bar
0.02
L/mol
0.65
mPa*s
1.3
mPa*s
1.3
mPa*s
1.2 x 10-9 m2/s
0.6 x 10-9 m2/s
0.6 x 10-9 m2/s
22
S/m
11
S/m
22
S/m

o

C

1000
m2/m3
0.9
5 x 10-9
m2
0.1
0.9
0.9
0.7
0.7
o
60
C
0
0.25
mm
360
33
A/m2
89
A/m2
0.35
0.35
3300
bar
0.02
L/mol
0.75
mPa*s
1.5
mPa*s
1.5
mPa*s
1.0 x 10-9 m2/s
0.5 x 10-9 m2/s
0.5 x 10-9 m2/s
19
S/m
9
S/m
19
S/m

Based on these input parameters, the dimensions of the necessary EMAR cell can be readily calculated.
The required membrane area is a function of the membrane current density, the Faradaic efficiency, and
the rate of CO2 capture.

Amem  F

FCO2 xCO2

(7-13)

M WCO2 jM F

The path length of the EMAR cell can be calculated using Eq. 7-3 with the low and high copper loadings
in lieu of the ΔCCu term as shown in Eq. 7-14.

Lp  [EDA]0

U H F  pore
jM

x

high

 xlow 

(7-14)

The EMAR cell width, W, which is the total width of all the parallel channels required, is calculated by
dividing the total membrane area by the path length. The volume of all the flow channels is calculated by
multiplying the membrane area by the channel thickness and the porosity.

W

Amem
Lp

Vcell  Amem H  pore

(7-15)

The diffusivity and conductivity in the anode are calculated by the average of the CO2 and copper loaded
values. The diffusivity and conductivity in the cathode are calculated by the average of the copper loaded
and lean values. The dispersion, or effective diffusivity, in the porous electrode systems is estimated to be
one order of magnitude higher than the molecular diffusivity because agitation caused by flowing through
a porous matrix. The dispersion in the flat plate system is predicted to be twice the molecular diffusivity
because flow profile through the channels will not have time to fully develop.
The open-circuit potential is calculated by a modified form of Eq. 3-6 shown in Eq. 7-16. The
higher values of PA and KCO2 in the zero-bubble case lead to an increased open-circuit potential.

E 

RT 
P 
ln 1  K CO2 A 
F
P0 


(7-16)

The anodic and cathodic overpotentials are based on the Butler-Volmer equation presented in Eq. 4-6.
The values for the exchange current densities are only the standard state values (i.e. [EDA]0 = 1M and
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Figure 7-4
4. Anodic (left)) and cathodic (right) kinetic overpotentialss as a function oof copper loadding for the threee
configuratiions compared
d in the techno-economic asseessment. Lines are solid whenn in the operatiing range of coopper
loading.

The overp
potentials sho
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ntials because it has less ellectrode surfaace area comppared to the pporous
electrode systems. Th
he zero-bubb
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wer operation
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electrode models mustt be used. Fig
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a extreme loaading conditiions. Becausee the requiredd potentials foor the porouss electrode syystems
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Figure 7-5
5. Anodic (left)) and cathodic (right) overpottentials as a funnction of copper loading for tthe three
configuratiions compared
d in the techno-economic asseessment. Solid lines representt combined kinnetic and transpport
overpotenttials. Dashed lines represent overpotentials
o
without
w
transpport limitations.

Figure 7--5 shows that the addition of transport limitations inccreases furtheer the disparitty in overpoteentials
between the
t different configuration
ns. The flat plate electrodde system shhows dramatiic increases iin the
required overpotential
o
due to concentration polarrization at thee electrode suurface. The loower conductiivities
in the zero-bubble co
onfiguration, which result from the loower operatinng temperatuure, produce larger
pared to the sttandard porouus electrode ccase. In a real system, requuiring
transport overpotentialls when comp
nt current den
nsity across th
he whole ran
nge of copperr loadings is not ideal. Insstead, the reqquired
a constan
membranee current denssities should be
b correlated with the exchhange currentt densities of the solution.
ES, representts the resistannce of ion traansport across the flow chhannel
The
T solution overpotential,
o
in the flatt plate electro
ode system. The
T ionic transport resistannce in the porrous electrodee system is allready
accounted
d for in the trransport modeel, and thus no
n additional solution resisstance is requuired. The solution
overpoten
ntial in the flaat plate system
m is a function
n of the conduuctivity, κ, ass shown in Eqq. 7-17.

ES 

jM H



((7-17)

The solu
ution overpoteential in Tab
ble 7-2 repressents the sum
m of solution potentials foor the cathodde and
anode flow
w channels. At
A 52 mV, th
he solution ov
verpotential i s a significannt inefficiencyy. To calculaate the
membranee overpotentiial, an effective membran
ne length, dM , is used to represent thee resistance tto ion
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migration through the membrane. The resulting overpotential can be calculated using Eq. 7-18, which
closely resembles Eq. 7-17.

EM 

jM d M

(7-18)



To account for the below unity porosity and tortuosity of the membrane, and effective length of 10 times
the standard membrane thickness of 25 μm is used. An average of the anode and cathode conductivities is
used for calculating the membrane overpotential.
The total potential per cell, ΔEnet, can be calculated as the sum of the open-circuit potential, the
kinetics potentials, the transport potentials, the solution potentials, and the membrane potential; all of
these values are reported in Table 7-2. The flat plate and zero-bubble systems require similar potentials of
0.35 and 0.37 volts respectively. The range of copper loadings, however, is wider for the zero-bubble
porous electrode case, which increases the required potential. The standard porous electrode system
shows significantly better performance at 0.29 volts.
The required volumetric sorbent flow rate can be calculated from the dimensions of the EMAR
system and the superficial velocity. Using Eq. 7-13 through Eq. 7-15, the volumetric flow rate can also be
calculated in terms of the process parameters.

FS  H U W 

FCO2 xCO2

[ EDA]0  pore  xhigh  xlow  M WCO2 F

(7-19)

The pressure drops across the system are calculated either Poiseuille equations for laminar flow between
parallel plates or using the Darcy’s law permeability coefficient, kD. For a flat plate system, the pressure
drop, ΔP is calculated with Eq. 7-20. For the porous electrode system, the pressure drop is calculated with
Eq. 7-21.

P  12

P  

FS  LP
U 2  F  pore


12
 xhigh  xlow  [EDA]0
W H3
H
jM

 FS LP
kD W H



 U 2 H F  pore
kD

jM
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x

high

 xlow  [EDA]0

(7-20)

(7-21)

The results, which are shown in Table 7-2, demonstrate the dramatically lower pressure drops of a flat
plate system compared to a porous electrode system. Lowering the velocity in the porous electrode
systems by 50% would reduce the pressure drop by a factor of 4. This should be strongly considering in
any sensitivity analysis or design optimization of porous electrode systems.
Table 7-2. Calculated system properties for the three configurations examined in the techno-economic analysis.

Parameter
EMAR Membrane Area
EMAR Cell Path Length
EMAR Cell Width
EMAR Flow Cell Volume
Electrode Area/Membrane Area
Anode Dispersion
Cathode Dispersion
Anode Conductivity
Cathode Conductivity
Open-Circuit Potential
Anode Kinetic Overpotential
Cathode Kinetic Overpotential
Anode Transport Overpotential
Cathode Transport Overpotential
Membrane Overpotential
Solution Overpotential
Total Cell Voltage
Sorbent Flow Rate
Pressure Drop Across Cell
Number of CO2 Release Steps
Pressure Drop for Release

Abbrev.
Amem
Lp
W
Vcell
S*H
DA
DC

κA
κC
ΔEOC
EkA
EkC
ETA
ETC
EM
ES
ΔEnet
FS
ΔP
NR
ΔPR

Flat Plate
Value
0.51
24.7
20.5
404
1
1.2 x 10-9
1.8 x 10-9
17
22
0.215
0.034
0.026
0.026
0.039
0.007
0.000
0.347
1.64
0.53
5
1

Unit
km2
m
km
m3
m2/s
m2/s
S/m
S/m
Volts
Volts
Volts
Volts
Volts
Volts
Volts
Volts
m3/s
bar
bar

Porous
Value
0.51
55.6
9.1
1011
2
0.6 x 10-8
0.9 x 10-8
17
22
0.215
0.022
0.013
0.015
0.012
0.007
0
0.284
1.64
11.4
5
1

Zero-Bubble

Unit
km2
m
km
m3
m2/s
m2/s
S/m
S/m
Volts
Volts
Volts
Volts
Volts
Volts
Volts
Volts
m3/s
bar
bar

Value
0.51
55.6
9.1
1011
2
0.5 x 10-8
0.8 x 10-8
14
19
0.287
0.030
0.021
0.017
0.015
0.008
0
0.377
1.64
13.1
2
25

Unit
km2
m
km
m3
m2/s
m2/s
S/m
S/m
Volts
Volts
Volts
Volts
Volts
Volts
Volts
Volts
m3/s
bar
bar

The number of CO2 release steps is another important design factor. This determines how many times the
solution may have to be removed from the electrochemical stack, which requires significant piping and
instrumentation. When the solution is pumped back into the stack, the pressurization requirement is
estimated by ΔPR. Because of the high anode pressure in the zero-bubble case, it is costly to repressurize
the sorbent. It is assumed that 50% of the pressure can be recovered through turbines.
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To calculate the number of release steps, we first calculate the volume of CO2 captured, VCO2, per
volume of solution, VS, per cycle through the system.

VCO2
VS

  EDA 0   xhigh  xlow 

RTsys
PA

(7-22)

This ratio divided by twice the maximum gas ratio, ymax, yields the number or release stages, NR.

NR 

RT
1
 EDA0   xhigh  xlow  sys
PA
2 ymax

(7-23)

For the zero-bubble system, where the maximum gas fraction is zero, we must consider the physical
solubility. Therefore, we the divide the moles of CO2 captured per liter of solution by the difference in
moles per liter of CO2 physical solubility from the anode pressure to the desorption pressure. The
difference in solubility is difficult to theoretically represent as a function of temperature and pressure, but
can found in tables and charts from literature. Based on the conditions described in Table 7-1, the
difference in physical solubilities is approximately 0.7 moles/L, which necessitates 2 release steps. Each
step is costly due to the significant amount of lost pump work during the depressurization.
Table 7-3 shows the different parasitic electrical demands required to operate the EMAR
scrubber. Additionally, the cooling duty required by the absorber and the heat duty required by the EMAR
cell to maintain isothermal operation are reported. The electric demand of the flue gas blower, WB, is
calculated by an empirical equation.

WB 

1.45 MW
100, 000 kg CO 2 per hour

(7-24)

The pump demand is calculated assuming 70% efficiency. The compressor work is calculated assuming
70% isentropic efficiency using the Peng-Robinson equation of state described in Chapter 2.
The absorber cooling duty is calculated by subtracting the heat that can be removed by the
increase in temperature of the flue gas from the heat released by the absorption of CO2. A gas heat
capacity, cP, of 1 kJ/kg/oC and an enthalpy of sorprtion, ΔHrxn, of 85 kJ/mole CO2 are assumed.
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QC  FS  EDA 0  xhigh  xlow   H rxn  

FCO2
PF

cP Tsys  TF 

(7-25)

The heat requirement for the electrochemical cell can be calculated by a similar equation. It is assumed all
of the energy from the electrochemical and pump inputs eventually heats the fluid in the electrochemical
cell.

Q H  FS  EDA 0  xhigh  xlow     H rxn   W EC  W P

(7-26)

Table 7-3. Parasitic energy requirements for the three EMAR configurations in the techno-economic analysis.

Parameter
Electrochemical Electricity Demand
Pump Electricity Demand
Compressor Electricity Demand
Flue Gas Blower Electricity Demand
Total Electricity Demand
Power Plant De-rating
Absorber Cooling Duty
EMAR Cell Heating Duty

Abbrev.

Flat Plate

Porous

Zero-Bubble

Value

Unit

Value

Unit

Value

Unit

87.7
1.2
23.2
6.0
118
23.6
207
134

MW
MW
MW
MW
MW
%
MW
MW

71.7
3.7
23.2
6.0
105
20.9
207
147

MW
MW
MW
MW
MW
%
MW
MW

95.4
8.9
21.7
6.0
132
26.4
217
118

MW
MW
MW
MW
MW
%
MW
MW

WEC
WP
WC
WB
Wnet
QC
QH

The heating and cooling demands for the absorber and electrochemical cell are large, which substantially
erodes the advantage of an electrochemical system. However, if non-isothermal operation is considered,
where temperatures are allowed to vary approximately 10oC within both units, the required heat and
cooling duties become manageable. The necessary temperature swing for adiabatic operation, ΔTad, of one
of the units can be calculated by Eq. 7-27. A heat capacity for the sorbent of 4 kJ/kg/oC is reasonable.
More dilute working solutions and amines with lower heats of reaction would also reduce the heating and
cooling duties.

Tad 

Q
 FS cP

(7-27)

All three configurations tested in the techno-economic analysis yield power-plant de-ratings between
20.9% and 26.4%, which is a relatively narrow range considering the high levels of uncertainty about
many of the important chemical and design parameters. The zero-bubble system performs the worst due
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to the high pump work required to re-pressurize the solution after the intermediate release step. The zerobubble system also suffers from operating at a lower temperature, which is necessary to keep the release
steps to just one intermediate step and the release step at the end of the anode.
The difference in kinetic and transport overpotentials between the flat plate system and the porous
electrode system becomes somewhat minor compared to the final electrical demand. The flat plate
systems also benefit significantly from the much reduced pressure drop across the system. If a spacer
material is required for structural support, however, that could add to the pressure drop of the system.
When compared with the estimated 36% de-rating of supercritical retrofits using conventional
scrubbing technologies and an estimated 31% de-rating for the installation of an oxy-fuel system, the
EMAR scrubber shows tremendous potential.28 For a purpose built system, however, there is no
significant efficiency advantage for using an EMAR scrubber over the other technologies.
The calculated de-ratings can be used to calculate a levelized cost of electricity (COE) based on
several previous techno-economic analyses done by EPRI and Alstom, which were normalized in the MIT
Future of Coal report.28,174,175 The COE is based on 2005 dollars. Operation and maintenance costs were
assumed linearly correlated to total capital costs between the power plant and the capture plant.
Two cases were considered to predict the capital cost of an EMAR system. Case 1 assumes the
cost of the EMAR capture plant is equal to the cost of a retrofit thermal amine scrubbing plant. Case 2
assumes the cost of the EMAR capture plant is equal to the cost of including a thermal amine scrubbing
plant in a built-for-purpose capture plant. Based on the MIT report, the capital cost in Case 1 is $17/MWh
of gross electrical capacity (i.e., before considering the parasitic losses due to the capture plant). For Case
2, the cost is $8.2/MWh. Figure 7-6 shows the COE for the base case supercritical plant with no capture,
for new and retrofit thermal scrubbers, and for a flat plate EMAR system under both cases. Because of the
drop-in nature of the EMAR system, the capital cost of the capture plant is not expected to be
significantly different for retrofits or new built-for-purpose plants.
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Figure 7-6
6. Comparison and breakdown of the COE for
f the base casse supercriticaal plant, new annd retrofit therm
mal
scrubbing systems, and both
b
cases the flat
f plate EMAR system.

Figure 7--6 shows that the COE increases by 133
3% if a retroffit thermal scrrubbing systeem is installedd. The
flat plate EMAR systeems, howeverr, only show a 95% and 662% increase for Case 1 aand 2, respecttively.
For Case 1, the EMAR
R system wou
uld be the besst choice for retrofits, but less desirablle than a new
w plant
uilt-for-purpose thermal sccrubbing systtem. For Casse 2, the EM
MAR system is the best ooption,
with a bu
whether itt is for a new plant or for a retrofit. For a porous elecctrode system
m, the increasees in COE aree 89%
and 56% for
f Case 1 an
nd 2, respectiv
vely.
Case
C
2 is a reeasonable app
proximation, because whiile the cost oof the copperr is in the 100’s of
millions of
o dollars, thee capital saviings from thee reduced com
mpressor requuirements is comparable. For a
flat plate system initiallly with 0.75 mm thick cop
pper plates onn each electroode, the cost oof copper wouuld be
about $37
7 million for 5.1 million kg.
k This reprresents 56 tim
mes the quanntity of coppeer on the Stattue of
Liberty bu
ut only 0.4% of the annuaal production in the Unitedd States. Appllying this technology to 10’s of
plants a year would not significantly
y disrupt the global
g
copperr market.
When
W
comparred with the estimated 37
7% de-ratingg of retrofits using conveentional scruubbing
technolog
gies and an estimated
e
36%
% de-rating for the instaallation of ann oxy-fuel syystem, the E
EMAR
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scrubber shows tremendous potential. For a purpose built system, however, there is no clear efficiency
advantage for using an EMAR scrubber over the other technologies. It is implicitly assumed in this
analysis that a stable and robust EMAR system can be designed to last decades without significantly more
maintenance than the other competing technologies. This will require further development and
experimentation beyond what has been currently demonstrated.
In addition to the high efficiencies of the EMAR system, the “drop-in” format of the technology
may allow for significantly reduced capital costs compared to conventional thermal scrubbers in retrofit
applications. Additionally, EMAR systems are more versatile and can be applied to other industries, such
as cement, steel, and aluminum. EMAR systems may also be effective for smaller-scale applications such
as producing CO2 for bio-refineries or even removal of CO2 from enclosed areas in spacecrafts or
submarines.
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Chapter 8
8.

Conclusions and Recommendations
Summary
This thesis has made a compelling argument for further research into electrochemically-mediated amine
regeneration scrubbers for post-combustion carbon dioxide separations. In the introduction, the need for
an electric “drop-in” technology capable of less invasive retrofits of existing power plants was
highlighted. Furthermore, a capture technology of this form would be effective for carbon capture from
other large point-source emitters such as cement, steel, and aluminum plants.
The specific chemistry chosen for the EMAR process was developed and optimized in the second
chapter through screening of 13 different metals and 14 different amines. Operational benefits of the
process, which included high pressure desorption, reduced absorber size, and the ability to use
polyamines that are poorly suited for thermal systems, were also discussed.
The thermodynamics and kinetics that govern the performance of an EMAR capture system were
explored through experimentation and modeling in Chapters 3 and 4. The thermodynamic limit of the
system efficiency was determined to be 70% at open-circuit conditions. Analysis of the electrochemical
reaction kinetics demonstrated a significantly more facile process than would have been predicted by
conventional theories on dissociative electron transfer. Derivation of a new theory based on a consecutive
two-electron transfer process, where the intermediate is stabilized by the complexing agent justifies the
enhanced kinetics.
Using the experimentally determined thermodynamics and kinetics, the performance of real
systems was predicted using transport models for flat plate electrode and porous electrode systems. In
both cases, the partial differential equations (PDE) governing the transport phenomena are simplified
through a detailed analysis based on reasonable approximations. For the flat plate system, the employed
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integral solution strategy converts the PDE to an ordinary differential equation (ODE). For the porous
electrode system, the coupled PDE based on the Nernst-Planck equation can be solved entirely by a set of
two non-linear algebraic equations.
A proof-of-concept device was constructed to demonstrate the ability for an EMAR scrubber to
successfully capture CO2 at the bench scale. The system achieved up to 80% Faradaic (current) efficiency
despite limited optimization of the system design. Stable cyclic operation was achieved and experiments
up to 7 hours showed no deterioration of performance over time. Experiments with nitrate salts systems
achieved CO2 capture at a rate of 800 sccm/m2 with an electricity demand of 100 kJ/mole CO2. This was
achieved despite the limitation of the operating conditions to ambient temperature and pressure.
Experiments with chloride salt systems were inconsistent due to significant corrosion problems with the
aluminum frame of the device. Copper powder formation in the solution occurred along with loose copper
film formation on the electrode surface; the long-term implications of these phenomena are not known.
Recommendations for the next generation bench-scale system were provided in Chapter 7 based
on experience from operating the proof-of-concept system. A specific design for future electrochemical
cell stacks and suggestions for peripheral equipment and control strategies were provided. Additional
concerns including material stability, electrochemical stack heating, and sorbent solution composition
were also discussed.
Based on the best available thermodynamic, kinetic, transport, and operational experience, a
thorough techno-economic analysis (TEA) is provided. The TEA shows that several different EMAR
configurations could achieve below 30% de-ratings on a sub-critical coal-fired power plant. This
performance is a significant improvement over traditional thermal scrubbing system, which would cause a
42% de-rating. The 20% to 30% de-ratings for an EMAR system, however, are not a significant
improvement over other technologies when considering a built-for-purpose power plant with CO2 capture.
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Directions for Future Research
While this thesis has shown that an EMAR system has the potential to drastically reduce the cost of
retrofitting an existing plant, many significant technical challenges must be considered before the process
could be ready for application in industry.
At the forefront of these concerns is operational stability. It must be proven that an EMAR system
could operate continuously for weeks or months without failure of the electrodes. The mode of failure
could be oxidation due to dissolved oxygen, poor cyclic plating, or passivation. The rate of degradation of
the amine sorbent must also be considered. Cupric ions have been shown to increase the rate of oxidative
degradation in amines; the concentration of cupric ions in the EMAR system, however, is far greater than
has been tested previously. The extent of the catalysis at these higher concentrations requires
investigation. The effects of flue gas impurities, primarily sulfur dioxide (SO2), are also a significant
concern. If the EMAR system can successfully regenerate amines complexed with SO2, it will represent a
tremendous advantage of the EMAR strategy over traditional thermal scrubbing.
More advanced tools for optimization and sensitivity analysis of EMAR systems must be
developed. To accomplish this, all of the calculations described in the TEA need to combine in a
comprehensive computer code. This will greatly improve the ability to perform techno-economic analyses
that consider the optimum design of these systems. The ability to quickly optimize a design will also be
necessary to effectively model the capital cost of a system. Since the capital expense will be extremely
sensitive to the size of the system, it is impossible to effectively assess the capital costs without
integration with a detailed capture plant performance model.
Further research is warranted on the performance of aminoethylethanolamine, which shows
promising kinetics and reasonable thermodynamics. The kinetic effects of different additives, including
halides and small organics, should be explored. Investigation of chloride salts demonstrated a
combination of impressive catalysis of the electrochemical reactions with undesirable tendencies towards
reduced Faradaic efficiencies and copper powder formation.
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Confirmation of the transport results from Chapter 5 is also necessary. While the thermodynamic
and kinetic models were confirmed with experimental results, the developed transport models were not
experimentally validated. Construction of small analytical test cells followed by experiments with varying
currents, potentials, and flow rates is the most straightforward approach. To minimize the complexity of
these systems, the CO2 generation rate, which is more challenging to measure than the current or
potential, should not be measured. The diffusive flux of different species through the membrane materials
should also be investigated.
The development of this technology for other applications beyond post-combustion CO2 capture
should also be explored. In the Appendix, several examples of pH-modulation using EMAR-like systems
are described. Separations of other gases or CO2 from non-combustion sources could be a useful
application. Separations of CO2 and hydrogen sulfide from natural gas are becoming more important with
the recent boon in natural gas production. Liquid-phase separations may also be possible but will likely be
more complicated. Electrochemical separations of various organic pollutants have been shown previously,
but have never been industrially relevant. The competitive complexation strategy that was introduced in
this thesis and proven effective in EMAR, may allow for the development of more successful
electrochemical separation processes in the future.
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9.

Appendix
A) Experimental Techniques
Chemicals
Stock solutions were prepared with distilled and deionized 18 MΩ water using a Milli-Q system. Almost
all chemicals used were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich with a few purchased from VWR and a few from
Alfa-Aesar. Background electrolytes used were sodium nitrate (NaNO3, purity >99%), potassium nitrate
(KNO3, purity > 99%) and sodium chloride (NaCl, purity > 99%). Cupric ions were added to solutions
through the addition of copper nitrate semi(pentahydrate) (Cu(NO3)2, purity>98%), copper sulphate
(CuSO4, purity>99%), or copper chloride (CuCl2, purity>97%) . All amines used were of at least 99%
purity. For TETA, which was purchased as a solid hydrate, the supplier-provided Karl-Fischer titration
data were used to determine the true molecular weight of the hydrated complex. Sulfuric acid solutions
were prepared from a 2.5 M solution purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Ag/AgCl reference electrodes were
purchased through BASi (West Lafayette, IN). Copper 101 alloy (purity > 99.99%) was used for the
copper plate electrodes and the copper wire.
Solution Preparation
Stock solutions were prepared using volumetric flasks ranging from 10 mL to 500 mL. First, the desired
weights of amines, copper salts, and electrolytes would be added to the volumetric flask. Then water
would be added until the solution reaches the target volume. Typical stock solutions included:


4N amine solutions (i.e., 2M EDA, 2M AEEA, 1M TETA, 1.33M DETA)



Copper salts: 2M Cu(NO3)2 , 1M CuSO4 , 4M CuCl2



Electrolytes: 5M NaNO3 , 4M NaCl, 3M KNO3

Experiments were often run at 2 N amine, hence the choice for a 4 N stock solution. The concentrations
of the copper salts were generally as high as possible without forming precipitate. It was difficult to store
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hloride stock solutions; a frothy layer would form after a few days. In genneral, solutionns not
copper ch
saturated with CO2 werre assumed to
o be stable ind
definitely. Noo results ever indicated othherwise.
s
expeeriments weree prepared unnder the assuumption that tthere would be no
Solutions for specific
n excess volum
me due to miixing. Since experimental
e
solutions werre never preppared directlyy from
change in
pure amin
nes or concenttrated acids, this
t assumptio
on should be reasonable.

B) pH-M
Modulating Flow Systtems
If one con
nsiders the tarrget of the bassic ligand in an
a EMAR-likke process to bbe a proton raather than CO
O2, the
net effect of the oxidattion of inert metals
m
into accidic cations will be a shaarp decrease iin pH. Chemiistries
capable of pH control are not new. Lead-acid baatteries decreaase the pH whhen PbSO4 is converted to PbO2
t release of
o two proton
ns per electrron transferreed. Preliminaary experimeents based oon the
through the
transition from copperr to cupric ox
xide, from leaad to lead diooxide, and froom hydroquinnone to quinoone all
ochemically modulate
m
thee pH with tthe need to electrolyze w
water.
demonstraate the abilitty to electro
Schematiccs of how sysstems like thiss could be dessigned can bee seen in Figu
ure 9-1.

Figure 9-1
1. Schematic diiagram of a possible pH-depeendent process operated via eelectrochemicaal pH-modulation.

In this pro
ocess, an inco
oming solution can be acid
dified by pass ing through aan anode cham
mber where ccopper
metal, Cu
u, is being co
onstantly oxid
dized to copp
per oxide, CuuO. This proccess requires the breakdow
wn of
water to yield
y
the oxygen, leaving one proton in
n the solutionn per electronn passed. Thee acidified solution
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can then be sent to a new vessel to undergo some acid-catalyzed process. Once that process is complete,
the solution can be sent to the cathode of the electrochemical cell, where the copper oxide is being
continuously reduced to copper metal and thereby absorbing protons from the solution. If the system is
operated correctly, the outlet solution should leave at approximately the same pH as the inlet entered. This
avoids the need to add either salt or electrolyze water to achieve pH swings.
Avoiding the electrolysis of water has many practical advantages. Electrolysis requires large
overpotentials or expensive catalysts, which are cost prohibitive. There are also applications where acidic
environments in the absence of water are desired. The production of biodiesels through transesterfications
is one such example of a process, which organic solvents rather water. The transesterfication process is
acid catalyzed, but homogenous catalysis is difficult due to the need to neutralize the acid after the
reaction is complete. Electrochemical modulation of the pH could allow for the acidification of the
solution followed by neutralization without adding any chemicals. One example of how this could be
achieved would be the reversible oxidation and then reduction of hydroquinone to release protons then
reabsorb them.
Actuation of mechanical switches through the control of pH-dependent polymers is another
possible application of electrochemically-modulated pH environments. Technologies based on water
splitting have previously been considered for hydroponic applications where the constant addition of
acids and bases to the plant environment leads to the detrimental buildup of salt concentrations.
Microbiological bioreactors could be another system where pH control without salt accumulation is
desirable.
Several experiments, based on lead, quinone, and copper chemistry, were performed as part of a
patent application filed in August, 2012 (still pending as of September, 2013). The experiments used the
2nd generation electrochemical cell seen in Figure 9-2.
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Figure 9-2.. 2nd generation
n electrochemiccal flow cell usses for pH-moddulation experiments.

Copperr Example::
Anode:

 C u O  2 e 
Cu  H 2 O 

Cathode::

 Cu  H 2 O
CuO  2 H   2 e  

For this ex
xperiment, a two-compartm
t
ment flow celll with each ccompartment hhaving approoximately 20 m
mL of
volume was
w used. One
O compartm
ment containeed a copper ((Cu) electrodde while the other contained a
partially oxidized cop
pper electrod
de.

Partial oxidation waas achieved via soakingg the copper in a

m hydroxide solution for several
s
days. A black layyer of copperr oxide (CuO
O) was
concentraated potassium
observed on the surfacce of the oxiidized electro
ode. The two chambers w
were separatedd by a Nafionn 117
membranee previously soaked in a potassium
p
nittrate solution with a 20 cm
m2 working aarea. The chaamber
was flusheed with copio
ous amount off deionized water
w
then 0.1 molar potasssium nitrate.
A 0.1 molar potassium nitrate soluttion was injjected into both sides of the flow
w cell
simultaneeously at 1 mL
L/min in each
h side for 50 minutes. A 110 mA currennt (0.5 mA/cm
m2 current deensity)
was appliied via a potentiostat to the
t system. Voltages incrreased from approximatelly 0.7 to 0.8 volts
during thee course of th
he experimen
nt. The pH of each outlet stream was ffractionated iinto 5 mL sam
mples
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m
and recorded. A plot of pH vversus time bbased on the 5 mL
and the pH of each fraaction was measured
o outputs can be seen in Fiigure 9-3.
fractionation of the two

Figure 9-3
3. (Left) pH off fractionated outlet
o
samples from the coppeer system withh no current (oppen symbols) aand 10
mA of currrent (closed symbols). (Rightt) Applied poteential during thhe 10 mA expeeriment.

Lead Ex
xample:
Anode:

 P b O2  4H   4 e 
P b  2 H 2 O 


2





Cathode:: PbO2  4 H   4e  
 Pb  2 H 2 O & PbO2  4 H  SO4  2e 
 PbS O4  2 H 2 O

For this ex
xperiment, a two-compartm
t
ment flow celll with each ccompartment hhaving approoximately 20 m
mL of
volume, each
e
containin
ng lead (Pb) electrodes,
e
wh
hich had beenn partially oxiidized. Oxidaation was achhieved
via a poteentiostat thatt applied a 2.5 volt poten
ntial differencce between thhe lead electtrode and pieece of
platinum foil for severral hours. A dark brown layer
l
of lead dioxide (PbO
O2) was obserrved on the ouutside
of the electrodes. Thee two chambeers were sepaarated by a N afion 117 meembrane prevviously soaked in a
c
solu
ution with a 20 cm2 workking area. T
The chamber was flushedd with
concentraated sodium chloride
copious am
mount of deio
onized water then 0.3 molaar sodium sullfate to removve any remainning chloride ions.
A 0.3 mo
olar sodium sulfate
s
solutio
on was injectted into bothh sides of thee flow cell siimultaneouslyy at 1
mL/min in
n each side for
f 50 minutees. A 10 mA
A current (0.5 mA/cm2 currrent density)) was appliedd via a
potentiosttat to the systtem. Voltages increased frrom approxim
mately 2 voltss to 3 volts duuring the couurse of
the experiment. Afterr the experim
ment, the anod
de showed siignificant quaantities of leaad dioxide annd the
bSO4), whichh indicates thhat the lead trransformationn, and
cathode showed the prresence of leaad sulfate (Pb
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w the domiinant electrocchemical proccess during thhe experimentt. The pH off each
not water hydrolysis, was
outlet streeam was fracttionated into 5 mL sampless and the pH of each fractiion was meassured and recoorded.
A plot of pH versus tim
me based on th
he 5 mL fracttionation of thhe two outputts can be seenn in Figure 9--4.

Figure 9-4
4. (Left) pH off fractionated outlet
o
samples from the leadd system with 110 mA of curreent. (Right) A
Applied
potential during
d
the 10 mA
m experiment..

Quinon e Example
e:
Anode:

 BQ  2H   2 e 
BQH 2 

Cathode::



BQ  2 H   2 e  
BQH 2


For this experiment,
e
a two-comparrtment flow cell
c with eachh compartmennt having appproximately 220 mL
of volum
me, each conttaining vitreo
ous carbon foam
fo
electroddes, and beinng separated by a Nafionn 117
membranee previously soaked in a concentrated sodium chlooride solutionn was used. The chambeer was
flushed with
w copious amount of deio
onized water then 1 molarr sodium chlorride before beeing filled wiith the
working solution. Th
he working solution waas containedd 1 molar ssodium chlooride, 0.01 molar
benzoquin
none (BQ), an
nd 0.01 molarr hydroquinon
ne (BQH2).
The
T working solution
s
was injected
i
into both
b
sides of the flow celll simultaneouusly at 1 mL/m
min in
each side for 40 minutees. A 10 mA
A current (0.5 mA/cm2 currrent density) w
was applied vvia a potentiosstat to
the system
m. Voltages increased
i
from
m approximaately 0.3 to 0..5 volts durinng the course of the experiiment.
The pH of
o each outleet stream wass fractionated
d into 5 mL samples andd the pH of each fractionn was
measured and recorded
d. A plot of pH
p versus tim
me based on thhe 5 mL fracttionation of thhe two outpuuts can
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be seen in
n Figure 9-5. The pH did
d not increasse significantlly in the cathhode because of the rapid basecatalyzed degradation of the quinon
ne species at high pH valuues. Evidencce of such deggradation couuld be
c
outlett and noticeabble precipitatee.
seen by a distinct darkeening of the cathode

Figure 9-5
5. (Left) pH of
o fractionated
d outlet samplees from the qu
quinone system
m with 10 mA
A of current. (R
Right)
Applied po
otential during the 10 mA exp
periment.

C) Aque
eous Quino
one CO2 Capture
Our initiaal study into electrochemic
e
cal CO2 captu
ure involved tthe use of reddox-active quuinones. The uuse of
quinodal carriers for CO
C 2 capture, however, haad the signifi cant drawbacck of requirinng organic soolvent
environments. Organicc solvents, ev
ven ones with
h low vapor pressure, woould be difficcult to emplooy for
large scalle CO2 capturre due to losss of the solveent through eevaporation aand entrainmeent in the flue gas.
Attemptin
ng to use quiinones for CO
O2 capture in
n aqueous syystems had neever been previously triedd, but
would be a solution to
o the organic solvent probllem. The threee quinones innvestigated foor aqueous caapture
can be seeen in Figure 9-6.
9

Figure 9-6. Quinones inveestigated for use in aqueous ellectrochemicall CO2 capture ssystems.
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To
T start, we considered thee using benzo
oquinone in aan aqueous syystem. The eelectrochemisstry of
benzoquin
none under in
nert gases in aqueous environments haas been previoously studiedd. Benzoquinoone is
sparingly soluble in water,
w
which would be inssufficient forr an industriaal process, buut was suitabble for
initial inv
vestigations in
nto the feasibiility of such a process. Thhe addition off sulfonic acidd groups, how
wever,
raised thee solubility off naphtha- and
d anthra- quin
nones sufficieently to allow
w for up to 1 M solutions. W
When
studying the
t stability of
o the quinon
nes in the aqu
ueous environnments bufferred at pH 9, benzoquinonne and
naphthaqu
uinone system
ms showed poor
p
stability as seen in F
Figure 9-7. B
Benzoquinone degraded oon the
orders of hours, while naphthaquino
one sulfonic acid
a
degradedd on the lenggth scale of daays. Measurem
ments
of anthraq
quinone disulffonic acid sho
owed no chan
nge over severral days evenn at higher pH
H’s.

Figure 9-7
7. Cyclic voltaammagrams of BQ (left) an
nd NQS (rightt) in pH 9 buuffered water oover time. Sollutions
contained 0.1
0 M NaCl. The
T sweep rate is 0.1 volts/seccond.

Itt was determiined that in aq
queous system
ms, even onees saturated w
with CO2, the predominantt form
of the red
duced quinonee species was hydroquinon
ne (protonatedd) form ratherr than a CO2--containing addduct.
Thereforee, the CO2 cap
pture would occur through
h the formatiion of bicarboonate ions froom the reactiion of
the dissolv
ved CO2 and hydroxyl gro
oups generateed from waterr during the electrochemical formation of the
hydroquin
none from th
he oxidized quinone.
q
This, however, was impossiible to obserrve in an aqqueous
benzoquin
none system because
b
the quinones
q
degrrade quickly in even a slightly basic ennvironment. IIn the
stable AQ
QDS system, cyclic voltam
mmagrams in
n unbuffered solutions shoow a slight ddifference bettween
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d CO2 enviro
onments as seeen in Figuree 9-8. This ddifference inddicates that reeduction of A
AQDS
argon and
somehow interacts with
h the dissolveed CO2.

Figure 9-8
8. (Left) CV off AQDS in unb
buffered solution under argonn and CO2 atm
mospheres. (Rigght) CV of AQ
QDS at
pH 9 over time showing negligible
n
degrradation over 1 day.

Unfortunaately, the red
duced form off the AQDS, however, didd not appear to be stable in the presennce of
oxygen. It
I was this difficulty,
d
wh
hich eventuallly led to thee explorationn of other chhemistries annd the
abandonm
ment of the aq
queous quinon
ne systems.

D) Quan
ntum chem
mical mode
eling of Quinones in non-aqueo
ous system
m
Introdu
uction:
The use of
o quantum ch
hemical simullations to pred
dict both redoox transitionss and complexxation energiees has
been welll established
d.

Hartree--Fock (HF), density funnctional theoory (DFT), and higher order

methodolo
ogies have been
b
used efffectively for these reactioon energies. DFT, howevver, has becoome a
favored method
m
when
n dealing witth many atom
m organic m
molecules beccause of its iimpressive sccaling
characteriistics when co
ompared to Moller-Plosset
M
t (MP) or clusster-continuum
m approachess.
For quinones, specifically, several grou
ups have atteempted to prredict their rredox potentials in
aqueous, and non-aqueeous solvents. Additionallly, predictionn of their affinnity to bind pprotons (and hence
their pKa)) have also been investigaated computattionally. Whhile gas phasee calculations of their ionizzation
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energies (IE) and electron affinities (EA) can be performed effectively, significant doubt has been placed
on the ability to correctly address their solvation energies correctly.
Polarized continuum models (PCM) have been used to predict their solvation energies, but make
many assumptions about the solvation cavity that limit their applicability to systems with strong
electronegative or electropositive areas. Inclusion of explicit solvent molecules has been used to improve
the incorporation of specific solvent interactions. Hybrid quantum mechanical and molecular mechanics
may offer the best chance for an accurate and computationally tractable representation of the solvents.
Methods:
All simulations were performed using Gaussian 03 on a 56 core Linux cluster. Reaction energies and
redox transition energies were calculated by separately evaluating the gas phase and solvent contribution
as has been done previously. All geometries were optimized and frequency calculations were done using
mpw1pw91 6-31+G(d,p) formalism.

Gas phase energies were calculated using mpw1pw91 6-

311++G(3df,3pd). Solvation energies were calculated using CPCM reaction field with HF/6-31+G(d,p)
basis sets using the UAHF solvent radii. The DFT approach towards calculating the gas phase energies
was used instead of MP methods because of their ability to effectively model the radical species. Using
the MP2 method, the spin-contamination, <S2>, greatly exceeded the desired value of 0.75, which
highlights the method’s ineffectiveness.
Simulations were performed to ascertain the redox potentials for transition (with respect to the
absolute standard hydrogen electrode thought to be approximately 4.36 volts) and the reaction free
energies of the quinone species with CO2. Because the interactions between the quinone in the radical
state and CO2 are non-covalent, the mpw1pw91 DFT methodology was chosen in lieu of the more
common B3LYP do to its asymptotically correct predictions of longer range dispersion interactions. All
reported energies assume a standard state concentration of 1 mole/dm3 and a temperature of 298.15
Kelvin. Gas phase basis set superposition errors were corrected using the counterpoise method. These
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wever, due to the
t large basiis sets used. E
Electrostatic ppotential mapps of benzoquuinone
errors werre small, how
in its neuttral, dianion, and
a di-CO2 co
omplexed diaanion adduct ccan be seen inn Figure 9-9..

Figure 9-9
9. Electrostaticc potentials maapped onto eleecton isodensitty surfaces forr benzoquinonne. Red denotees high
electronegaativity whereass blue denotes an electroposittive surface.

Results
s:
Prediction
n of the redox
x states of the quinones hass been done ppreviously, annd no new straategies were
employed
d for these calculations other than the usse of a differeent DFT functtional form. P
Previous
computatiional studies have
h
focused more on the first redox traansition, wheereas only a feew papers havve
shown preedictions of th
he second tran
nsition. Tablle 9-1 includees results for tthe solvation free energiess, gas
phase eneergies, and preedicted redox
x potentials fo
or several quinnones. A parity plot of preedicted valuess as a
function of
o experimenttal values can
n be seen in Fiigure 9-10. E
Excellent agreeement is show
wn between tthe
predicted and experimeental values with
w a mean average
a
deviattion below 0.1 volts.
Table 9-1: Firrst and second reedox potentials versus
v
the SHE oof various quinoones. Also includded is the
disproportionaation equilibrium
m constant

Quinone
BQ
NQ
oNQ
PQ
AQ
BQCl4
dtBBQ

E1
-0.20
-0.46
-0.29
-0.36
-0.78
0.36
-0.56

E2
-1.16
-1.22
-0.98
-1.11
-1.43
-1.01
-1.72
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E 2 – E1
-0.96
-0.77
-0.69
-0.75
-0.65
-1.37
-1.17

Kd
66.6E-17
1.3E-13
22.2E-12
22.4E-13
1.3E-11
8.9E-24
22.5E-20

on energies, both gas phhase bindingg energies annd changes iin the
When preedicting CO2 complexatio
solvation energy were calculated seeparately and then combinned to predict the overall fr
free energy chhange.
ulated value for CO2 solvaation, the Hennry’s Law soolubility was used to calcuulate a
Instead off using a simu
free energ
gy of solvatio
on for CO2 off 1.15 kcal/mo
ole. Additionnally, a correection also neeeds to be addded to
account fo
or the entropiic penalty asssociated with the binding oof CO2. Mostt of this entroopic penalty ccan be
understoo
od as the replaacement of a translational degree of freeedom with a vibrational ddegree of freeedom.
Gas phase frequency calculations of the comp
plexation of bbenzoquinone with a sinngle CO2 mollecule
p
of app
proximately 9 kcal/mole aat room tempeerature. Freqquency calculaations
indicate a free energy penalty
of all the quinones weere performed
d but showed
d only slight variation. T
Table 9-2 shoows the calcuulated
solvation and binding free energiess along with the
t predictedd equilibrium coefficients of the reactioons of
uinones with one
o and two molecules
m
of CO2.
several qu

Figure 9-10. Parity plo
ot of simulateed redox poteentials of variious quinones versus experrimental underr inert
atmospherees in DMF.

To
T minimize the
t errors inh
herent to thee simulation procedure, w
we can look at the resultss in a
relative seense rather th
han as absolu
ute values. We can do tthis by fixingg the free ennergy for a kknown
reaction of
o quinones with
w CO2, and
d then consideer all of the reeactions as exxchanging the CO2 as shoown in
Eq. 1.
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[Q  CO2 ]2   PQ 2 
[ PQ  CO2 ]2   Q 2  

(9-1)

Here PQ represents phenanthraquinone, whose complexation reactions with CO2 have been reported in
literature, and Q represents any other quinone. When comparing the experimentally determined value for
phenathraquinone (oAQ) to the predicted value from the quantum simulations, we find a disagreement of
-8.7 kcal/mole. By adding this difference to all of the simulated values, we arrive at an adjusted free
energy value that reduces the systematic error of the simulation procedure.
Table 9-2: Binding free energies and their associated equilibrium constants

Quinone
BQ
NQ
oNQ
oAQ
AQ
BQCl4
dtBBQ

∆Ggas
-33.79
-26.50
-23.73
-17.73
-19.50
-14.56
-27.69

First CO2 Binding
K1
∆Gsolv
20.55
1.0E+10
17.50
7.9E+06
17.21
1.2E+05
10.73
2.7E+05
10.31
1.1E+07
9.60
8.7E+03
14.04
2.0E+10

adj

K1
2.5E+16
2.0E+13
3.0E+11
6.7E+11
2.7E+13
2.2E+10
5.0E+16

∆Ggas
-18.93
-12.62
-7.12
-4.74
-5.04
-0.97
N/A

Second CO2 Binding
K2
∆Gsolv
15.36
8.3E+02
10.97
3.2E+01
8.46
2.1E-01
8.55
3.2E-03
8.44
6.4E-03
7.49
3.3E-05
N/A
N/A

K1adj
2.1E+09
8.0E+07
5.2E+05
8.0E+03
1.6E+04
8.3E+01
N/A

By combining the results of Tables 9-1 and 9-2, the effect of adding CO2 to the solution on the redox
potentials can be determined. Assuming a saturated solution at 1 bar of CO2 pressure, the equilibrium
potentials of the solutions can be calculated. Benzoquinone shows significantly higher binding affinity for
CO2 than the larger aromatic naphtha- and anthra- quinones. Additionally, para-quinones appear to have
significantly higher equilibrium coefficients than ortho-quinones. Electron withdrawing side groups, such
as chlorine atoms, reduce CO2 affinity by pulling electronegativity away from the oxygen anions. Alkyl
side groups, such as methyl or tert-butyl groups, increase CO2 affinity by donating electronegativity to the
oxygen anions. Binding of the second CO2 is significantly weaker since the first CO2 molecule stabilizes
the dianion by drastically increasing the resonance possibilities for the pi electrons. Values for the second
binding of CO2 for (2,6)-di-tertbutyl-benzoquinone (dtBBQ) is not shown since the structure is
significantly hindered. These results agree with experimentally reported trends, but it is impossible to
make more quantitative claims due to the difficulty of measuring these equilibrium values.
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The reactivity of several other flue gas components with the dianion quinones were also
investigated and the results are shown in Table 9-3. Reactions were classified based on the behavior of
the molecules. Strong acid gases such as CO2, SO2, and SO3 formed covalent bonds. Highly oxidized
species including oxygen and NO2 oxidized the dianion species to form superoxides and nitrite,
respectively. Neither CO nor NO appeared to have any significant interaction. From these results, it is
believed that CO2, SO2, SO3, and H2S could be scrubbed effectively by quinodal dianions.
Table 9-3: Rough approximations of equilibrium binding constants of various gases with dianion quinones.

Gas
CO2
SO2
SO2
SO3
H2O
H2S
O2
NO2
CO
NO

Reaction Mechanism
Q2- + CO2  (Q-CO2)2Q2- + CO2  (Q-CO2)2Q2- + SO2  Q- + SO2Q2- + SO3  (Q-SO3)2Q2- + H2O  (Q-H2O)2Q2- + H2S  QH- + HSQ2- + O2  Q- + O2Q2- + NO2  Q- + NO2Q2- + CO  (Q-CO)2Q2- + NO  (Q-NO)2-
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Strength (Krxn)
1020
1030
1010
1050
105
1010
105
1020
Negligible
Negligible

Comment
Covalent
Covalent
Oxidation
Covalent
Hydrogen
Protonation
Oxidation
Oxidation
Dipole
Dipole

10.
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